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Balance of
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Tavern Stand for Sale.

Upper

THE

garden.

Sale
fair

a

GIBSON, Proprietors.
GIBSON.

6T* The house lias been thoroughly refurnished
and repaired, and every arrangement will be made
which will contribute to the comfort and convenience
of its guests.
dcl2
d&w2w

location for

a

bargain.

Physician.

1,1870.

noltf

dcll-lw

"GAGE&DAVISr
Merchants,

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
C. F. Davis Chicago.
riiinarrA
R. W. G ag ,206 State st., Boston. V'lIlL/tLgU*
no2'

H.

Ac O

Peyret
IMPORTERS

FRENCH

2 Tenement
ONE
Place,
will
P

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

throughout

and

H.

GEORGE IL.IOST.

137

MIDDLE

STREET.

POBTI.ANV, MAINE.
at

Jy13dtf

H.

M.

BREWER,

No. 90 Middle

MANUFACTURER

jy7-u6m

J. II. LA91SON,

No J 52 siiddlc Street.

Bonnet and Hat

Sc CO., Bleacher., No. 131
middle Street.

Carpenters

Dye-House.
SYMONDS, India St.
dyed and finished.

F.

63 South Oanal Street,
CHICAGO, 11,1,.
give espe ia( attention co the purchase and
shipment ot Flour, Grain and Provisions lor Eastern

jy13dGm

order.

Streets.
HOOPER & EATON, Old Post Office,
eral

holstering

Cliair., At.
H^AU kinds 01 repairing neatly done. FurnioozS.’FOI T&Stt
ure boxed and maHed.

Furniture and Upholstering.

Dealers In

Italian & American Marble,
ORce 319 CONGRESS ST BEET,

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

Carpet-Bags.

as-orlment of Italian

MILLER,No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures ar-

oar

Prompt

attention

PORTLAND, MR,
paidto all kindsot Jobbing

WILLIAM A.

EVANS,

COUNSELLOR AT

Cor. Cumberland and

N. PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated

Repaired.

LOWELL, 301 Coagreu

Governoirnf Mecnrities.
Stale

Street.

Railroad,
Bought nnd

Sold.,
Ccapoos Coll’cfed or Purchased.
Sterling Exchange Bought nnd Mold.
Louiim Ntgouated nud t'ommerciil Paper
Bought aud Mold.
Advance* made

on

approved Security.
with I merest

Deposit Acconnts

managing Agents of

the

s»

Portland

agree

«uga

IMPERIAL
-AND

Insurance

FUND,

Companies,

HAVE

Ten

Millions
IN

GOLD,

To Protect their

1a, s.

Policy-Holders.

twombly,
AGENT,

30

Exchange st., Up-stairs.

Oct 21-dlT

Wood l

Wood l

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43 Lin
coin street. Also Dry Edgings.
WM. HUSE.

HARD

to

W.

If.

_

Acting Com. of Sub’s,
FORT PREBLE, MAINE,
December 11th, 1871.

Office of

PROPOSALS, in duplicate, of the form
furnished by the uudersigned, will be received
until Thursday, the 11th day of January,
1879, at ten o’clock A. M, for all the fresh Beef required at this post from February 11th, 18T2, to June
30th, 1862, or such less time as the Commissary Gen-

eral
may irect.
Details and requirements furnished by the undersigned. A true copy of the latter, with this advertisement, to be attached to each proposal offered.
ROLLIN A. IVES,
Secood Lieut. 5th Art., Acting Com. of Sub’s.
Dec lKdlw

given
appointed
NOTICE dulyhereby

that the subscriber has
Executor of the Will of

MARY S. HILBORN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
and all persons indebted to said estate are callsame

upon to

Execntor.
mukeLOCKE,
nov24dlaw

Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871._

Th

IN THE HAND OF 7VIDEthey take an
A III niJwAKK AGENTS ifBooks.
People
our Elegant Gift
for
at
once
agency
our
and
will buy presents for the Holidays,
in thre,
menta are unrivaled. 8100 easily earned
Address
weeks, if you strike while the iron is hot.
H. A. McKENNEl A CO.,
49 1-9
iitTITI

mduej-

Exch»„geMrve.,o

no28deod2w

.

store,

onr

48-w3w

Lost.
Evening last, a Ladies* Fur Collar»
f\N Thursday
rmT
Jret1ween Tolman Place and Foot of Casco Street.
f “e hnder will be
I
suitably rewarded by leaving tha
same at this office.
dcl2-3t

FEATHER

Stock ot

oaly the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call I
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
large stock, so that it may

(lira

Christmas,

ring the New Year, in the eaxs of your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRU-

or

MENTS, and

a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of

33 Court St.,
dec7-d«fcwte

No. 2
Where

THE
give notice, that it is their intention to
of their
that
change

charter,

a

so

Directors.
A. K. P.

Dec.

nsk for

they can lay their
the west side of the Saco River, in the town

track on
of Hollis.
Per order of the

1,1871.

dc5

Ac.

LORD, President.

Silver Smith Business For Sale.
and Tools, Fixtures, and all appurtances to
carry on the business; regular run of good paying customers; and will bear investigation. Satisfac-

STOCK

tory reasons for selling.
TAYLOR & CO., 20. State St., Boston.
dc!2d6t

no8-2m

HAVE TAKEN THE STORE

Deering Block,
keep

a

we

shall

full stock of

Crockery, Glass,

Chiua
and Plated

Ware,

Table and Pocket Cutlery,

KEROSENE GOODS, &c.
ALSO,

A LARGE

Stock for the Holidays !
Consisting of

TOYS, GAMES, &c.
RAND & TIIOJYIES,
2 Deering Block and 26 Market Sqare.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
tf

FINE

FINISH !

IF

Let

iront room on second floor. Alpo
ih rd floor with board. 49 Frankoc28tf

TENEMENT
For

ST.

To
Let,
containing? rooms, Sehago
particulars c*ll at 31 LINCOLN

to let.

tl
_aug23
TO l,JdT.

HE three and a hall st >ry house No. 6 Hampshire street, known as the Aca-iia House; contains 33 finished ro nils, and is well-fitted for a hotel or boarding douse.
Also Dwelling Houses and Stores to let.
ol S L. CARLTON,
Inquire
m}31dii
Att’y at Law, 83 Middle st.

i

To Lei.
No. 3S Ande rsen stree?; nearly new, conlains six looms, eight cl •set-', good cellar, aud
plenty o- water. Apply at No. 3 Liucolu st.
J y 28t r

To

A

THE

THEM

THAN

LOWER

RETAIL DEALER

Which

we

find

THE

TERRA COTTA FIGURES,

ORNAMENTS,
choice assortselected by Mr.

a

Bros,

BLOCK.

to

Goods,

These offices are the most desirable in tbe city, being Dlea-atitly situared and heated by st am.
Also, [>■ -kroem aDd desks lurnLbed it desired.
marUdn

OCEAN INSURANCE COMPANY.
ANNUAL MEETING.
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Compa-

THE
ny
said

are

street.

Hol-

Trade.

PROFESSIONAL NOTICE.
D R. J.

A.

td_GEO.

WRIGHT, Secretary.

Stockholders of this Bank,
hereby notified
to meet at the Bank,
THE
Tuesday, January 9,
at 10
business:
for the
A.
are

year.
2d. To decide what change, (if any,) shall bo made
in their By Laws.
3d. For the transaction of any other business, which
may legally be brought before them.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
dc92tawtd

Portland, Dec.8,1871.

and Science

Tuesday,

The National Traders' Bank.
Stockholders of this Bank

hereby notified
that their Anuual Meeting will be held at their
on
the
9th
Room,
Banking
Tuesday,
day of January
next, at 3 o'clock, P. AT., to choose five Directors for
the ensuing year, and to act on any other business
that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
dtd
Portland, Dec. 8, 1871.
are

Cumberland National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of

the

Tuesday,
day of January, 18M, at 3 o’clock P. 91.,
for the election or Directors and the transaction of
any other busiuess-that may then

BROWN"

STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.,
he may be confidentially consulted, more
WHERE
especially in all the cases of diseases and debility for the treatment of which he is so Justly celebrated.

It is too well known that humireds sutler
from the etlects of early indiscretion and seek in
vain for relief. For none but the educated physician
who has made these subjects a specialty is likely to
succeed in restoring the patient to health aud

on

Portland, Dec. 6, 1871.

come

before them.

SAM’L SMALL. Cashier.
dc7dtd

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Canal Nat’l Bank of Portland,” for the election of
seven Directors, and for the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them, will be
held at their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth
day of January, 1872, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
dec7-td

THE

The Largest and Most Complete Stock

strength.

to
after many years’ practice,
his treatment as eminently successful in
Lanand
curing Nervous, Mental
Physical
guor, Depression of Spirits. Painful Dreams, Loss of
Appetite, Memory, Ac., ami having had great exi>erience during an extensive practice and received high
honors and testimonials for his superior treatment
of those diseases requiring skilful aud confidential
advice he is enabled to ensure a safe and speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly invites those patients
whose cases may have been neglected or
incurable at once, to place themselves under his care,
assuring them that all that science, skill and long
practice can accomplish will be at their service.
He distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure can be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee, $5, and
describing the case, will be immediately attended to.
Hours of consultation from 10 in the morning till 2,
and 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.
Dr.

Jacques,

be^s
Debility,

announce

pronounced

fully

BROWN" STREET,
Three Doors from Congress Street,

decl2 tf

PORTLAND,

kendall & whitney’s seed
Store and O. M. & E. P. BROOKS, 333 Congress
street a wallet containing tw enty to twentyfive dollars.
The finder will please leave the
same with O. M. & E. P. BROOKS, as above, and be
decl3-3t
rewarded.

Between

JENNESS has removed
DR.St.,andPortland,
Me. Office hours from
2 to
no25-3m
M.,

to No. 4 Brown
10 to 11

5

P. m.

Fancy Goods,

found in the city.
A. LOWELL, 301 Congress St.
To be

dcStjl

~

NO TIC E
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS ?
Undersigned
business,
THE
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
No
Union Street, where he
to
has returned to his

stand,
his former

3}

at

hopes

see

numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern,
he intends to devoto himself outircly to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.
3m
dcl3

ME.

Lost, in Portland,

A.

FIX K WATCHES,
Rich Jewelry,
French Clocks and

I*IAAO
Cahoon

Block,

next

ROOm
City Hall, C.njrr..

.<

ED. B. ROBINSON,
Has the Exclusively Agency for the
-M
m m j tand the elegant Jewett ft

(mrwj
W LDE.il
A’so other standard
reduced prices.

term.

e

Some of the States

of Governor to

one term by
their Constitution.
It was a favorite doctrine of the old Whig party and in opposing
Gen. Jackson’s election a second term, they

waxed

eloquent thereupon.

It is

presumably

safe to say Lincoln would not have been renominated had not tliosa hostile to him felt
the force of his saw, that it would not do to
swap horses while crossing the stream, and so
it was the Convention of1864 was a farce. It
might as well have been held in the White

House,

for there it

was

planned

and

perfect-

The players sat there if the game did apThe one
pear to the public in Baltimore.
term advocacy of Mr. Greeley is a strong argument.
The
no

PIANO

of nepotism

charge

against

Gen. Grant

doubt well founded and his enemies

are

the most of it.

This, together with
his apparent susceptibility to the friendship
which exhibits itself in valuable gifts has
caused

many earnest and sincere friends
much regret. They wonder at the man’s indiscretion in laying himself open to a line of

fire which cannot fail to work damage to

FdRTBi !

makeis all sold at the lowest
oc25sutf

an

and he has made

prodigious mistakes in some
appointments. Take a single case, that
of Murphy in the New York custom-liQU.-e.
It was an insult to every decent Republican,
and to respectable men of both parties to appoint Tom Murphy collector. A vulgar, illiterate fellow, he had no standing as a busiof his

He
man, and his record was tainted.
cannot construct a sentence grammatically,

ness

spell
Fisk, Jr.

nor

correctly

more

He

than

the illustrious

known to be the confidant

was

iuauu3 ui

tuc

iviu^,

icu

aim

Hoffman for Governor, and yet this man Gen.
Grant placed in the most important and lucrative office in his
at that

our

demanded

gift.

Is it to be wondered

best men and our ablest
his

removal?

The

Times which looked upon Murphy’s
ment at the time it was made with
is now about

alone his

journals

New York

appointdisgust,

defender, and

this

which arrogates to itself leadership
among administration papers, offensively and

THE

Banking

consecu

restrict the ofh.

journal

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco National bank of Portland, for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them, will be held at
the Ninth day of
their Banking House on
January, 1872, at lOi o’clock, A. M.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
td
Portland, Dec. 8, 1871.

THE

ond

mi

merchants National JBank of Portland.

at

ON

Informs his friends and patients that he has opened
an office for the practice of his profession at
IB

notified to meet at the office of

on Monday, the first day of January,
1872, at three o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business whieh may then
be legally acted upon.

A. D.

Cumberland National Bank of Portland, will be
THE
Room
held
their
the 9th

JACQUES,

Anatomy, Physiology

hereby

Admitting all the claims in his behalf, you
may say why not re-elect him for a second
term, and the answer by those who oppose
him is, that no one should be elected to a sec-

active part in State politics, as for instance hi
Missouri, where he met with signal defeat—

in Suite.

or

the masses.

Grant has been unfortunate in taking

BLOCK,

Casco National Bank.

Parians, Bronzes, Bisque Figures, Rich
Mantle Vases, Toilet Sets, Fine Smoking Bets, Glove nndHandkerchief
Boxes, Fans all styles, and a
great variety of Fancy Irtiiday

FI.CENT

importance, now of greater importance
perhaps than ever before or
will be again, that their claims be not treated
indifferently. It is an hour of trial with them
note, and they need stout hearts and strong
hands, and that they feel they have these
requisites in Gen. Grant is manifest by the
hearty adhesion to his cause, given by the
negro’s ablest representative—Fred. Douglass.
Gen. Grant’s cordial sympathy with the industrial interests of the country through his
well known views upon protection to American industry,adds greatly to his strength with
to the freedmen

him.

LET

on

LOWELL’S,

cles for the fall and

ocil9eodtf

To

MONDAY, DEC. 11th,
Congress

second fl-^or without•

o’clock,
M.,
frllowing
1st. For the election of Directors for iho ensuing

Opening

New and Desirable

Let.

1872,

OF

.AT

the

cn

st.

most

is

Company

4-dtf

Grand

ms

Either Single

If you will take the trouble to call and see the goods
and compare priee and quality with auy other to be
found, you will be satisfied that the above is true.
We also have a nice stock of

DEEBING

Front Rot

TWO
board at 28 High

held the claim of the negro, and this is no
trifling thing inTiis favor—nay, it is of the ut-

oi

1 odg-iner Rooms to Let.

QFFICESl

by comparison is not small.

Schumacher

Stores

IA/ ITH or without boar-1.
Also Ladv Boarders
?▼ wanted. Apply corner Center and Free st. No

CAN OBTAIN

THROUGH

or

jun30tl

ANY

opposition as it were hors du combat and left
him stronger than before.
Then, too, Grant
has continually since becoming President up-

making

THAN ANY IN THE CITY!

SEIjIi

Enquire
LOCKE

whole or part ot the block ot Brick
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

jylStt
Furnished Room

And, what is better than all this, having imported
them ourselves we are enabled to

mination as evidenced in his masterly retreat
upon the San Domingo question. His splendid generalship on that occasion placed the

ed.

i.yt.

DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms.
C O. BARER, 37 Wilmo: str«e\
W.
jyl3 dll

OK

AND

R. P.

dcll'St

NO T sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
io the d<*w brick block of tour, on be corner ot
Neil ami Pine st4, wdl t>e rented on favorab'e terms.
The?eare first class boui-ea ic every respect, codaiuit g 13 rooms having a<l mon.ru linprov. nicDtr.
ml siebago water. Applv io JOtftN T. HULL, 48
Union Sc.
sep>6

To be Let,

Removal.

Fur Tippet Found.
at 131 spuing street.

Apply

of

Newer and More Beautiful Designs

IB

AND LAVA GOODS,

Dec 11

larger,

WORKMANSHIP!

LECTURER

wili be tor their advantage to call
II
NffcAI., 32S C»ug e«* at.,
cin have tirst-elas»

with increased facilities for business

Gc.0. M. HORDING. Architect.

_E.

Dec 9-dlw

PARIAN, BOHEMIAN

Notice to the Legislature of Maine.
Directors of the Bonny Eagle Branch, hereby

AND

Goods

JE^*No trouble to show Goods! Call and examine.

Vicinity.

head of Casco, where thev
work done at ie.isonable prices.

WE

store very much

SUPERIOR

1U- 8- Hot.l Building,

Portland
JH.

our

Office.

HOUSE

stock of

VELVETS.

RIBBONS, Ac,

ocl8,N°.

Carved

301

BONNETS, BATS, BLOWERS,

Not

CO.,

Swiss

no29c!3w

THOSF
NIE TW, b

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES!

J. C. HAYNES &
Conrt House.)

TRUTH.

Good, and Burial

Millinery Goods,

on

[Opposite ;he

_dc4

Fancy Goods

I3F~A1.« mourning
Shroud, u. u.ual.

Mechanic’s Hall.

a

Post

3m

nev2

at

customers, and all others, will find

new

Said Stores have a frontage of H leet, and nearly
10') leet m demb, Brick and lion t^ates, Doutde
rooms, and unquestionably the best show

one room o

J. N.DAVIS.

Our

BLOCK.

Third Block below tbe

opportunity

an

*

LET.

.ML11>DLE ST.,

PLEASANT

Present!

Holiday

Dec

wishing to purchase HATS A BON-

SALE.

becoming potential.
Again, Grant has always said he would not
oppose the expressed wish of the party which

which

USEFUL

u

Also
Which are pretty and cheap.
ment of Parcelnin Painting*,
in
Dresden.
Schumacher

To the MIMES

Engine

Chime

public

MANTLE

EAST tl AM & CLTI'S,

second hand Horizontal
and Boiler
with Gearing attached for hoisting. The cylinder is T inch. It was made by Rawson & HitUngor,
Cambridgeport, Mass. Has been used about 3 months
and is in first rate condition for use. Can be seen at
J. J. GERRISH & CO’S, No 35 Commercial st, Portdc4*lm
land, Me.

ONE

the

CF** Call and examine

Corner Congress and Oak Streets.

Of

FOR

give

which reach the average mind of the country,
the common sense of the people, touching
their interests and thus

51, 53,-47,49

lin st.

Instruments,

We Save the Imuorter’s Profits !

new

TO

to

music,
and musical

economical and the public debt
reduced say two ,hundred and seventy-five
million dollars, since his inauguration, two
and a half years ago. Mr. Boutwell’s month-

put mm in power, ana it snows wisdom. In
the main he has adhered closely to this deter-

TOGETHER WITH

ASSORTMENT OF

and

*

SCHUMACHER had the advantage of selecting from New and Full Stocks in Europe, and

CUSHMAN

CLOTHING,

179 Fore Street.

nice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Cali on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.
Nov 24-dtf

First- lass Houses to Let.

FULL ASSORT-

a

Scotch Gingham Umbrellas

5

Wc Invite attention to

MURPHY,

nov24-dlm

die Street.

J. W. & H. II. NCDIJFFEE, Cor. middle
Ac Union Sts.

Aleo

Mr.

Branch,

Which she is sclliog very low at her

of which will be sold at remarkably low prices.

J. H.

City.

Greeley, Sumner, Schurs and others
opposition but these
men are leaders whose
strength it will not
be
well
to
undervalue and
they all
the
runagree in
inexpedentcy of
ning Grant a second term. They do
not consider it essential to success,but do consider as Webster said of Taylor’s “it is a nom-

ly reports of reduction of our debt are the
strong cards and will not unlikely be played
to win. They are stirring appeals—appeals

street.

lower rent of house 87 Franklin street,
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit o 1

o

IMPORTERS.

MILLINERY!

Gent’s Furnishing Goods,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

eli

.

Millinery

GOODS!

READY-MADE

Exchange

14

1’tiuVfPsON,'

COMING !

MENT of those

.THEM
reor New

L A T N E R
dliu

HAS A SPLENDID

WE

J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Mid-

is

them less than Boston
York prices.

MRS.

have Just received from Boston and New
York an extensive assortment of CLOTHS,
all grades and styles, wliich will be made to order in
the most fashionable and workmanlike manner. We
invite an examination of our stock, and let each customer become his own judge.
Also an elegant variety of

GRAND

mThc

SILK UMBRELLAS

At

335 CONGRESS STREET.

HALL,

Wednesday,

to Let.
of

Good location and good trade.
H. TAYLOR,

The-e Stores are fiifed up in the nicest manner
for Who esale Job; mg Houses, and wil be let at a
low ient if applied tor immediately.
Apoly to
Mrs ti. E.
Lowell Mass
No 91 Menimack sr., or Box 117.
J. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange st

«

Kid Gloves !

Yew York
N 2J

NOTICE

or

the line

on

Mess

measurably

window-in the city.

ll-d4w

To be found In the

Tips!

Black and colored Velvet Ribbons in all
widths and best qualities; Also French nnd German Corsets of
the best
makes, Hosiery,
Fleece Lined and Cloth Gloves, Linen Embroidered and Lace Handkerchiefs, Hamburg Edgings and Insertings, Shell and
Gilt Jewelry, Ac., Arc., Arc., at

F

CLOCK!

and

ter of those who

Gen. Grant goes before the people with this
in his favor—his administration has been

C--*untiog

318 CONGRESS STREET,

Fringes, Gimps,

it!

J

All

Sts*

been

use

city,

NEAR

wa.er.

AT LATNER’S.

Late Japan Tea Store.

NEW

invite people to call

middle Street.

to select

and four buttons, for street and
party wear, plain and stitched, comprising
500 dozen in all shades and colors for
Ladies, Gents Missess and
Children. Also Buckskin and Kid
Gaunt-

one

STREET,

OLD

86

will

two,

tailing

Executive Department,
Augusta, November 27, 1871.)
is hereby given that s Petition for the
Pardos of MARTIN RYAN, under sentence for
the crime of selling intoxicating liquors, is now pending before the Governor and Council, and a hearing
thereon will be granted in the Council Chamber at
the 20th day of December
Augusta, on
next, at 10 o’clock A. M.
FRANKLIN M. DREW, Sec’y of State.
dc5d2w

J. DEEMING & CO., 48 India 109 St 104

Congress

Gloves,
three

With one,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

THE

Ostrich

let Gloves Ac.
Gents Castor aud Dog
Skin Gloves, and as usual,

It will certainly

COMMERCIAL

we

and see, at

Folios,

patterns of real Malta Laces just received
positively offering them lower than cost of
importation. Also lOO pieces of
real Malta, machine made,
something new,
AT LATNER’S.

please.

Teas, Coffees, Spices, Ac.

SEALED

THE

FIREMEN’S

np

_

Company.
General Agents for the Sale of the Bonds
of the Portland Ac Otfdensbnrg Bailroad.

LIRBV, 17 1-9 Union Street,

stairs.

Gold.

Bonus

for it.

variety of goods which

selling

FALL & WINTER

Stair Builder.
R. F.

come

wholesale prices,

new

Kid

DUST.

GOLD
Don’t fail to

Saits,

and

For Suits and Trimmings, colored and black. Also
colored and black Satins, Arc. Ribbed
Satins at unprecedented low prices,
AT LATNER’S.

UUbl.

used, yon will always

and

Gros Grain Dress Silks

returned !

Street.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

BANKERS,

Real

DUST.

UULU

Street,

the
TRUNK.
Apply to

formidable shape because of the characgive it aid and support.

more

ination not fit to be made.”

Rent on State
ten rooms, gas and plenty of
water; rent *300
Also rents on WatervlUo, Mechanic, and Neal st
of six rooms each.
WM. H. JERRIS,
decll-dlw
Real Estate Ageut.

THOMPSON

WARRANTED

And Tong Feathers in Plum Color and Garnet.
Also a full line of Black and all colors, of Ostrich Tips, at astonishing low prices,

Flonr

I have sold lOO barrels of it, and not

once

a

REASONABLE PRICES!

In all color* to maicli in© Velvets. Also a full assortment of colored and black Sash Ribbons,
Roman Sashes and Scarfs, Ac., Ac.

Merchants.

Silver and Plated Ware.

Congress

Town and

Ac Co., No. 301 1-9 Con-

Schools.

97 Exchange Mreet, Portland,

used, by old, retired,

& Market Sts.

stock of Ladies' and Gents’

OPERA GLASSES,
And

Gros Grain Ribbons !

DUST

GOLD

colors

AT LATNER’S.

State of Maine.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

ARNER

SONS,

and

AT

Sacks, Trimmings

Portland for the

DUST.

decll-3t*_Cor. Fore

Silver and Silver Plated Ware,

IS

Velveteens,Colored & Black

300

fails to please the most fastideous.

bought

Is

fine

a

And X have Just received the Finest Assobtment

AT LATNER’S.

7!

GOLD
never

Presents !

RICH JEWELRY, GOLD CHAINS,

Invisible Green and Navy Blue
Velvet?

ALL

DUST.
u

Vine Street,

on

Nice Rent for $200.

FRENCH CLOCKS,

Real Malta Laces!

DUSTr

It is the best Flonr
Moo

Frank-

gress Street.

tf

J. Ji. BROWN &

ot Franklin Ft. Per
aceommodared
manem or transient boarders
with good rooms au
board. Two (£) conr ected
rooms to let, tarnished or untarnished, with or without boar.i.
se»25tt

Real Estate Agents.

Ware

Garnet,

Boarders Wanted.

GOLD
GOLD

received

AT LATNER’S.

cor

House

a

Inquire of
C. F. COURT,

rooms.

attacks unnoticed.

will make no factious

house No. 83 New High st.

in

Tenement of

upper
THEcontaining
six

REV. Daniel F. SMITH, Rector.

Opposite

w.thout board,

to le:

witihin three
Rent f I5u.
Real estate Agent,

To Let.

nov24eod2w

C HRI STM AS

panic prices,
AT LATNER’S.

accommodaled with good

be

No. 119 Cumberland,

no23dtf

GEO. R. DAVIS

can

rooms

OPPOSITE

C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

Jyl

Also pleasant
o.t 10-tf

85

Street.

apr22dtt

line.

manner.

lin Sts.

STUOOO & MASTIC WORKERS,

•

set up in the best
attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

0. ( 80CTH 81'.,

A

Tenement
dec 4dtf
SMALL

His

But you underrate the
in the party today against
Grant’s renomination aud this feeling takes

C»'v Hall.

ui

just
prompted unquestionably by disappointment is too mean, his abuse too scurilous to make his
hostility rise to a dignity
worthy the notice of the better class of Republican journals. They pass his vituperative
aud correct one.

a

feeling which exists

street.

Good Rent l
lor small family,

Monday Sept 11.

on

t"

v

Congress

409

convenient
VFRV
mir.offs* w*lk

Gold and Silver Watches,

Dec

coioi
—ALSO—

.WANTED.
FEW Boarders
Board at

Jobbing promptly

JOHN

For admission app

dclld2w

at

make home happy. You will hear no more
“jaw” from your servant girls. It is sure

Plumbers.

FEENY,

ChrLtmas 'Perm will begin

VELVETS!

less than

B O ARDER S

ir

A. S. DAVIS Sc CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 139 Middle St.,cor. Cron.

SILK

For

Nov 30dtf

Photographers.

P.

Me.

Bent Wanted.
and convenient Rent of six or
Communications addressed to
Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.

A

Stamping done to order.

and

can

Bank, Portland,

NATHANIEL REDLON,

Country Store for Sale

No, 45 Dantorth s'., Portland, Me.

Have just

Fancy Goods

and

pium

seven rooms.

KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

Street.

Pinking

genteel

SMALL

CEO. L. LOTHROP Sc CO., No. 139 Ex-

PLASTERERS,

«

88 Middle St., Over Canal Nat.
nov23-deod2m*

Enquire

Let!
fronting Henry Street.

House

GERRISH & PEARSON,

HATCH’S

in fact Bonnet and Trimming Velvets in all
and shades. Also uncut Velvets,

MOONEY & SMART, Agents,

Street.

toteeatlstacioiy toall marble work-

_aug22
BHEBIPAJH & GEIITITHB,

eii.

Any Agent

a

of

no24dtf

BOYS!

rouble.

few first class Canvassers for the

a

GOLD

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

School

Day

&C.

Ind will be sold at the greatest bargains ever known
n Portland.
This is a nice chance to buy Holiday
>oods. A large lot of Human Hair, Ladies’ ana
'liildren’s Keady-Made Underwear, Hosiery and
Moves. $1.50 Kids selling for 75 cets. Just call and
lee for yourself, and you will feel well
paid for your

WANTED,
publications of the well-known house of Virtue

REDLON, 933 1-9 Congreu St.

ranged'* and

FOR

»ep6lil

Casco st., 2d door from Congress,

dc7tf

at this office.

To Book Agents.

DURAN Sc JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

JANES

good
keep
and
SHALL
Marble, and will receive orders to
cnl to site nil kivds of Monumental stock, at prices

private

Wanted.

and Fine Watches.
ABNER EOWEldli, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

change

and wife
a

YOUNG MAN, about 18 years of age, to learn
th^ Pressman’s trade. Best of references re-

Jewelry

Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

that will not tail

TO

AT

9 Clapp’. Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Millinery

*

Repairing

to order.

N. E.

board in
dc9

Me.

209 Congress st-, opp. the Park.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.

JEWETT,

a

Up-

done to order.

All kinds of Upholstering and

1675.

Vessel Wanted.
Locomotive and Tender to Halifax or
AnapoUs, Nova Scotia.
dc9dlw_PORTLAND COMPANY.
take

Street.

HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.

SMALL Sc

ameled

hand

No.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BEN J. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

L. F.

of

select a
work suitable from their various publications. A liberal inducement offered. Apply to

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

Pa blob Suits, LouMane, Spktrr Beds,
Mattkessis,
MrD.a.ugk 1‘alent Bed l,oangen, E»-

on
American

CO., Arcade,

set

a

Portland,

& Yorston’s, New York.

18 Free Street.

to

Box

St.

t

Masons and Builders.

ANUFACTTJREB 0»

Wholesale

Sts.

N. TARBOX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

JlOOPJtlt,

HUNT &

Exchange

WALTER COREY Sc

Nos. 31 tP Vi Free Street,

■

or

It

UPHO Li STE RER
M

and

on

Boarders Wanted.
two gentleman, or a gentleman

JOSIAH

Will

actount.

references,

can

quired.
Apply

HEALD,No. 103 Middle Street.
I>R. YY. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD Sc HARDY, Flacnt B lock

assistant

an

ONE atbe119accommodated
with
Bracket

A

Dentists.

Congress

and

ardiig

Has been removed to

ll-d3t*

Dec

Cloak,

J. F. SHERRY', No.

Commission Merchants,

H.

Velvet

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

SPRUANCE, PKESTON & CO,

J.

and Builders.

WHITNEY Sc MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

K. A. O’BHIOJN,
—WITH—

MAN for
AYONNG
double entry books.
Address with

family,

may 2'J

A ini to. Please.

0

II.

E.

of

OF

ST. A UG VSTINE

B

and Furniture
the House after

No 55 State Street. App y at
TO
10 o’clock
dctkl is 2w

STOCK OF

Wanted.

Bleachory.

SAWYER

MBS.

BY

Dec 11 eod2w

Book Binders.

Exchange

IflE.

Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Remhraots, Mcda’Hon.
the Porcelain, or Ntezzolint card and tue retouched
card bv vhlch new process we ge rid of treck'es
moles, wrinkles, and all imperlections of the sun.
Call and judge lor yourselves.
J£BT '’olio— Good work at moderate Prices.

BREED, No.99 middle

FOGG Sc

Language.

View* of An Anti-Grant
Republican.
^
To the Editor of the Pres,;
Your leading editorial in your
impression of
Saturday 9th inst., is quite different in toue
from many of the administration
journals
and no doubt will meet with favor
among
many of your readers; still you assume an air
of confidence in the renomination of General
Grant which many will feel scarcely warranted at the present time.
It is more than probable if the nominating
convention were to meet today General Grant
would be nominated, but after the New
Hampshire election last spring it is equally
probable he would have been defeated. The
mutations of time work strange changes in
politics and it lacks safety to cast the political
horoscope so far ahead of the time for deciding who will be nominated by the Republiicans as their standard bearer in the next
Presidential campaign.
Your estimate of the opposition of Dana

impudently talks of a conspiracy among disaffected Republicans to defeat Gen. Grant.
There is no conspiracy, but there is a quiet
determined opposition to his nomination,
which will

before Congress adjourns
character, and may accom-

assume

bold persistent
plish its end. The movement has the sympathy and aid of many whose names are inscribed high upon the Republican banner—
who helped to bring the party into existence,
and have been its main strength in its darkest
days. The administration papers may affect
to despise the effort as futile, and be terribly
amiss in their reckoning. It is likely the opposition to Gen. Grant will be made within
party lines, and if he receive the nomination
in the National Convention, will receive the
undivided support of the Republican Party.
The country is not yet prepared ro place the
destinies in the hands of the Blair Chase Seymour party by whatever name it may call ita

PUBUCUS.

self.

Monday,

Dec.

A Lawsuit

as

11,1871.
strange

as

it is rare is now

occupying the courts of Cincinnati, brought
by David Gwynne Minor, an inlant in the legal sense, against his father and mother, for
alleged abusive treatment since 1858. The
family is of good position and excellent reputation, in better standing than they will be
should the charges prove to be true. In his
specifications the young litigant says that on
the 5th of July. 1858, and at divers other
times since, he has been assaulted by his

ruthless parents with an iron ramrod and
with rubber whips: that they have seized him
flights
by the hair and dragged him down two
of stairs, and afterward put him in a tank
filled with hot water in such a position that it
either to stand up or
was impossible for him
without food,
sit down, and kept him there
Other
drink or any relief to his position.
of
a most discharges of repeated indignity
a
gusting nature arc brought, and very strong
The
story of criminal cruelty is made out.
counsel of the plaintiff tried to compound the
suit, on account of consideration for the family, he said, not for any need his case had of
the measure, but Mr. and Mrs. Minor refused
to compromise, and propose to be squarely acquitted or convicted. On the other hand, numerous witnesses say they can confirm the
boy’s statements in a general way, and one
branch or the other of the family will suffer
in character by the result.

ADViM*7"'

Putting up the Store.
We do not remember the exact date of the
nvention of stoves; but it was several yean
igo. Since then mankind have been torment-

DEC. 14,1871.

course

To I ct.

__

Christinas
Situation Wanted.
middle-aged American woman, a situation
housekeeper in a small family, or to take care
of children, or as an attendant upon an invalid,
tb Call or address Portland Daily Pbess Office.

For Rent.
family without children, House

mPart

MORNING,

and his Sun is

nolOtt'

Office, 166 Fore Street. Por f/and

a
as

APART,

PARIS,

Teacher of the French

$13,000,000.00’

MILLINERY,

To Lei.
whole of the new House, 64 Dow
Inquire upon the premises.
the

or

Street.
dc6d3w

Apply to W. H. JEKRIS,

Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 30
Free MVef, or in writing P. O. Box 1886

HUNGER, Corresnondent,

VV AJNTJili.

ON

Ch, L. Morazain,

Esq.

Repairing.

A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL St SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

done

PHOTOGRAPHER,
[PORTLAND,

JOHN W.

Furniture—Wholesale and Betail.

ot Leather Beltings. Rubber
Belting and* Hose lurnished ro order. A'so
tor sate Be.t Leather
Sides and Bachs, Lace
Leather. Be't H oks. Copper Rivets and Bu s.

G. M. BODGE, Principal,
Bethel, (until Nov. 26th), or
J.s A. WATERMAN, Secretary,
Gorham, Me.
Gorham, Me., Nov. 10,1871.
nol7d&wtf

Late Master ot Modern Languages in the Provinjial Training School. High aDd tirammar Schools.
St. John, N. B.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W.Symonds,

the Company rrrcrl to the nmitrcd, and nrc divided annually, upon
the Premium, terminated durin" the tear, certificate* far which ate
Maned, bearing in
creel until redeemed.
W. H. H. Mooits, 2d Vice-Prest.
John D. Jones, President.
J. D. Hewlett.3d \ice-Prest.
Chables Dennis, Vice-President.
i H Obabw.ui, Secretar>.

YYM.

cor.

than

are more

New House for Sale, or Rent.
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient, gas throughout house and cellar, piped
for Sebavo, cellar cemented,
everything in prime condition. Will be sold at low
figure, or rented if not
W. P. MERRILL,
n
dec9-tf
Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.

To

further information apply to

For

or

CUMMINGS,

T. F.

a. m.

12 00
3 00

Vocal.

oddly

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

B.

Street.

Street,

Portland, July 6,1811.

country at the pub-

Booksellers and Stationers.

S

Comp’y

1842.)

W. C. COBB, No. 19 Pearl St.

Schumacher Bros, 5 Dealing Block

A CART)—Tn thanking my former customers and
friends for the natronage they have bestowed ujh n
me lor the last fl teen years. I have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr. VV. L. KEUKRtor
a continuance of th-* s-tnic, teeiing confident that be
Is able to please all who mat give h-m a call iu his
line.
CHAS. n. SCHUMACHER.

IN

Music.

FROM

SI Wall st., corner of William, New York.
insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

Bakers.

GOULD,

W. L.KE1LEB,
Fresco
Fainter,
Offioe

sale and to let.

HOYT,

JCW The best goods of every seafon always on
band, and ail r»ftra personally attended to nitb
neatness and promptness.
my4tt

(ORGANIZED

All kinds of machines far

Hay’s.

Tip Stairs,

Merchant Tailor,

the

Agency for Sewing: machines.
OVER, N«. 159 Riddle St., .r«

». S.

NATHAN

4 00
Fiano

on

dcfidtf220 Commercial St.

_

The Profit* of

lishers’ lowest rates.

248 CONGRESS STREET.

©c2*lf

....

Jules

Insurance

include both

to

as

---

Advertising Agents.

WINES,

136 Middle &t.f

Mutual

so

furnished with all necessary articles except quilts,
comforters, pillow cases, towels and toilet soap.
B?*r'1 for young men can be obtained in private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are ofterod to
those wishing to board themselves.
English Studies or Teachers’ Class.$ 5 0#
English Studies and Lai in ami Greek. 6 00
French, German or Spanish, each. 5 00
3 00
Book-keeping and Penmanship, both,

ATLANTIC

FOR
or

ATWELL A CO., 174 1-9 middle St. AdvertinemenU inserted in papers in IVIaino

FRESCO PAINTER

54 & 56 EXCHANGE STREET.

5a,

Dow

.New House
SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
and piped lor Sebago. Apply cn the pr°nis?es,
at 25 Emery st.
JAMES A. TENNEY.
aug23

o

OF

COST !

lm

Hous». situated

on
Hortin
st. One or both tenement*
be sold.
ice $700 nod $8‘!0 each. The above
property is well eitUAted, suppli d w ih Sebago water, and is a bargain. Enquire at 6} Dow st.
ot-18
t»8w

Wholesale & Retail
nevTCm

Nos.

arranged

Let!

3 Free Street, Basemeut and first floor to let
NOfavorable
terms.

ac-

For Sale.

Floar, Crain and Provision

Commission

Portland.

GEOKGE A. WHITNEY, (Successor to Woodman & Whitney.)
nov28

TUITION.

Board for Young Ladies 840 per Term.
Young Ladies desirous of boarding themselves will
he fumishod with rooms iu the
Seminary Building.
Each room is desigued for two persons, and will be

When I intend to make a Speciality of the Furniture Business.
Haring already
the I^argest Stock of Furniture in the State, nearly ait of nay own manufacture, which
I can warrant to give entire satisfaction.
Please give me a call before purchasing
and save money by so doing.

Buildings and land on Pearl street, and store
Pier. Enquire of
_xpJ&ltfW. SHEA, 27 Pearl st.

uev

PORTLAND, 3IAINE.

Street,

AT

AND

dc9tf_
Store to

Possession giveu January 8, 1872. Applv to
J. B. CUMMINGS,
269 Cumberland Street,

will be devoted to the
Seminary Building
THEcommodation
of young ladies for boarding, yet
the

classes may be
sexes in recitations.

Carpetings, Crockery Ware, Window Shades, Plated Ware, Cutlery,
W oden and Tin Ware, I shall sell at Cost until the
entjre large stock is sold.

on

[49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET,

BOARD
on me

SISK,
171 Fore

as

possible.

as

Winter Term Commence* December 5th,
and Continue* JEieven Weeks.

$4 OO.

to

HAVING DECIDED TO CLOSE OUT MY STOCK OF

1HE Poitland

Real Estate & Loan Broker

F.

SELLING

For Sale.

S. W. ROBINSON,

soon

patronage bestowed

my

D(Ctf

JEBRIS,

Rouses, Lots and Farnafor Sale.
He would refer panics abroad to the following
named gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F. 81iep'ey. Hon. A. W B. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, flon. John Lynch,
Portland,

Asisstaut in Music will be secured

Will

Beal Estate and Loan Agent

Nov

please accept

J.

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

WM. H.

Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in
Mathematics, Drawing and Painting, ami an.

less than cost to make.
buy WINTER CLOTHING
heartfelt thanks for the liberal

on

dcl2eod2w

M. 8.

This is your last chance to
My frieuds and patrons will
during my residence in this city.

To Rent.

or

TWO

PORTLAND, M:K.

our

REEFERS, $6 OO, $7 50, $10 50, $13 50,
CARDIGANS, all prices, from $1 50

room, baggage room and kitchen. Possession given January 1st, 1872, if applied for
soon.
Apply to
E. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plum Street,
Portland, Me.

MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,
Assistant Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.

MOSCOW BEAVER OVERCOATS, $15,00,
CHINCHINLA OVERCOATS, Blue nnd Brown, $10.5
A few Odd Sizes, $5 OO, $7 50, $9 00,

fiEO. K. PA VIS dr CO.,
Real Estate & mortgage Brokers.
ti
861*24

HOUSE,

and Teacher of Classics.

Chicago after Jan-

to

remove

uary, 1872.

odated with loans.

Tavern Stand at
Gloucester Comer,
three miles from Railroad Station, and two
miles from Danville Junction; consisting of a 2J
Btory house—10 rooms; stable with 15 stalls; large
Will be sold cheap.
Apply to W. It. SAWYER, South Auburn, or GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.
dec 12-d3w

the proprietor intends to

as

HALIFAX
HOUSE,
Formerly St. Lawrence House, cor.Mkldle &
India Sts., near the Grand Trunk Depot.
Thirty-one rooms, dining room, office, wash

MISSADELA BARNES,
Preceptress and Teacher of Vocal and Piano Music.
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER,
Teacher of Modem Languages.

THURSDAY

LEASE t

TO

of Instruction.

M

'LMl.li: IMtKSS.

rooms to let, furnished
dcl3-lw
Unfurnished, at No 6 FREE ST.

First-class
or

^

TEBM

_TO LEI.

«• M. BODGE, A. Id., Principal,

CLOTHING!

tIO per rent* less than cost, till 30th of Dec.,

be sold at a
Apply to

Board

to

HOUSE
Brown street; eight
A rooms,STORY
gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
Lot 35x46. In

RE-OPENED.

CopMBft,

WINTER

innu

any amount desired, on first
cla«« mortgages in Portland, Cape Elizafrom

For

BUSINESS CARDS.

L. A.

~

Gorham Seminary.

CLOSING- OUT BALI OF

Loan 111

to

%Ve arc prepared la loan money in

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
•SI 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Ami smements,” S2 00 per square
per week: three insertions or less SI 50.

A

CHICAGO !

PI ,> I’Xs

14, 1871.

EDUCATIONAL.

B ULLETIN.

$20,000

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid iu advance, at $2 00 a year.

GOING TO

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

COO JIB 8

MISCELLANEOUS

REAL ESTATE.

PURLISHING CO.,

PREBLE

MOHMIMgTuECEMBER

THURSDAY

the

109 Exchange St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advance.

Advertisements

POKTLAMI),

DAILY

id, once

a year, by the difficulties that beset
he task of putting them up, and getting th i
>ipes “fixed.” With all our Yankee ingcnui-

y, no American has ever invented a method
>y which the labor of putting up a stove ca t
>e lessened.
The job is now almost as severe
ind vexatious as
1

humanity

can

possibly

en-

lure.
Men

always put up their stoves on a rainy
Why, we know not; but we never
heard an exception to the rule.
The first
lay.

step to be taken is to put on a very old and
ragged coat, under the impression that when
the operator
gets his mouth full of plaster it
will

keep his shirt-bosom clean. Next, he gets
his hand inside the
place where the

pipe
aught to go, and blacks his fingers; then ha
carefully makes a black mark down one sido
if his nose.
Having got his face properly
marked, the victim—usually “paterfamilias”
is ready to begin the ceremony.
The “head of the family” grasps one sido
if the bottom of the stove, and his wife and
lis hired

girl

take hold of the other side.

In

his w'ay the stove is started from the wooddied toward the parlor. Going through the
loor, the chief operator carefully swings his
dde of the stove around and jams his thumtail against the door-post.
Having got the
‘family comfort” in place, the next thing is
;o find the legs.
Two of these are left inside
he stove since the spring before. The other
two must be hunted after for
twenty-five
minutes. They are usually found under the
coal. Then the “head of the family” holds
Lip one side of the stove while liis wife pats
two of the legs in place, and next he holds up
he other side while the other two are fixed,
ind one of the first two falls out.
By the
time the stove is on its legs he gets reckless,
ind takes off his old coat, reg-rdiess of his

inen.
“Paterfamilias” then goes for the pipe and
It don’t make
jets two cinders in his eye.
tiny difference how well the pipe was put up

last year, it will always be found a little too
short or a little too long.
“The head of the
family” jams his hat over his eyes,and taking
a pipe under each arm
goes to the tin-shop to
have it fixed.
When lie gets back, he steps
upon one of the best parlor chairs to see if
the pipe fits, and his wife makes him get
down for fear he will scratch the varnish olt
the chair with the nails in his boot-heel.
In
getting down, he will surely step on the cat,
and may thank his stars that it is not the baby. Then he gets an old chair and climbs up
to the chimney again, to find that in cutting
the pipe off, the end has been left too big for
the hole in the chimney.
So he goes to the
wood-slied and sDlits one side of the end of
the pipe with an old ax, and squeezes it in
his hands to make it smaller.
The chief operator at length gets the pipo
in shape, and finds that the stove does not
stand true. Then himself and his wife and
the hired girl move the stove to the left anil
the legs fall out again.
Next it is to
be moved to the right.
More difficulty
now with the legs.
Move to the front a little.
Elbow not even with the hole in the chimney,
and the “head of the family” goes again to
the wood-shed after some little blocks. Whilo
putting the block under the legs the pipo
comes out of the chimney.
That remedied,
the elbow keeps tipping over, to the great
alarm of the wife.
“Paterfamilias” gets th«
dinner-table out, puts the old chair on it,
makes his wife take hold of the chair, and
balances himself on it to drive some nails into
the ceiling; but in doing this he drops tho
hammer on his wife’s head. At last he gets
the nails driven, makes a wire swing to hold
the pipe, hammers a little here, pulls a little
there, takes a long breath, and announces tho
ceremony concluded.
It would
Job never put up any stoves.
have ruined his reputation if he had.
The Ladies at the Duke Alexis
Ball.—A Boston Jenkins thus speaks of tho

duke, and somo
didn’t; Only five out of that great expectant throng were chosen, and only one of
that lucky odd number appeared to enjoy tho

ladies who danced with the
who

When the duke left his box with

situation.

Gaston, standing room in the balconies
Tall people sprang, as if
was at a premium.
by magic, in front of you. The police force,
as desirous of seeing as the rest, stood in solid

Mrs.

rank and tile in all available apertures, for
every one was determined to see that first
dance. Mrs. Gaston wore a lovely dress of
silk trimmed with applique lace, a
same lace was fastened by diamonds on either shoulder, and her ornaments
were diamonds.
His next partner, Mrs.

pearl gray

scarf of the

James Lawrence,

wore a pale
green silk,
trimmed with Chantilly and point lace flounand
was
ces,
distinguished for her severely
simple coiffure and magnificent diamond
necklace.
While dancing with Miss Amy
Shaw, the grand duke seemed interested and
amused by her vivacious remarks.
Miss
Shaw’s toilet was of white tulle over white
silk, and festooned with sprays of rose-buds.
His last partner wore a lovely drees of rich
Canton crepe, heavily fringed over blue silk,
and the last quadrille before wearied Alexis
departed was the n|ost brilliant of the evening. It comprised Miss Mason, who was tho
duke’s partner, Mr. Richard S. Fay and Miss
Annie Tucker, Mr. F. Peabody and Mrs. F.
W. Bradlee, Mr. Thomas Motley, Jr. and
Miss Borland, and for beauty and exquisite
dresses were unequaled. A few toilets out of
three or four thousands are all that remain in
our memory,—a galaxy of artistic loveliness
that for a week at least will be as fixed stars.
Miss Wiithrop, Miss Mason, Mrs. Schlesinger, Miss Shaw, Miss Jordan, Mrs. John
Wheelwright, Mrs. Bowditch and Mrs. Arthur Cheney were among the most elegantly
Decollete dresses,
and stylishly dressed.

showing lovely shoulders, diamonds, gleaming silks and fleecy tulle, waved through
the brilliant crowd, like a magical dream of
tempting beauty. High-bred and graceful
women, in clouds of the pale, tender colors of
the season, swept by one another, leaving behind them the pious wish that Boston might
be always seen in grand tenue. One dress of
msize silk was ornamented with large comet
bow of black velvet; another, of the palest
salmon, was trimmed with a point lace and
.'V uiuck suk
was covcnanuuy uver-urcss.
ered with white tulle half a yard deep round
the train, with black velvet buttex-fly bows
sprinkled over it. The overdress of silk with
tulle and velvet was festooned, high on the
sixie with jet ornaments. But the dresses
most admired were of tarletan anil illusion.
One especially with a train of fleecy ruffles,
long sashes of white satin knotted with largebows, anil fringes ot convolvuli over the front
of the puffed petticoat, was the dress of the
evening, and it was worn by the acknowledgA lovely dx-ess of white satin, made
ed belle.
high, with illusion ruchings ornaments ot
pearl, and an over-dress of tulle, was among
the most noticeable white costumes. A peculiar dress of pearl gray silk was cut en train
and lined with rose satin, with a salmon satin under-petticoat, ornamented with dead ripe
A broad scarf of rose-colroses at each side.
ored satin hung gracefully to the edge of the

trnin.

A Grave Joke—A Man Attending his
Own Funeral.—On Sunday,October 20, the
relatives and friends of Mr. John Eddy assembled at his

dwelling-house to attend the last
sad rites to his mortal remains,and were somewhat astonished to find Mr. Eddy not only
alive but well, and he in turn was very much
surprised to learn that he was to be buried
that day. A hearse, and also a hack from
Woonsocket, were in attendance, ordered by
some one by letter.
Upon inquiry into the
facts of the case, and the probable cause, it
was ascertained that Mr. Eddy was owing a
small debt, and upon being pressed for payment said, “If God spares my life, I will pay
that bill by Thursday next,” and and as the
bill remained unpaid on Friday morning, some
one supposed that Mr. Eddy had “gone to
that bourne from whence no traveller returns,” and therefore appointed his funeral,
notified his friends, and engaged the hearse
and hack, as befox-e stated. Madame Rumor
says, to-day, that the author of this mischief
has been discovered, and that the gentleman
that furnished the hearse and hack will probably be paid for his services.— Woonsocket.
Patriot.

__

A “Horst” Advertisement.—The fol“horse restaurant”
lowing advertisement of a
in a Nevada paper:
is

keeper

published

“Live stock faster than

anybody’s,

and all

respect woman's rights—also childtrained
ren’s—yet warranted to get away from anything else on the road. Buggies, broughams,
hacks, sulkies, road wagons,
barouches,
hearses, and every hind of a vehicle for slow
Funeror fast travel—with horses to match.
to

al turnouts cheerfully furnished, and guaranteed to make the proper impression. Bloated
aristocrats from abroad taken on to any road,
and warranted ahead of any stage or any otjj.
No complaint i9
er conveyance—for money.
ever heard from stock fed in this stable. More
hilarity than was ever known in any other collection of dumb animals since the procession
No hay ropes about,
from Noah’s landing.
this establishment—everything
turned
j9
the
to
key the barley sacks hangs dangloose;
within
the
the
reach of
humblest horse
ling
in the stable, anti no pains are spared to
make the guests of the establishnient distinbetween this and the

guish the difference
desert waste.
—‘•Now

__

said
then, children,”

a

parish

-S-S-JWBftRSJfSK:
unexpected
iSssus,”
was

the

answer.

The Prince

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNIW. DEC. 14,1871.
The

An

Ohjrction.

anti-administration

tmJBwnm*.
Republican

The illness of Hi* ltoyal Highness the Princs
f Wale* is understood to date from his recent
isit to Lord Londesborough. Typhoid fever
known to be a zymotic fever, arising usual9

,

poison generated by sewerage.
severe effects of this poison are to

1 y from

gives

uore

There are a very few
his opinions elsewhere.
scattered about m Maine
of these gentlemen
will not contend that
but even “Publicus”
considerable proportion
they constitute any
of the party in this State. But we are glad

1

opportunity to be heard, esgive
pecially as their representative writes like an
honorable gentleman, and we have no doubt
he is one, though he does not favor us with
his name. In reply we have only to say this:
of the three specific charges made by “Publicus” against Gen. Grant, viz., that he is unduly partial to his relatives, that he accepts
to

of Wales.

ORIGIN OF HIS ILLNESS.
[From the London Times, Nor 29.]

them an

a

Artificial Stone.
The attention of architects and builders has
1 >een frequently directed of late to the efforts of
j nventors to produce some building material
nore ornamental than brick, cheaper than nattral
stone, and susceptible of more or-

building

namentation, more free from the imperfections
nf natural material as taken from the quarry,
md which moreover will possess the great adArtificial stone has
vantage of reduced cost.
been produced by several inventors, conspicuous

The
pro-

luce th? fever; its minor effects are to induce
ess serious forms of constitutional disturbance.
Several of the members of the distinguished
larty assembled at Lord Londesborough’s
1OU30, which is in the neighborhood of Scarborough, have suffered more or less severely from

among whom are Ransome of England, Frear
of Chicago, and Coignet and Sorel of France.
The three first-named, depending upon lime in
some of its chemical forms, have succeeded in
producing a coarse variety of sandstone, to resist a crushing process of about 7000 pounds per
But Sorel, a chemist of Paris,
square inch.
worked in a new field with a new material, and

Suicide not a Crime.—The Worcester Spy
a rescript has just beea received from the
3upreme Judicial Court, comprising its decision in the case of Commonwealth vs. John C.

SPECIAL

Dennis,

LADIES

Will

counsel for the defence at the trial at the previous May criminal term of the Superior Court

by making

per cent,

the ground, as stated in the rescript, that
“the provisions of the general statutes, in section 8 of chapter 108, which are a revision of
the whole law on ths subject of attempts, do
not include attempts to commit suicide.’’ The
case originated nearly two years ago in the Municipal Court of Worcester, where the defendant was arraigned on a complaint charging him
with the “attempt to kill aud murder himself.”
In the Superior Court a pro forma verdict of
guilty was rendered, bv direction of the Court
(Judge Dewey), there being no contest as to the
facts, and the case went up on exceptions,based
on the legal point raised by the
defence, that
“the indictment did not set forth any crime of
offence known to, or punishable by, the laws of
this Commonwealth.’ The defendant, Dennis,
shot himself with a pistol, but the wound did
not prove fatal, aud he was arrested.

on

A.T

OUR

STORK.

OF THE

LACE

bottfeV’—[Albany

ASSOCIATION,
Ntattst!
Pa._novisnd3m

"bond"sT

[

CARTwV

REMEDIES,

\

1

large and choice stock

I UROPEAN AND

WORK
GLOVE

BOXES,
IIDKF.

AND

JEWEL

BOXES,

CASES,

OF

FANCY ARTICLES.

!

MORTON BLOCK,
STAND PRAY Ac SMITH.

Doc 11-SN2W

STERLING EXCHANGE

ALL

KOI D AND PROP*
K«TV
WIIH^ io V«N()KB»kO
besides a Second Mortgage on th<s entire road and
?quipinems from Bangor to Winn, 56 miles. This
[►onion cost some #2 300,0 0, and the only lien therein is a mortgage to the cny or Bangor t >r S l ,000.00"
and. in ad'inon thereto. by a HtthT AMI)

sale in

For

OBL1 iflOBTGAGE

ITS BRANCHES
to

sums

suit, by

9tid lands being tbe

3L_

I are heavily timbered ard valuable.
Large
tracts, especially in Ihe leriile Aroostook Valley (rhe
Quest agricultural district in the State.) are valuab f
lor farming lands as well as lor their timber.
This
immense grant ot lands equals about
%u

9IRM. BAH has added to her fine stock of LaHair Work, a very choice assortment of
genuine
Perfumery and Ladies’ Toilet Articlea.
Latest New York Styles Ladies* Hair Work, constantly on haud and made to order. All work warranted. No. 9 U. 8. Hotel Building,
decl2-eod&wlm sn
Portland, Me.

dies’

14,000 Acres to each Mile

Winter Wisdom.

amount ot

400 ACRES TO EACH BOND.

the sudden depression of

consequences of

also p'edged to

temperature which is concomitant of early winter.
Flannel next the skin preserves the animal heat, but
does not impart animal vigor. That property is the
special prerogative of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,
It

invigorant,

1

commenced now, will be

payment lhcreot.
1, 1899,

March

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN

a specific protection against a majority of the complaints which are most common at
this season. For example, a courso of the great veg-

COIN,

GOLD

Free From IT. 9. Taxation.

almost

Coupons payable March 1 and September 1, in New
York Bond* r*gis ere l if desired, Coupons made
piv*ib’e <£<; each; in London, Eng ana, it preferred.
SINKING FUND—AH proceeds oi sales of land,
as wen as ol timber and oih-r products iberetrom,
ate. by ibe Tiustces, to be i» vested in these Bonus it
cau be bought at war or less; otherwise in
they
United States, Stare or Municipal Securities.
And
on July 1, 1879, and unmniiy thereafter until these
Boo'D be come due or are all pai», Ibe E. & N A
Railway Co. is bound to j»»y to the Trustee* a sum

precludo chills aud fever, bilious colic, disorders of the stomach, constipation, and many other
complaints which are often the direct or indirect effect of an atmosphere surcharged with cold, unwholesome vapor.
Moreover, the system toned and regulated by this means is much more likely to resist pulmonary disease than it would otherwise be; for the
influence of searching medicine pervades all the organs, and every fibre and tissue of the frame. Persons whose vital powers are weak,
especially invalid
ladios and the aged, are earnestly recommended not
to face the winter’s rigor without having recourse to
this safe and sufficient means of
re-enforcing enfeebled
nature. Much suffering may be escaped; much danger averted by following this council. Better late
than never, is a good proverb, but it is better to be
early than late.
sure

the

$1000 each, due

SIX PER CENT. PER ANNUM,

which is therefore

etable

ensure

1 he Bonds are tor
bear interest at

to

equal

of mon-y

FOB

i*er rent, of «he amount ot
Such amounts, and all in'cest
received on *ec«irliics. belonging to the Minkins
Fund are to be invested a* above stated, and these
accumu'ations are solely ior the purpose ot ad lit'onaliy providing tor the *rvdcmpii<»ii of ihe e Bonds.
The Sinking Fuud conciliates a th rd great eleu ent
ol securi'g ani strength, and auds to ihe saiely of
tbes* Bonds
The Trustees are Hou. HANNILaL HAMLIN, ot
Bangor, Me, and J. EDGAR THOMSON, Esq.,
ot Philadelphia. Pa.
Th* Trustees are authorized to receive toe Bonds
at Par and Accrued Interest in payment for
any **i ihe lands at their appraised value.
These very desirable securities tor sa-'e at

CHRISTMAS GIFTS!

90 and Accrued Interest in Cnnenor.

COMPRISING

to

that

ers

mention, and we

shall sell

we

as

can assure our

low

U, S Bonds and

all marketable securities receivin exchange for these
gent oy n.xir<8s auu lies* le*
turned by Express, be* o' expense tu the pur -baser.
Pamphlets giving iurtbei pannu ar* concerning
the connexions and business, with Map-, gh wing
the location and lands of this road, sent tree on ap-

ed

Gold and Silver Watchee, Clocks, Jewelry
Skates, Sleds, Brackets, Work Boxes, Dressing

numerous

too

SWAN &

STREET.

OSTENSIBLE
—OF

THE—

AUTOCRAT OF ALL TIIE RUKMIA8
For
can

that

sending his boy over the
Institutions; but the sly
THE

sea

REAL

middle

thr trathe

is

to study AmeriDiplomats do say

old

THE

BARRETT,
Brokers,

Beaufort, NC, for do, (with loss of anchor); Sea Lark.
Miller, Philadelphia for Saco.
Ar 10th, brig Mary E Pennell, Eaton, Darien 6
days
for Boston; schs Marion
Draper, Meady, Gardiner
for New York; Scio, Smith, Pembroke for do; Onward, Bunker, Portland for Baltimore.
Ar llth, barque H D Stover, Pierce, Mobile 25 days
for Portland; brig A D Torrey, Haskell, Philadelphia
for Boston; sch H Prescott, Merriman, Norfolk for
Portland.
SU1, barque H D Stover; schs II Prescott, Senator
Grimes, Sea Lark, and others.
At Tarpaulin Cove llth, schs Zampa, Ella Brown,
Magnet, Adeliza, Louisa Bliss, Carrie Heyer, New

Zealand, Ivy Bell, Quoddy, Mary

A.

IN THE

Q.

Street..Portland.

over

the E. & N. A.

vv

uuiuinwu,

FOR

PROMOTING

THE

The COCOAINE holds, In
proportion of deodorized

84
one

MIDDLE

a

NO

and well authen-

STREET,

noviaaseod

OF

New Orleans, ldg.
Ar at Matauzas 3d inst, brig Charlotte, West, Pensacola.
Ar at St Jago 26th ult, brig Manlius, Todd, New
York; schs C II Hodgdon, McMillan, do; Mabel F
Staples, Coffin, Darien.
At Havana 6th inst, barque G W Rosevelt, Herriman, for New York.
Ar at Port Caledonia, CB, 23d ult, sch S B Hume,
Digging, Boston.
Ar at St John, NB, 10th Inst, schs Sea King, Granville, and E E St impson. Price, Portland*
Cld 8th, sch Ranger, Eiston, Portland.

liquid form,

a

a

FOR THIS

COMPOUND

by all Druggists.

which

premiers or
•ei-Sd*.

human hair.

eodly

no29

Gents and

flnhou*e piped t„rSeoago,"
improvements. Enquire on the
No 25Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY

Quinby, daughter of the late Rev. E. F. Quinby, of
Norway.
In South Freeport, Dec. 6, by E. C. Townsend,
Esq.,
Edwin Johnson aud Clementina Townsend, both of
South Freeport.
In Portsmouth, Dec. 5, Riohmond.Edwards,
ham, and Miss Mary E. Miles, of Westbrook.
In Waterville, Dec. 4,
Elbrldfe G. Coffin,
burn, and Mary II. Dunbar, of Waterville.

__

CLAPP’S

<lcl2-sn2w

B

CO.,
BLOCK,

CONGRESS STREET.

TTER

of Au-

ELEGANT

AND A

THAN

ANY

OTHER

NAME

WIRE!

BETTER—Because they are more Pliable, more
Comfortable, anti Water-proof, and are warranted
not to Rip or
Gape.
CHEAPER—Because, while their first cost is not
in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like grade,
their Durability is far greater, they preserve their
Shape much better, and the wetalic fastening insures
a
more

Equal

FROM

FOR

light and heavy work.
The immeuse demand naving called forth imitato

tions, consumers should be sure that every boot
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.
Sold by Dealers Everywhere.

or

MARINE

Custis &

Co.,

Only

It iii. rows appetite ana digestion, aud it it unrivaled Inr It* flav ir.
We are directed bv Mess's LEf. $ PERRINS to

prosecute ail parties making nr veno'reronn’erlelts.
JOHN BCNCAN’K SONS,

augl2sD6m

Ageuia, Nnv Voile.

GRAHAM FLOUR!
A SUrEBIOR

QUALITY, FRESH FROM T1IE MILL.
Also the celebrated “POSTELS,”
And Other Choice Brands.
sn-oc9-d3m SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY.

OF

Stock and Stand For Sale.
As 1 con einplste leaving (he cl y will sell my
s'0'*k and place 01 business u *ro >i d sconu*.
I shall sell at retail cheaper than ever until I close
»iii tny stock oi

I

and Fancy l-ootln, which
will be *old at low prices. Bonnet* and Hat*
and made to order.
dcSnewlw

ready made

Stone for Sale!
at
if you want
cellar wall.

TOILET SLIPPERS SOLED with neat-

GENTS’and dispatch at
ness

dc9cod

able for

CHRISTMAS !

and

OFFER
2 yds long, for 25 eta.
1 1-2, (Lama Tassels,) 25c
2 1-2 yds, lor 33c
Ribbed Wool Hose, 3 prs. 91 O©

Silk Ties, (all colors) 23c
All Wool Serges, tor suits, 37c.
Serges, 3-4 wide, (cost to import 30c)3O
White 10-1 Blankets 33 per pair.
Silk Plushes, reduced to 33 43
Blk TwilledVelvefeen, 3-4 wide 31
Velveteen lor Trimming, all colors
31 OO.
Checked Flannel, 3-4 wide 7 yds 31
Red Table Damask, 87c.
Browsi A Gold Repellants, 75c.
Best Quality Seamless Felt Skirts,
32 38.

Perfumery Cases!

stock of

Wax and China Dolls
AND SMALL

DRESSED DOLLS 1

MILLINERY
AS

USUAL,

Mrs. C. C.

AT

Entire Stock of Wool Shawls at

Welch’s,'

7® Middle Bt., Near the New Post Office.
Dec 14-ood lw &wlt

Guardian’s Sale.
to license of the Probate Conrt
PURSUANT
the County of Cumberland, to me,
granted

for
on

the first Tuesday of October, A D.,
1671, to make sale
oi the Real Estate of Lizzie R.
Allen, my ward, consisting of a certain piece of woodland, situated in
Falmouth, in said County, on the road leading iroin
Falmouth to Windham, in said County. Said lot
containing about ten acres, and known as the -‘Square
Lot,” and bciim a nart oft,he farm known nH thu
"Winslow Farm.” I will sell the said Heal Estate cf
my said ward at Public Auction, on the sixteenth
day of January, A. D., 1872, on the premises, in said
Falmouth, at ten o’clock, A. M„ for the purposes in
the license sot forth.

GOWELL'S SHOE STORE,
Under Falmouth Hotel.

tf_

Clouds,
Clouds,
Clouds,

mil

Companions,
Perfumery
Also, a splendid

n

COVELL & VALPEY,

Lace Collars, Lace Collars and Sets!
New Styles Erab. Linen Sets!
Embroidered and Lawn Handkerchiefs!
Linen Hem-Stlehed Hdkfs. 20c to «1.
n
,,
Desirable
Silk Scarfs for Ladies !
r-i
,*
Gloves and Mittens for Children!
Clouds ol4 all kinds and
prices!
Ladies’ Wallets and Portmonnaies!

Ladies

Cost !
Tycoon Repps, (Best Styles)
Job Cot Bright Fluids lor
Thibets, 1 yd w ide,
Best Quality Poplin Plaids,

j The Machine is portable,
always ready, cannot get out
of order; harmless to life and

Boston, Dec. 6, 1871.
D. Miles, Treasurer: A.tfre took this
morning,
caused by a drop of ignited alcltol
failing upon GOO

jrards of painted canvass; in an instant the whole
was a sheet of
dame; yonr Extinguisher was brought
to bear ui>on the
flames, and they were extinguished
it once, and no other
power could have saved us
from ajdisastrous conflagration. I
E. W. BUS WELL, Treas. and Supt.
All

parties are warned against buying or using Firo
Extinguishers of any kind, in which water impregnated with Carbonic-Add Gas is used as the Extinguishing clement, except those manufactured by our
company, or others duly licensed and authorized by
is, on pain of immediate prosecution for infringe*
nent.

HENRY-TAYLOR,
STATE
AGENT,

1ft Exchange Street.

Sch H Prescott, Merriman, from Norfolk for Portmd, put into Vinevard-Haven 11th with bulwarks
tove, main gaff broken, decks swept,
haviug had

jl a

Brig Edwin, (of Boston) Capt Hoffses,

was

lost

Montreal Ocean

as

The uudersigned, in ennsequence of
from his vocation
poor health.lias retired
to
as ship-master, and proi*oses

Tenrli Navi*««i«
usual “?nner of
u all i s branches, including the
1 orts.
loing business in Foreign anil Domestic
Terms reasonable.
BREEN

got clear without damage.

A^£1{1)No. 97

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 12th inst, ship J T Foster,
hvate, Liverpool.
Sid 29th ult, ships Imperial, Taylor,
Lyttlcton, NZ;
c orsica, Havener, Newcastle, NSW :
30th, barque
1 aider, Hall, Port Gamble.
Sid 1st inst, barque Elwood
Cooper,
Jackson, for
x
x ewcnstle, NSW.
DARIEN—Cld Cth, brig Mary C Comery, Comery,

Portland, Dec 14,

p

To Eet!

HOUSE

SAVANNAH—Cld 8th, sch David Ames, Ames,

hiladelphia.

CHARLESTON—Ar 8th, barque Acacia, Anderson,
oston; sch Loretta Fish, from Philadelphia.
Sid 11th, ship Nautilus, Spencer, Liverpool.

Franklin st.

1871,_dlw*

No..•» Elm St., containing nine Rooms;
has gas ami Sebago water.
dlw dcl4*
Enquire on too premises.

hiladelphin.

1

Steamship

r I OUSE ON PARK ST. FOR RENT
A three
J LX story brick rcsi lence on Park st; e t betw
en
& pring and Congress sts, can bo hired l„r
$300
1my
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
y ;>ar.
d ;14-eod3w
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

Co.

CARRYING TIIE

Canadinn nnit United Htatta YInila.

Passengers Booked
derry and Liverpool.

to London-

Return. 'Tickets*
granted at Reduced Rates.

The Steamship
-—.
SARMATiAN, CaptJ. Wylie, will leave this port for
Liverpool on
Saturday, December 16th.
m

a

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).670 tw OHO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For
or Cabin
Freight
Passage, apply to
II. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
FoJ
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Dec. 5-tf
..

County Bonds

SALE at prices which
yield lO to
IjlOX
cent, interest. A very desirable security

1*J per
for In-

vestment.

CHARLES M. IIAWKES,

dclltf is

28

Exchange St.

IHcCOBB dc KINGSBURY,

ATTORNEYS &
at

COUNSELLORS,

law,

removed their office to No. 05 Exchange
over the Portland Savings Bank.

Have
Street,
December

9,1871.

TO

°3w_

_EET

Store No 142 # 144 « oir merclul st
ol
Widgery's *b,ri, i-acticulatl
/ XOKXKR
Uy adapted t«» the hi* r und Grain busin*m |,rsr

CHpicity. Hating a Iron a*e o* 3G leut, and dentb
feet, act-ess*ole ryy water or rail, fi»*u up with ever*
* *
ni derii convenience.

1?

Apply

H. N. JOSE, rn For. ,t.

tott

TuThStfj

Navigation^

on

u

allanXineT

SR»D FOR CIRCULAR.

School.

85c

75c

_

Western City and

Mass. Horticultural Society Rooms,

23c
25c

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

JOSEPH NEWMAN,
Guardian of Lizzie B. Allen.
w30-3w
Portland, Dec. 6,1871.

dc!4

stone

some

Toilet Slippers.

proi>crty, and at the sudden outbreak of fire invalua-

I danco, St Domingo, 17th ult, while in
charge of a
Crew saved. The vessel was owned in Bosj ilot.
m and by Capt Allen, of Maine.
Sch Saarbrack, Clark, four ilavs from New Tork
* >t among the reefs at Bermuda on the 3d inst, but

I

st.

H.

TOilliuery

Useful

for New

I eavy weather.

Ship Timber. Plank. Span. Knees, Decknu«l Tr cn.tils.
AIfo 30.006 (’e Itr R. R. Sleepers, extra siz«.
For particu'ars call on
L. TAYLOIC,
17b Commercial
gept 19 sntt

<1 ntf

F. MARSH, having removed to 329 ConMISS
gee** St., invite* attention to her fine assortment of

79 Middle St., Sd door from Exchange st,
Has a splendid assortment of NR W GOODS suit-

■’*s~

MEMORANDA.

Good Sauce.”

Sts.

Temple

W. C. COBB’S Bakery, 12 Pearl Street,
CALL morning
for
good
HOLIDAY GOODS. [ building
dc!3d2t*new
W. C. COBB.

s earsport, and Boston.

Pronounced by Connoisseurs

The

and

MILLINERY Sc FANCY GOODS !

new

EXTINGUISHER

1Y_|_

“

]Middle,
6

293 CONGRESS ST.

tf

FIRE

Office 49 1-4 Exchange St,
for Boston.
information
cheerfully furnished at * ;orSchs Fred Reed, Pendleton, and M E
[^“Reliable
Pearson, Penalltimes.augJ5sn tf,
lleton, Bangor for Boston.
Sch David Faust, Lord, Surry for Boston.
Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
Sch Nautilus, Dean, Rockland for Providence.
Sch Amazon, Warren, Belfast for Gloucester.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perand
reliable
disiiutanumeous; no
fectly harmless,
CLEARED.
tints or disagreeable odor.
Sch Suow Bird, (Br) Cripps, St John, NB—John
appointment; no ridiculous
Toe genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produc] ‘orteous.
os IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Sch Rio, Nutter, Bramlford. Conn—Perkius, Libby
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
« t Co.
,<i
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Launched—At
Belfast
13th inst, from McGilvcry’s
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
ard, a first class schr of 213
named Sarah L
j >avis, to be commanded by tous,
Jyll
SN_D&W
Capt C Y Cottrell, by
rliom she is owned, together with parties iu
Belfast,
A PERRINS’

—

REMOVAL!

Consolidated

Brig Matilda, Coombs, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Oasis, Wentworth, Cutler.
Sch Otranto, Hammoud, Ellsworth.
Sch Telegraph, Woodward, Ellsworth.
Sch Arboreer, Clark, Ellsworth—shooks to Hobson.
Sch Mary E Heagan. Sinnett,
Harpswell.
Sch Mary H Lewis, Orr, Harpswell.
Sch M S Won son, Lewis, Boothbay for Boston.
Schs A F Howe, Perkins, and Cabinet, Mills, Ban-

at

Rush

a

FULL MOCK OF

Bedford.

through Tickets, by the best and most
reliable routes from Portland, or Boston, or New
York, to any point desired at the lowest rates at
the old and reliable Union Ticket Agency, of
W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
tain

SAUCE,

Going With

Decembers.

Cha§.

NEWS.

ielsey.
Brig George Harris, Blanchard, Bangor

Dozen.

*

Shirt

AMERICAN

ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York,—passengers
md mdse to Henry Fox.
Barnue H D Stover, Pierce, Mobile 28 days—cotton
or Biadcfiord and Lewiston Mills.
Vessel to Ryan &

TRAYEIFOR CALIFORNIA,
And the West, ^^4h and Northwest, may ob-

Per

EVERYTHING

129

Wednesday, Dec. 14.

CO’S,

EACH,

SCAItFS,

Goods!

PDRT OF PORTLAND.

OLD PASSENGER TICKET AGENCY.

LEA

Or, $2.25

latest styles.

TICKETS

-AT-

W. D. LITTLE &

CENTS

and

Furnishing

Miniature Almanac..December 15.
>un rises.7.22 1 Moon sets.7.20 PM
>un sets.4.28 | High water. 1.15 PM

no28sn7w

PROCURE

FOR 20

_

Wear.

Equally applicable

Wool

a

DATE
Rising Star.New York—Aspinwall.... Dec 15
tarmatian.Portland-Liverpool.Dec 16
Jalabria.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 16
Pereire.New York. .Havre.Dec 19
Jity of Paris.Now York. .Liverpool.Dee I9
Nevada.New York—Liverpool.Dec 20
lava.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 20
Columbia.New York..Havana.Dec 21
3ity of Washington.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 21
Prussian.Portland-Liverpool.Dec 23
South America. New York.. liio Jaueiro.. .Dec 23

WITH

CABLE SCREW

Worth 94.50 Per Dozen,

Dolls* Hats, Boots, &c.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

BOOTS AJtfD SHOES:
THOSE FASTENED

*

COGIA HASSAFS,

First-Class

LARGE

1 months.

cheaper

and

DOZEIST

Chamois !

of Gor-

In this oity, Deo. 13. Mrs. Abigail
Baker, widow of
Capt. William Baker, aged 92 years 6 months.
In this city, Dec. 14, suddenly, of heart disease, Mr.
Benjamin Stevens, in the 78th year of his age. [Newburyport papers please copy.]
In Freeport, Dec. 6, Mrs. Rebecca, wife of the late
V\ illiara Jordan, aged 90 years 8 months 6
days.
In South Freeport, Dec. 12, Laura B.,
youngest
laughter of Dea. Ambrose Curtis, aged 13 years.
In Bath, Dec. 9, Statira A., daughter of the late
Win. D. Crooker, aged 35 years 3 months.
In Bath, Dec. 9, Mrs. Ameuta Gould,
aged 70 years

invited to examino the samel

6 eta.

1

Ladies,

Calfskin, lined with Silk,

so

In Deering, Dec. 13, at Mrs. Levi Morrill’s,
by Rev.
B. H. Bailey, assisted by Rev. W. H. Hayden, John
Boothby, M. D., of Portland, and Mies Julia J.

HOLIDAYS!

Chimneys,

White Lin. Handkerchiefs

In the best of

XJ A HiAJm

10

300

MRS. WELCH.

F.

d&wlm

Chimney*, Seta.

Bulb Plan

FOR

ADAPTED FOR THE

NO.

it

Beflector Man Chimneys,6 ets
and all the new style Lamp* and Glass
•
Ware reduced in price.
A new importation of French Bronze
Lamps for the holidays.

COMPRISING

M’KENNEY’S,

A

44

44

We have just received from New York

sn

MABBITiD,

the new Picture at

DAVIS

44

this

exactly

so

For Sale.
ttory French root house, just

n

NEW AND DESIRABLE GOODS

are

Beat annealed Pina

HOLIDAYGOODS!

Elegant, Appropriate and

PURPOSE.

two
TUE
ishrd.
Cushman ?t.;
and all the modern

■WE ARE RECEIVING EACH DAY

ty aii

AT PANIC PRICES
1

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

largo

PRESENT.

161 Middle St.

Our Entire Stock
1

SPOKEN.
Dec 3, lat 31 27, lou 69 48, ship Garden Reach, from
Calcutta for Boston, 98 days out.
Dec 12, off Gay Head, brigs Marla Wheeler, from
Femandiua for Portsmouth, and M A Herrera, from
Palermo for Boston.
No date, 200 miles S of Hatteras, ship Progress, fm
Mobile for Liverpool, 10 davs oat.
No date, off Shetland Island, from Gottenburg for
Boston.

AND

DARK AND GLOSSY.

OTHER

For salo

I HAVE
vented a new and beautiful Picture; I
*
have nam
it
Sotnrgruph. Every one admires it that Bees It; every one should «eo It beforo
other.
It is just the Picture for a
getting any

A. M.

GROWTH

posesses the peculiar properties
suit the various conditions of the

new

see

IT

PREPARED EXPRESSLY

S OLARGRAPH.

Come all and

g"

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Fay&l 6th ult, sch Harry White, Hopkins,
Boston.
Ar at Bordeaux 26th ult, barque Hancock, Collins,
RIchmon<P28 days.
Sid fin Galway 29th ult, ship Mt Pleasant, Spear,
Mobile.
Ar at Newport 27th ult, brig Anita Owen, Blanchard, Havre, to load for Matauzas.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Oct 14, brig Caprera, Blanchard, Richmond, Va; 18th, b&rqne Com Dupont, Nichols, Savannah via Boston.
In port Oct 28, Annie W Goddard, Johnsolin, for
Boston, idg.
Ar at Montevideo Oct 23, brig Helen O Ph inney,
Boyd, Portland (Aug 17) and sailed for San Nicolas;
barque Alfred, Thibaut, Montreal.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro 1st nit. ship St Charles, Colley,
(from New York) for San Francisco.
In port 6th ult, ships Wallace, Jordan, and Grace
Sargent, English, unc; barque Alcyone, Bradford, for

COCOA-NUT OIL,

of

CHRISTMAS

1X>

lfcibinson, Georgetown, SC; Joseph Segar,
Ellis, Wilmington ; M S Hathaway, Cole, Weehawken; Delaware, Fullerion, and Victor, Look, Bangor ;
Nellie Doo, Richardson, do.
Cld 13th, brig A J Ross, Wyman, Cienfuegos; sch
S P Adams, Tabbutt, Jacksonville.
SALEM—Ar 11th, schs Fair Wind, Bonsey, and
Roanier. F<>sw, Elizabeth j>ort.
DANVERS—Ar 8th, sch George Kilbom, Stanley,
Rondout.

dell

Business,

the Anclnt Landmarks, well known to all
habitues ot Maine where Dry Goods are sold cheap,
alike to Patrician and Plebian.
dcl3sn2w
Is

ijanjCI,

Fronts!

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
AND RENDERING

old

1/

txlJ

Embroidered

DRY GOODS

an

xw'invunc, xx«xii«

In the

AT HIS PRESENT LOW
PRICES,
So that if ever the “old man” should be

However this may be it is
ticated fact that

ax

BURNETT’S COCOAINE,

He will know enough to manage
RAG STORE.

Gage, Venilia,

—

DUKE,

WORLD

the Czar

Millinery in Proportion.

French Silk Wristcrs and French
Wool Wristers, Suspenders,

LEACH,

OO FOR 25 cts

era, Port Johnson; Decora, Clark, Rondout.
Cld 12th. sch Clara Sawyer, Branscomb. Mt Desert.
Ar 13th, ship N Boynton, Palmer, London; schs

Railway.

JuIyl3-sueodnf

Can afford to i>eddle out his

Unfortunate in

Other

$1

Cbilion, Beta, Gamma, J W Woodruff.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, schs Jas Bliss, Hatch, fm Port

IS TO FIND OUT IF POSSIBLE
HOW

WORTH

GLOVES & MITTENS

OBJECT

GRAND

HATS!

1 SPLENDID STOCK of GOODS

—OF—

ALEXIS,

PLUSH and VELVET

from Providence for

E

3 ceaU

NICE

Suitable for holiday Presents, or good for any time.
We call special attention to our stock of

®r“On completion (in 1872)o! 60 miles of Railroad
now building. betwee*i St .John, N. B, and Halifax,
N. S, there will be an unbroken line ot Hailwav
Tom Halifax 10 all til? chief cit'es or the United
Sta»es, and a? two or three days 01 ocean travel can
be avoided,- and about 36 honr^’ time saved, from
New \ ork, in going to of coming Horn Europe,
by
rail tu or I rom Halifax,—a large business in pass^mcers, mails an t ireigtn will »bereby be auUed to

REASON

Winner, Nash,

at

spool.

a

WARREN, RI—Ar 12th, sch Com Kearney, Pbilirook, Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar lllh, schs Jas O’Donohue, Smith,
Somerset for Now York; Burmali, Winslow, Provilence for New York.
SM lltli, brig Sarah & Emma, Carter, Providence
’or Baltimore; Delmout Locke, Hatch, Fall River for
Sew York; schs Silas Me Loon, Spear, Rockland for
lo; Dauntless, Coombs, Mayaguez for do: C W Dexcr, Nason. Gardiner for Narragansett; II Gardiner,
Miller, Fall River for Savannah; Mansfield. Acliorn,
Somerset for New York; Challenge. Torrey, Bristol
K>r Greenport, LI: S D
Hart, Hart, Philadelphia for
Boston; Frances Hatch, Fales, Rockland for NYork;
Vlaud Mullock, Wentworth, Calais for do; John Farfium, Berry, Providence for do; Montana, Bearse,
Richmond for Norfolk; Flying Arrow, Curtis, Fall
River for New York; Gertrude Plummer, Plummer,
Providence for do; James Garcelon, Worthen, Portland for Newark; E G Willard, Wallace, Portland

the

TO

Bankers and

C. DAY, JR., A CO.
Dec 5-oo t wtd sn

THE

to

OB

lOO
EXCKLAJN'GKE

sail parchnsers,

to

oe

ran

ELIAS MERRILL,
Principal Agent of the Company for
»
Sale of Bond.,
BANGOR, B AINU,

country, either at wholesale or retail.
We have a large assortment of Christmas
Tree Ornaments.
9<L

anu

plication

custom-

quantities

highest market price

si#-

i.uuu*.

any house in the

as

one

Bond* outvand'ng.

HEADQUARTERS

Cases, Writing Desks, Ladies’ and Children’s
Companions, Work Stands and Baskets,
Rocking Horses, Handkerchief and
Glove Boxes, Music Boxes, Steam
Engines, Toy Books, Games,
&c., &c.
Our stock of Toys and Fancy Goods are

ro

In

Starlight,

Railroad wiih whi« h the* are mor»gaged. They
cover 1'50 square miles (nearly as large as ihe Sta«e
o* Rhode Island, which is 1306 square miles ) and
are ot great value.
Thus, besides the mortgage ot the Railway, its
equipments, &c., which alone is ample secur ty lor
the Bonds, there are timuei and tatm lands to the
ot

Warm clothing alone will not protect the body

against the

granted by the S*ate ol
road.
Tb**y are

nme

Maine to ad the construction ot this

Pan!.

A

on

BQ0,000 ACRES OE LAND !

J. B. BROWN A ^ONS,
97 Exchange
je!3 sntf

6 CORD THREAD

Garland, Lindsey,

sch

VINEYARD-HAVEN—ArOth, sch Chas Comery,
Pinkham, Charleston for Boston; Farragut, Clark,

IN'ITS K^TI^K

-AND TUB-

llth,

New Orleans.

for Philadelphia;
New York.

FIRST AND ONLY MORTGAGE

Provincial Bank of London,
AND

1

tid a>l the land travel. Height, mails. «*<•,, between
hem and the Uni ed States,will pass over this Truuk
iue.which is WIT*ft«»D r m» >! PETI I IU>.
Utboogta not y**t completed, the business of lb*
«>au is already fir greater tb^n i»s most sanguine
tieods predicted, and is
increasing.
The net earnings Iroin I.ocal ISuaineiiN aloue,
1 >u tb* fc> miles comi ktcd in Main*,already
exceed
he interest on two and one quarter mdlions ot dolors, and will be largely it.creasing alter >ept mxt
>y the haziness io and Irom the Proviucss.
To complete thi>- road, and to equip it a-* tuPy as As
jresent lorge business and toe imsied ate ioeteas*;
:onsequent upon its completion, requires —the Company lias issued its Bonds to the amount of Two
Millions oi Dollars, ?ecurtd by a

UNION BANK of LONDON,

FOB 1# DAYS I SHALL SELL

PROVIDENCE—Ar llth, sell Maria Lunt, Kent,
Veehawken.
Ar 12tli, schs Mary Augusta, Holt, Jacksonville;
v
lenator Grimes, Holbrook, fm Calais for Pawtucket;
lyena, Gardiner, Portland; Planet, Horton, Saco.
Sid 12tli, brig Ellen Bernard, Coombs, (fm Boston)

JOSl.TliCTINH TIIK CNITtD STATES
kKU THE OKHTSIIPKOVIKCKNINf*
trunswick aud Nova M'.otia). The j'Opu'atioa o'the
auiltime Provinces is about OIVE U1IJLL.ION,

BILLS ON BARING BROS. Ac CO.,

Breakwater llth, brig Prairie Hose,

Philadelphia for Portland.

iarucoa.
NEW LONDON—Ar
( lalais for New Haven.

continually

NELSON A CO.,
OLD

RAILWAY is completed from
io at. Johu. New Brunswick, a
.1 •stance oi 2f2 mile’,—with the exception of 5,4
ul< s between Wmti. Me., and »he boundary line ol
id State at Van-ab-'ro’.
On tbi * portion ih>* tracA
n w leiug lad, but Loin Winn eastward and
om Vaoceboro’ westward and the work will
be
►mpleted and trams running from Bangor to St.
ohu in Sep'embti* next.
Th.fi road will then be
F. & N.

THE ONLY RAILWAY

a

ASSORTMENT

LARGE

rum

or

PERFUMERY, JEWELRY, Ac.,
Together with

f

Crazy Man!

Union

Ar’l3th! ship Gen Shcpley, Merriman, Hartlepool;
rig Scotland, from Jamaica.
CM 12tli, si ips Nonantum, Knowles. San Francisco
Ihas HMarshall, Marshall, Liverpool; briar Robin,
] >ouglass, Cardenas; sch Geo Washington, Sherlock,

A.
rUE
Bangor, Maine,

DESKS,

WRITING

sl&ud.

1

_

r

1

t

RAILWAY CO.

HANDKERCHIEFS,

ADVERTISEMENTS

Bch J v

Sid 12th, barque Woodside, for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, brig Merriwa, Waterhouse,
l ►ort Johnson for Boston; scTis J W Maitland, Colord, Jacksonville; Geo H Mills, Jellorson, Georgo-

of

LADIES’ AND GENTS’ INITIAL HDKFS.,

CROCKETT’S,

Marriage.

a

SEW

Kimball,Hall,

Carrie

At Delaware

—

NORTH AMERICAN
have

We

®k^t
Ar

bonds

their

HOLIDAY PURCHASES

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Zy,8WCl1

nearly 20

save

Segur, Ell)., Boston
1Ull> A G‘- W

PnIA_Cld °th’
Wellington, ]
•ikV/'^on
Stop that
sch
Melvin, Andrews, from
lutb,

_

cio

!

1
I

attempting to commit suicide, which
was argued at the law term in
October, 1370.
The court sustain the exceptions taken by the

■

'°Jd>

r°S~Ar Kth> “h Fu,,r
Sister., Sheerer,
anUm^NG
CM 8th. soil Jos

t

securities.

home

for

such symptoms. Lord Chesterfield, we regret
to learn, has since his return home been attacked with typhoid fever in a very severe form.
The symtoms declared themselves somewhat
later than was the case with His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales, but the attack is ap- discovered a process by which stone to resist a
parently more severe. Turning to the bulletins crushing process of 20,000 pounds a square inch
which have been received from Sandringham,
has been made, and which it is reasonable to
we are reluctantly obliged to admit that, while
for well-founded exhe
bad
men
say, embodies some of the secrets of nature,
that
to
the
and
fullest
scope
appoints
affording
presents,
of a happy termination, they are
and is almost identical with the method by
office, only the first can be sustained. How pectations
The
for
anxiety.
such as still to give grounds
which many of the rocks and stones that cover,
A Singular Suit.—A lad named Minor, in
grossly that one fault has been exaggerated attack from the first was sharp and we know
in guardthe earth’s surface during geological ages are
“Publicus” may learn by reading the long that when a royal bulletin announces
Cincinnati, has brought an action against his
aud
the
is
fever
strong
the
nights
ed terms that
produced. While chemists and geologists are father and mother, claiming 850,000
article from the New York Times, republish- are unquiet, this implies that there is more or
damages
unable to distinguish a natural stone from one
is acute.
He says he was
for abuse and ill treatment.
ed in the Pkess of Monday. Bnt let us conless of delirium, and that the affection
made
the
Sorel
the
lias
been
so
with
His
it
that
by
process,
assumption thrashed with an iron ram-rod and with rubber
It is understood
cede that Gen. Grant appoints too
many of Royal Highness. On the other hand, there are would seem safe, that if he has not discovered
about the house and down two
his relations to office, and let the fact bear
sood grounds for the most consalotory reflec- nature’s secret he has approached very near to whips; dragged
of stairs by the hair; thrust into a closet,
and the most encouraging anticipations in
tions
flights
with full weight against him.
What is its the fact that the fever has now reached the it. Geologists agree that some of nature’s most
under a tank of hot water, and kept there for
relative .importance and what will be its rela- sixteenth day without any of those compli- indestructible rocks contain magnesia, which,
ten hours, in such a position that he was unacations which constitute the real danger of tytive influence on the minds of the electors
treated with a chloride of magnesium, in a cerble to stand up or sit down, and the like. The
far more than the uncomplicated
phoid,
compared with the equally well known facts disease itself, even in its strongly developed tain manner, has the power of setting, like parents have refused an offer to compromise the
that the President is honest, brave, patriotic,
types. Again, although youth is not so mark- common plaster, when mixed with water,
matter.
ed an advantage for the patient in this disorthough forming a much harder and stronger
an excellent judge of efficient subordinates,
der us in its cognate affection, typhus, yet it
and
the
subfurther
fact
mineral
that if
STATE NEWS.
singularly obedient to the people’s will and a counts for something, and as far" as its influ- mass;
stances were incorporated into the mixture a
ence goes, inclines the balance always toward
man of stainless private character—that he
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
a happy, speedy, and unimpeded recovery.
It
chemical change in “setting” took place and
has honestly collected the revenue, paid off
is important to remember that this fever beThe Lewiston Journal says Mr. Libby, who
the whole agglomerated and formed a hard,
was
millions of the public debt, preserved the
so dangerously injured on
longs to the class which have stated periods of
Saturday by
compact mass. Sorel also found that magnesia
incubation, varying very considerably it is true,
falling from a scaffolding, on Manley street,
peace, been true to the freedmen, to the
rock
aud a fixed course of days
could be obtained from the natural
which they
was more comfortable on
Auburn,
and
Monday,
through
cause of liberty and to all his pledges—
run.
In a very mild case a satisfactory terminknown as magnesite, by burning, in the same
hopes of his recovery were encouraging.
ation
in
is
favorable
to
civil
service rethat he
mightbe expected
twenty-one days; manner as lime is obtained from limestone,
We learo from the Journal that Mr. Albert
a well-marked
attack such as tlii3 cannot be
form, and ha* taken initial steps in that expeoted to terminate favorably before the and with this he produced a new cement, Cook, who has for more than fourteen years
held the position as Superintendent of Vassaldirection without waiting for the action
twenty-fourth or twenty-eighth day, or it may which, though eapable of being used as com- ooro ooieu rums, nas accepteu me oupermbe a little later. Thus, then, bulletins of more
of Congress—in short, that he is believed
more
mon lime-mortar, is much harder and
tendency of Bates Woolen Department at Lewor less grave or doubtful character may be existon, and will enter upon the duties of the
to be
one
and combined with mineral subof the most upright and
pected, from thenature of the malady, for per- durable,
same first of next week.
forms
a
efficient Chief magistrates America has ever haps ten days or a fortnight longer, and it is
stances,
compact stone, readily
OXFORD COUNTY.
well to know this beforehand, inasmuch as it
moulded at will into blocks of any texture,
had t He has not received a dollar as a preswill tend to prevent undue anxiety and alarm.
Mr. Samuel Lucas of Canton, met with a secolor or size, manufactured at a low
shape,
ent since he became President. If he has aprious accident a short time since, by the exploHOW THE ROYAL FAMILY BEAR THE TRIAL.
price, and can be worked with the chisel pre- sion of a kerosene lantern, burning his leg bepointed a bad collector to office, it is hardly
[From the Pall Mall Gazette, Nov. 30.]
low the knee so badly that large pieces of flesh
as
the
natural
stone
is.
cisely
A Lynn correspondent writes: Her Royal
•trange, considering the thousands of places
have come off, confining him to his bed.
The process has been introduced into this
the
Princess
Louise
of
(the
Hesse,
he is required to fill.
It should be added
Highness
Two town liquor agents in Oxford county
Princesss Alice,) who it may be remembered
country and a company in Boston is now en- have been indicted
for being common sellers.
that whsre he appoints one relative to office
gained the character of being an excellent nurse gaged in manufacturing by it, not only stone of Both
pleaded guilty and were fined.
when attending upon the late Prince Consort,is
he is accused of appointing ten.
Considerand
exceeding
strength, great beauty
susceptiPENOBSCOT COUNTY.
in constant attendance upon her brother, the
ing the number, activity and peculiar malig- Prince of Wales.
bility of ornament, at a very low cost, but is apAt Stark, Saturday last, Joseph Bomton while
of
Grant’s
enemies—men
who
nity
pergonal
[From the London Times, Nov. 39,
plying it to certain mineral articles which enter at work in the woods, was instantly killed by
the unexpected falling of a tree. His home
have made their exclusion from office a
into the mechanic arts, such as emery wheels,
The Princess of Wales has borne her great
was in Bangor, where he leaves a wife and sevtrial in the most admirable manner and with
crime against the nation—it is surprising
&c., also articles of interior decoration, man- eral children.
singular equanimity. While fully aware of the tles,
that so few charges are made against him that
chimney pieces, table-tops and the like.
The New York Sun states that Capt. Thomas
gravity of the Prince's illness, Her Royal HighThe method of manufacture, which is prohave even plausibility, and all of them arc
ness lias throughout been calm and collected.
G. Hodges, a native of Brewer, Me., who has
followed the sea for twenty years, arrived at
tected by patents, is briefly described as folfound on examination to be as pure fabricathat port about a month ago in the brig Mary
The Littleton Tragedy.
lows!
HTVia ninrrnpaifo wViioVi is o
wliitA
tions as the story that Collector Murphy preStuart, of whicii he was captain. After havThe Traveller gives further particulars of the
stone resembling chalk, is burned in a kiln uning his vessel placed on the dock for repairs,
sented Grant with his Long Branch cottage.
tragedy at Littleton, Mass., pointing to that til it is thoroughly decarbonized.
he called en some friends in South Brooklyn.
It is then
cause of nine-tenths of such crimes—inHe remained there until the 14th of November.
prolific
An Investigation Demanded.
run through a common burr-mill aud
ground to At noon of that day he went
out, ostensibly to
temperance.
a fine powder.
It is probable that the Legislature at its
Thus oxide of magnesium is
get shaved, promising to return immediately
Patrick Keating has for some years resided in
obtained: this is mixed with dilute chloride of
that
next session will order an investigation of the
thereafter.
Since
time
he
has been missthe southern portion of Littleton, long enough
to be the parent of four children, and to have
magnesium, and a cement is thus formed, ing. It is feared that he has been murdered,
circumstances attending the formal transfer
under the mistaken impression that he had a
earned a very fair reputation for good behavior
which mixed with any
kind
of
broken
by the Governor and Council of the public
large amount of money. It was customary for
his friends and associates. Patrick was
stone or sand forms
a
stone
in
among
color
him to visit New York every day on business
domain of this State to the European <t
a day laborer in the town,
working steadily at and fineness
resembling the stone or sand connected with his vessel. He was a man of
»rvii
aa iimibru
North American railroad in the year 1868.
means
would allow
for the comfort of used: thus sand produces sandstone, mar- unblemished character. He has a wife and child.
The impression is quite general that the haste
Every effort has been made by his friends to
his family.
ble, etc. The mass i3 thrown into molds of learn his whereabouts, but without
success.
Until within a few months, too, he has been
manifested by that corporation to obtain its
or
plank
plaster or any other suitable material,
Dr. 8. B. Morrison of
a man of steady habits,
received a telseldom, if ever, indulgBangor,
title deed, in the absence of State officials
ing in the use of intoxicating liquors, and gen- and is tamped or rammed; the mass readily egram Tuesday, stating that his boy had been
whose presence and care were peculiarly eserally behaving himself as a good husband and sets and stone is taken from the mold. The found in Boston. Our readers will remember
fater.
sential for the protection of the rights of the
Lately, however, his conduct has “setting” requires from one hour to one day, that the lad mysteriously disappeared about two
weeks since.
changed. He become more and more addicted
is
accounted
for
the
people,
convenient
depending somewhat on the chemical properby
to strong drink, and was morose and irritable
SOMERSET COUNTY.
The Anson Advocate says Mr. N. R Gilman
pliability of an officer temporarily in charge in his treatment of his children and his wife. ties of the solid ingredients used, the carbonThere
were hard words on both sides,
of one of the departments. The result was
frequent ates as a rule requiring a longer time than the of thut town hung himself, in a fit of insanity,
criminations and recriminations, until the solast
morning. He had some time
silicates.
Building blocks will bear handling since Monday
that the deed gives a kind of plausibility to cial condition of the
had
become
debeen an inmate of the insane hospital,
family
graded to a very low*ebb. Every day decreased and may be used when three or four days old,
the company’8 claim to the settling lands,
but for several years had shown no further
the sum of their happiness, until the mother,
although they do not attain their maximum signs of insanity. Sunday he told his family
when construed by the adroitly framed act
who was in a delicate situation, felt that it
he should have to be sent to the hospital again,
strength and hardness for several months.
would be impossible for her to longer remain in
of 1363. If there is no truth in the
which caused his family to
wateh of him.
injurious the house. She
In
to
the
of
this
regard
durability
material, He, however, slept as wellkeep
broached the subject of separaas usual Sunday
rumors they ought to be
quieted by the dis- tion to her husband a week ago,
it has been proved by Gen. Gillmore, U. S. A.
but was met in
night, and arose quite early Monday morning
closures of a searching
investigation. If they such a contrite manner that she did not press and other scientific gentlemen, to be fully equal but seemed restless and uneasy—walking the
the matter to an issue.
are trug, and if
Patrick
himtcaunuuu.
fiwut
fraud
DIAL U UUUi, WIIlie III s
has
pledged
been
any
to the natural stone.
perpetrat- self
In Gen. Gillmore's reimmediately to commence the work of rewife was getting breakfast, he went to the
ed, the guilty parties ought to be exposed and formation
in his habits, and spoke pathetically
port of tests of various artificial stones made by barn, and not returning as soon as usual she
of the sad condition of the children, who would
punished.
him, he treats of the Sorel process at consider- sent a small boy after him. The boy found him
thus be left to grow up without a mother’s care.
suspended by the neck with a small halter,
able length, especially as regards its durability
The Bangor Whig quotes the Boston Jour. Mrs. Keating finally yielded to his entreaties,
from the girth of the barn, and gave the alarm.
and strength, its cost, &c. He records the reand promised to remain.
nal as saying, in connection with the
His wife immediately cut the rope but life was
subject
For a day or two Patrick was true to his
sult of trials of two-inch cubes made by him at
extinct.
Mrs. G’lman thinks it could not exof State aid to railroads, that the
of
moto
but
cry
the temptations to a displedges reform;
ceed fifteen minutes from the time he left the
the Boston navy-yard, reduced to the crushing
solute
course
of
Is
life
“of
were
too
for
him
to
nopoly
strong
house till he was found.
Rip Yan Winkle origin.”—
one square inch.
The pressure
a successful
resistance, and he soon re- pressure upon
Would it be too much to ask the Journal to make
WASHINGTON COUNTT.
returned to his old habits. The poor wife was
varied from 7187 to 21.562 pounds, the stone
L. L. Wadsworth, Esq., recently of Pemexplain what it means by this aphorism? If Anally forced, in spite of herselr, to obey the made of the finer pulverized materials and of
broke, has bought a place and settled in Allthere is anything of modem origin, if there instincts of self-preservation, and declare" her the greater
The proage being the strongest.
intention to repair to her father’s house. This
ston, Mass., where he expects to make his fuIs anything the effects of which are felt
ture home.
of
the
ooourred
of
in
no case
oxyde
now,
magnesium
yesterday morning. Mrs. Keating, portion
after frankly stating the nature of the case to
if there is anything which threatens the
was over 15 per cent, and in some reduced to
It is rep'orted that Mr. Warren Smith, of
presher husband, said that she could live with him
Weston, lost two horses and a load of soleent well-being of society and the
12.
The pieces tested were picked up at ranof
no longer, and that they must
purity
leather in
Lake one day last week,
separate at once.
Democratic government, it is railroad monop- This declaration was met with a torrent of re- dom in the Union Stone Company’s yard; and by the ice UpperGraud
giving away under them. He was
and
he
abuse.
that
“in
Patrick
proaches
denied
her
says
strength and hardness this hauling the leather from Forest City tannery to
right
oly, fostered by public money. With a sin- to leave him
without the warrant of a
Jackson Brook station.
stone greatly surpasses all other known artifigle corporation grown so strong within the and asserted that he would use force if itcourt,
were
A valuable horse, the property of Oliver
cial stones and is equalled by few, if any of the
to
present year that it is aiming at universal em- necessary,
prevent her departure. They inBrown, of Millbridge, one day last week run
natural stones that are adapted to building purin a wordy quarrel for a few moments
dulged
pire—with State Legislatures falling in every until, very much
away by belug frightened, demolishing (lie
The artificial marble takes a high deincensed, Keating rushed out poses.
carriage and breaking his leg so that he had to
direction before the power of gigantic corpothe house.
From thence he repaired to the
be killed.
of polish, being in this respect fully equal
gree
rations—the statement that “the cry of mo- house of a frie»d in the village, where he pro- to the best Italian varieties.” Dr. C. T. JackThe case of the Devisees of the late Deacon
cured some liquor, and drank aceply, with the
nopoly is of Rip Van Winkle origin” is cer- vain intention of quieting his passions. But as son, the well-known geologist submitted the Kelly vs, Inhabitants of Machias, for damages
for land and a portion of a house taken to
tainly a trifle reckless I It might with as much is usual in such cases, the liquor which he pour- stone to the severest frost-test, and says: “It widen a
street, which has been in the Washed down his throat
served to intensify his
is evident that tills stone will withstand the acpropriety be said that the illness of the Prince rage and caused himonly
ington
County Court for five or six years, has
to be all the more firm in
beeu finally settled by referees, who award to
of Wales and the visit of Alexis are “of
Rip his determination that his wife should not live tion of frost more perfectly than auy sandstone the plaintiffs
$1400 damages and a further sum
or ordinary
away from his home. Here it is thought that
Van Winkle origin I”
stone now in use. I see no
building
of $200 for previous costs.
he determined on the commission of the crime
reason why it will not stand as well as
granite.”
for
which he is now in custody. In the excited
IN GENERAL.
The latest Presidential ticket out is Colstate of his feelings, with the recollection of
Durability and strength being proved, the
George A. Wadsworth has been appointed
onel Thomas A. Scott, of Pennsylvania, for
his past misconduct crowding upon his
next
Postmaster
at
consideration
East
is
and
it
has
been
cost,
mind,
Winthrop, vice Lyman
White, deceased. A Post Office has been esPresident, and General Mahone (or the and the dismal forebodings of the future which shown that a cubic foot of stone, ready to be
he must have inevitably have experienced, murtablished at Sebago Lake, and Joseph A. Web“steam engine in little breeches”), of Vir- der
laid in the wall of a building oan be
and suicide must have lost all their terrors
produced ster appointed Postmaster.
The receipts of the Treasury of the Maine
ginia, for Vice President. This would make to his mind, and were looked upon only as the at much le33 cost per cubic foot than quarried
relief from his personal troubles. He
a collossal consolodated railroad
material. Magnesite, the raw material from
Baptist Convention for six mouths, ending Nov.
ticket, which speediest
was
half-crazed
with rum, and grew
literally
30th, were $3,118.60.
if successful, would only require such Cabinet
which the cementing agent is obtained, is very
more arid more
desperate as he thought over the
Ministers as Commodore Vanderbilt and a
calamities which he had brought upon himself
plenty in the United States; large deposits liarby a continued course of vicious conduct. At ing been found in various parts of the country,
few other railroad monarchs, to constitute
noon he returned to his
to
find that
house, only
aud the process of obtaining the oxyde is as
an administration that would be bound to
his wife had packed up some of her clothes and
go
cheap aud simple as the production of lime.
was only waiting to bid him farewell before
ahead.
SANTA CLAUS
Its cost in Portland would be as low as Bosengoing away.
He asked her if she was still determined to
Should not foil to call at OO Exchange St.,
A Special to the New York Uerald,
dale cement. The bittern water, the chemical
leave him and the children to take care of
speaking of Mr. Lynch’s proposed investiga- themselves. She replied that she had no other moistening material, can be had in abundance
J. B.
LUCAS,
tion of the Treasury Department,
alternative, whereupon Patrick drew a revolver at the cost of transportation from the salt
says:
And purchase ono of thoBO
from his pocket, and with the exclamation,
works. The Union Stone Company use for
Representative Lynch, of Maine, whom “Got!
the Speaker tried to shelve as Chairman of breast. forgive me;” he discharged it at her* their dry materials quarry-chips, and such stuff
BOY TOOL CHESTS,
The murdered woman fell unconscious
ths Committee on Expenditures of the Treasas
is usually thrown away—common cobble
to the floor, while a copious stream of blood
NEW YORK CLDB SKATES.
ury Department, flanked his colleague to-day rushed from the wound. Patrick ga2ed a mo- stones, sea-sand, and the refuse of stone works.
The only kind used by Club Skaters
by introducing a resolution directing the com- ment at the dreadful sight, and then turning the Those are ground to a fine
powder, mixed with
mutes to make an investigation into the
muzzle of the pistol towards his own body, disSleda, Writing Beaks, Revolver*, Tea
the cement, thoroughly triturated with the
affairs of the Treasury Department. As Mr.
An hour afterwards, a
charged it again.
Bell*, Cans, Rifles, Pocket Knives
Lynch used the words of the House rules in neighbor entered the house and found both up- moisture, and formed in the mold. At the
on the floor,
in gore.
The floor was
his resolution, except as to ordering a
Middlesex Agricultural Society’s fair last year,
weltering
«ec., «c.
special
of blood and the dying
a large stone was exhibited, which was made
inquiry into the most recent defalcations, covered with puddles
Any of which will make a useful Christmas Pretent.
still
were
in
ouos,
althdUgh
breathing heavily,
there was no opportunity by any
ruling on iti unconscious state. About the bodies stood on the spot. The mixture was brought on the
dcl4
sn
eod
the part of the Chair to declare the motion
{Will Till. ltt.ifl
anti Twill nrlo/1 rlnvrn 0*1/1 in +lio
-he afflicted children of the family, struck alout of order, or in
The
and
ii ost dumb by the
any other way to incite
Neatest,
Cheapest
calamity, and scarcely real- course of a week was transformed into stone as
opposition to its passage. Mr. Lynch intends
zing the extent of their loss. The body of Mrs.
Most Serviceable Pr
t
to do the work he
hard
as granite.
In
the
of
Boston
sevvicinity
proposes in a thorough I leating was placed upon a bed in an adjoining
FOB
TnMillf1
ami frmn Viia
_a
it
eral large “granite” bases for large engines and
•oom—and her husband was placed under arit little doubt that the
CHRISTMAS.
•est and removed to the poor house in the town
other machines have been put down, to the perpromise will be redeemed. Iu conversation on the
for safe-keeping. -It is scarcely possible that
subject Mr.
The
fect
is often asked, what is the neatest,
satisfaction
of
the
question
and
parties
purchasing
Lynch aayj that there was no hostile inten- ;ither of them will recover.
cneapest, and most serviceaole present, I can nuke
at a quarter of the cost of quarried stone.
tention towards Secretary
Christmas.
and
that
Boutwell,
he consulted with that
Heaiworm.”
Perhaps by calling attention to this impor^B«y
DURAN Sc JOHNSON,
functionary before his
motion was made. He regards the resoluTo the Editor of the Press:
tant and practicable invention we may
Can answer the question, by saying, they have one of
suggest
the
tion which passed the House
finest assortments of Ladies’ and GeatleI was pleased to read in the Press of
to-day as
to-day, to the minds of some of our enterprising people meo’s Satchel!* ever offered in Portland, at pricrequiring the committee of which lie is Longfellow's poem,
(forthcoming in the Atlan- a method whereby a large amount of now es to suit all, from 91.00 to 915.00 Come early
chairman to investigate all
and examine our stock, as the assor jneut is now
Treasury tranworthless material can be utilized and become
sactions, including the Syndicate negotia- tic) descriptive of the marriage of this lady.
complete.
History is doubly interesting when written in a source of profit to the community, and a betions. Mr. Lynch is not an admirer of BoutE3F-Remember the name.
the poet’s pleasing verse.
neficent influence on our domestic life.
well’s financial policy, though having full faith
I can add a few
DURAN & JOHNSON,
in his integrity and
rotes that may be interesting to some.
general admininistrative
Wo. in Middle Street
Lady
Items.
sagacity. If the Maine Representive is allow- Wentworth’s marriage took place July 24th,
_dell sntf
ed to carry out his present intentions the reGavotti will be the new mayor of
Marchese
I7u(>, to Benning Wentworth, who was appointHOW TO LIVE.
port that will be made is sure to be a valuable
Itome, and the lady mayoress, his wife, is a
ed Colonial Governor of New Hampshire, on its
There are bnt few who seem to know
and interesting document. The other memof Mr. Davis of New York, who has
daughter
How they on earth ahonld seek to live;
from Massachusetts in 1741, which
bers of the commitee besides Mr.
Lynch are reparation
resided in Borne for some time.
With blessings though their cup o'erflow.
office he held until 1707, when he was
Messrs. Sypher, of Louisiana, and J. B.
superHay,
“How
But little to the poor they
many shares does Grant own in the
of Illinois, Republicans, and Messrs. Barnuni
seded by his nephew, £John Wentworth, who
give;
company that is selling Cundurango at $10 1per
While those of large and generous heart,
of Connecticut, and Kendall, of
Nevada, held the office until the breaking out of the
Argus.
Mindful of the unfortunate,
Democrats.
Revolution, when he fled to England.
Precisely as many as will enable him to preWill often something good impart,
Gov. Benning Wentworth, who married his
vent the Democratic cancer from
Washington Items.—The friends of General
To reconcile them to their
fastening
fate;
servant girl, Martha Hilton, as related in the
Sickles state that ho will not return to the
upon the body politic, for about five yearn, at
Perhaps wUl give a Suit of “Clothes”
died
in
and
his
poem,
widow
married his
Spanish mission. He is now on his way home
1770,
To some poor Boy—1"from head to
least.—[Oswego Advertiser.
feet,"
Col. Michael Wentworth, by whom
at his own request, and will be
A Westerner of methodical and careful habWhich they have bought at Geoboe
granted the relative,
Penno’s,
she had one daughter, who was her only child.
leave which ho desires, to remain.
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
its lost his note-book which contained the folDec 14Both
the
Gov.
and
Col.
Boston,
lived
at
Boutwell
entries:
tc
sont
to the House comSecretary
lowing
Monday—Buy a gallon of whis“-Little Harbor just beyond the town
mittee on public buildings and
key to-day; take four drinks. Tuesday—Get a
grounds TuesAPPLES!
Where his great house stood looking out to sea—
APPLES!!
day a letter formally recommending RepreA goodly place where It was good to be."
gallon of whiskey; also get shaded; don’t get
sentative I' arwell’s
CHEAP
!
drunk.
bill
This
same
if
the
“Great
House” still stands at Lit.
pending
Wednesday—See
appropriating
whiskey is out;
$>,000,000 for the purchase of a site and the ;le Harbor unaltered.
TO SUIT
also, don’t drink until after dinner; also see
CUSTOMERS,
erection of government
The poet makes the Governor’s
buildings in Chicago.
birthday ban- about more whiskey.
AT J. S.
A representative of Governor Palmer of IlliA lively discussion has been
juet take place in May, hut history says he was
going on in the
nois is in Washington to secure if
as to the
Virginia
born in July. This, I
of
papers
unit85 Commercial Street.
possible an
advisability
suppose, is the poet’s liing Eastern and Western Virginia. Whatever
order from the Secretary of War for tlio removPec 11
cense.
He also says:
sn
1 W*
else the gitation may do, it has
brought out a
al of the United States
“He had invited all his Mends and
local paper which rises equal to the
troops from Chicago.
peers—”
occasion,
On
He represents that Governor Palmer is
md names them the Pepperels and
with the unquenchabie fire of James
very
Spar- and,
Otis,
remarks: Too late! You
Moppy Relief for Vonng Men from the effects
as well attempt
much in earnest about the
lawk’s.
These
might
of
dignitaries
ot
errors and abuses in early IRe.
matter, taking
Kittery to darn up the waters of the Ohio with willows
Manhood restored
even more positive and decided
to marriage removed. New method of
nust be reckoned among his “peers” for
views on the
they as to fetter the onward steps of the grand com- Impediments
treatment. New and remarkable remedies.
Books
rights of the civil authorities than a few weeks
iad not been his “friends” for a long
monwealth of West Virginia.
The days of
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
space.
Address
since.
this Virginia wild-cat are numbered.
HOWARD
A strong
Her
No. 2 South
in New Hampshire had
party
The amnesty bill in the
claws rre ail torn off, and she has unceremoniPhiladelphia.
United States Senate
>ctitioned the King to remove the Governor and
ously crawled back into her hole to suck her
excepts from its provisions all officers of the
iad been intriguing, with the assistance of
sore paws through all eternity.
EXCHANGE
army and navy, and Senators and members of
Sir Wm. Pepperel’s
An intoxicated party the other
son-in-law, Sparhawk,
morning was
-ONCongress who left to join the rebellion. It is
o get
Sir William (who was in England)
passed by a horse car with red and blue lights
apsaid that the House is disposed to bo more
libSc tland and Ireland I
>ointed in his place—receiving this favor from
in front and rear. It puzzled him for
England,
minute,
eral than this.
he King, in return for his service in the
but at last he said: “Must be
capDRAFTS ON HAND
pretty sick—sickThe World’s Washington correspondence
ure of
Louisburg. Sir William was of the Pu- y here; running drug stores on wheels.”
says that it was the design of the Democrats in
-ANDUan faith, and Governor Wentworth was a
The St. Albaus (Vt.) Butter market was dull
Congress to hold a caucus last night to consider irm supporter of the Church of
for Immediate Delivery !
Ready
m Tuesday.
Prices: Fall dairies 33 to 37c for
England.
various matters—meaning the one-term agitaBut this is not what I
intended to write about
IN SUMS TO SUIT.
;ood to prime lots; Winter dairies 1*'- to 2lic.
tion among others—but the
I
was
abandons-lien
thing
commenced. The poem reminded me
A Salt Lake newspaper of a recent date aned, and the meeting will not be held until the < if a Book of Common
WILLIAM E. WOOD,
lounces that a new deposit of ore has been
Prayer, used in the readmiddle of January. The Democrats
61
ng desk of old St. Paul's church,
say that
itruck at the “Little Emma” mine, which yields
Exchange St.
Portland,
they do not see the necessity af any undue
Agent for Henry Clews & Co., N. Y.
vherel first attended 43 years
tons per day and nets for the company
ago. It bore
lixty
haste.
sn
juu27-tf
, his inscription in gilt letters:
>120 per ton.
“Presented to St. Paul's Church, Portland
The last joke at the expense of H. G. reports
Republican Victory.—The Republicans of
by Madam Wentworth,
hat “in an agricultural essay on tobacco, he astester, N. H., achieved a splendid victory
of Little Harbor, near Portsmouth.
178—.”
lerts that the fine cut will not
electing Person C. Cheney Mayor by
ripen well unless Portland,. .
I think about 1788, but am not sure, as I have
-lie tin-foil is
676 to 1027 for the Democratic canstripped from the growing bud Chicago,.
7,m
;ot
iu the
March M. Weston, the Democrat! ratseen the book for several years. When I >arly
spring, and that plug tobacco ought Portland Sc Rochester R. R.,.
y,(
x> be knocked off
learned the history of the lady I looked it
10 c
the
trees
with
club
insteaa
of
Leeds Sc P strmington R. R.,.
governor, had 37 majority. The
jemg picked off with the hand.”
and
found
'It
p
she
was
then
of
that,
the
widow
fell upon the
unexi
Central Railroad of I«wa, Gold.
Democratic
7>a
' er second husband, Col. Wentworth.
conven.
This
For sale by
like a wet
blanket, nearBangor Lumber Market.—Tlie
H.
M. PAYSON,
Surveyor
ly every s,
te"’nS to it and attempting 1 rayer book is now in the archives of the
General furnishes the Whig with the
32 Exchange
to explain
‘ hurch.
The jubilant
It contained originally the liturgy of
St., Portland.
following
victor, fired
dc2
the
able showing
amount of lumber
100 guns ana
‘ be Church of England, and several leaves had
celebrated the occasion.
surveyed
1 rom January 1, to December
DR. E. F.
een cut out and others
1,1871, compared
containing the altered
Maine SIbdical School.—The next term
vith the amounts surveyed during the same
of
?rvice of the Episcopal church of the United
TAR
the Mains Sledical School at Brunswick will
i tates, pasted into their
place. It is an inter- 1 leriod in 1869 and 1870:
-FOB( Sting relic
oommeuce February 15th and continue sixteen
of Martha Hilton, the servant
1869.
1870.
1871.
girl,
became the wife of
weeks. The fees for admission to the several
30,796,811
22,999,000
35,613,000
COUGHS, COLDS AND LUNG DISEASES.
King George IPs first 1 Ireen pine,
|
overner of the
10,184,100
7,031.000
Pino,
6,770,000
Province of New Bampshta.
courses of lectures,
J try
For sale at Wholesale, at
payable in advance, are $75.
133,756,759
149,103.192
163,121,675
toM ^ verso by Portland’s
prune,
Matriculation, or library fee, payable each j ;ifffid
fumlock, &c., 16,103,240
22,881,000
21,987,000
W. F. PHILLIPS &
CO., RruggUu,
term, $5,
Windham, Dee. 12.
Total,
190,840,908
No. 46 Middle St., Portland, Me.
202,014,11*2
227,491,675 I dc8s»3w
.....
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aJEXT meeting for Debates, will be held Tmn*
’DeC'Uth’M Ubrary 1{0um'

^Ue,liu“f'v

Iteba^e*'

Resolved—That

the annexation of San Domlnzo
“1C United States would he benetieial to the
people
>f both cotmtries, and ought to be
accomplished

^

NATU'L WALKER Afl.
L. F. PINGREE, Neg.
A. HARMON, Sec.
_

rtcmd_GEO.

SEER,

SEER 1

2000 SKSJKVSrs'afg'
KKMItthlj

Pori land bept ,9,

-

WHITS* Y

IWI._

1,’

JtEMOVdL.
ACKKORD has r,moved to No
70 Park it
DR.next door
above Gramm.,
.School Home*
SH

PRESS!

THE

of the greatest obstructions placed
by legislation upon production and distribution is uneand
qual
discriminating taxation, and anothei
is the use of an unstable and
cur-
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fluctuating

rency. The remedies for these were economy
and industry of the individual, a free interchange of commodities at a fixed and permanent standard of values and an unobstructed
method of distribution.

CITY AND VICINITY.
-—♦

#

^

■

AdYerliMineaU To-Day.

Kew

Itnilraml matters.
Portland and Rochester Railroad.—A
special meeting of the stockholders of the Port-

entertainment column.
Lcvoo— Stevens’ Plaius.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Santa Claus—J. B. Lucas.
How to Live.
Christmas Presents—Duran & Johnson.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
House for Rent—Geo. It. Davis & Co.
Am. Fire Extinguisher—llenry Taylor Agent.

land and Rochester railroad was held yesterday,
to see if the company would authorize a corporation subscription of $100,000 to the stock of
the Nashua and Rochester railroad. In the absence of the President, Hon. John Lynch, A.
K. ShurtlelT Esq. was chosen President pro.

Goods—Chas. Oust is & Co.

Holiday

tem.

Guardian's Sale—Joseph Newman.

Col. Robie stated the object of the meeting,
and in behalf of a sub-committee of the directors, reported the result of a conference with

To l>it—30 Elm street.

Navigation School—Edward Breen.
Holiday Goods at Mrs. C. C. Welch’s.

President Kinnicutt of the Nashua and Rochroad and other gentlemen interested in its

Diitrivl Court.

1’. 8.

B1SFOUK JUDGE

FOX.

direction. He stated that a bona-flj* subscription of $800,000 to the stock had already been
secured, but among the conditions »n which
some of the large
subscriptions had been made
was one that at least $1,000,000 should be received before any assessment should be payable. Of this amount $200,000 is still wanting.

vs. James McCarthy.
felonious assault at Togus Military
Asylum. (Second indictment.) Verdict guilty of assault and battery. Sentenced to nine months imprisonment. The prisoner was also found guilty on

the first

a

indictment,

yesterday,

tried

and sentenced

imprisonment. The prisoner was at
removed to Augusta jail.
Webb.
Reed & Whiteliouse.
The jury was discharged.

to two months
once

Amoug the subscriptions

$200,000 from the
Worcester and Nashua railroad company, $100,J00 from private sources, $200,000 from the city
of Nashua and her citizens and pledges of $50,100
from the town of
Rochester, and

In

Bankruptcy,—Charles P. Mattocks, assignee of
Frisbio
Webber, vs. Ebon N. Perry. Acliou to recover back from defendant, Sheriti of Cumberland

obuIitiiau

oft

or

J.iiliiAlIni*

Mu

aauPii

other expenses under the attachment and sale.

erty is
surplus
the past

Tin

assignee brought this action to recover from the
sheriff the difference between the amount received by
him and the amount received from the sale. Judge
Fox decided that os Sawyer was uot a party to the
record, lie should uot rule ui>on that question, but
gave Judgment for the plaintiff for the balance.
MattockB pro te.
Bradbury & Bradbury.
Charles P. Mattocks, assignee of Aretas Shurtleff,
vs. Aretas Shurtleff.
Petition for an order to compel

Mattocks—A. A. Strout.

Superior
DECEMBER

tions

to

the assignments of Justice trials:

160—Russell vs. Sparrow.
87—Dow vs. Met. Ins. Co.
ux.

Falby et ux.
et al. vs. Gould.
135—File-ml vs. Mills et al.
vs.

127—Sawyer

130—Libby vs. Loveitt.
141—Whitney vs. Parker.

vs. Melcher.
156—Pone et al. vs. Varney.

145—Hasty

Dyer.

Municipal Court.
JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—Herbert Knight, a young man who
created a disturbance in the City Hall last evening,
was fined $5 and costs.
Harrison D. Libby was fined $5 and costs for drunkenness and disturbance.

Portland & Oode.vsburo Railroad.—The
petition of the Portland and Ogdeusburg Railroad Co. for the acceptance and approval by
the County Commissioners, of the location of
their track tlirough Commercial street was re-

yesterday by the inhabitants of Cape
Elizabeth, so far as said location crosses the
public highway leading from Commercial street
to Portland bridge, on the ground that it will
further imperil the already exceedingly dangerous crossing of the bridge, and in fact so ob.
struct their rights on this bridge as to render
them worthless. W. W. Thomas, jr., appeared for the inhabitants of the Cape and Gen. S.
J. Anderson for the Company.
sisted

Gen. Anderson contended that the location
should be approved on the ground of its necessity. The company’s cars must come down
Commercial street, and the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen had allowed them to locate a track

sale will afford an excellent opportunity to purchase holiday presents at a reasonable price,
and it should receive a full share of public patronage.
The police seized liquors yesterday at Timothy
Swift’s on West Commercial street.
Hon. Thomas Fitch has been obliged to give
up all his lecture engagements, and consequently will not lecture in the Army & Navy course.
Anna Dickinson is to lecture this evening in
the Army and Navy course.
Hou. David A. Wells' Lecture.—The lecture of Hon. David A Wells, iu the Mercantile
Library course last evening, was one of the
most instructive and interesting of the winter—
at least to politicians and practical business
minds. The audience was quite small, owing,
doubtless, to the stonn. The subject was announced as Some of the Conditions under which
we Get a Living.
He first remarked that the

there.

But the track was to be laid and trains
were not to he made up upon it, but in the company’s yard further up. He intimated that the
location would probably he only temporary.
i'Ai.

I

necessity of earning a living by labor has been
felt by men of all ages. The conditions are varied and governed by artificial circumstances;
but nature is impartial, and under like circum-

produce; and herein is the secret of
advanced civilization—that by our knowledge of forces we apply them to the work of
production. The force of the consumption of
coal produces to the world the equivalent of the
labor of millions of hands; aud we know not
to what we may yet arrive at in this direction.
Auother condition is the meaus of distribution
of the produced wealth of the world. Within
the past ten years wo have gained 25,000 miles
of railroad; a great agent in distribution.—
Another feature of onr civilization is the awakening of society to a more proper distribution
of the fruits of labon This was formerly done
by might; now it is by tho superiority of intellect and application. Out of this later feature

railroads should
grades, but as in

production.

that there

shall bo greater production and a greater economy in the distribution and use; or a greater increase of accumulated wealth after deducting
what is necessary fertile support of the laborer.
The slow growth of accumulation was illustrated by statistics. In America, after 250 years
of labor we have accumulated one-third as
much as Great Britain did in 800 years. If we
should stop producing three years would be
more than enough to starve out three-fourths of
our population, and the remaining quarter
would be reduced to a state of semi-barbarism.
The duration of capital is scarcely up to the
life of an individual. Natural force is our
enemy; if left to itself it will tear down; if
properly guided it produces. The speaker then
proceeded to discuss the forcible division of

eration.
Boston and Maine Railroad.—A special
mcetiug of the stockholders of the corporation
was

of Maino.”
Tho President in reply to a question stated
that the amount of increase of the cnpital stock
authorized by tho act of extension was $2,000,000 and the whole amount would be needed to
pay for the work now located to within three
miles of Portland. The road- is actually but

legally located into tho city, and he thought
that the amount would be sutlicicut to finish
the road into the city.
Mr. C. E. Choate, of Boston, offered the following vote: That the Directors of tho B. &
M. Road lie authorized to increase the capital
stock to the amount of $2,000,000, and to divide
the same into shares of $100 ea»h, and that
_1.1...1.1

follows:
Whole number of ballots,

reported

m.Ka/iviko

as

....

7,985
7,20(1

that
the Directors should consider the matter of a
reduction of the price of fares to two cents per
mile, and tho subject was referred to the Directors.
Mr. Walkcr, of Boston, stated that the real
estate owned by the company in Boston was
worth ten millions of dollars.
The directors of the Boston and Maine road
have practically located their line into the city,
we understand,
as
follows: They will cross
Fore river on the Rolling Mills bridge or by a
bridge close by it, cross Danfortli street under
grade, as the Maine Central does, and on striking West Commercial street will keep near the
foot of the bank on the north side of the street.
They propose to remove the protection wall,
now being erected by the city at the foot of the
bank, back forty feet, giving the railroad company the right of way over the ground thus
taken, and so on, keeping parallel to the north
line of tlie
Park, and

street,crossing Clark, Brackett, State,
perhaps High streets below grade, U

the foot of Union street It is said that the
route will necessitate the destruction of the
Portland distillery, the soap factory of Leathe
& Gore, the shovel factory and a large numbei

England surpasses us in manufactures becausi
manufacturing corporations, with large and ex
pensive boards of officers at a distance from tin

tli

b.x

Yes,
No,.779
Mr. E. W. James, of Boston, suggested

One of the great errors of our systen
is the failure to secure the maximum of pro
duction. One of the
greatest causes of failun 1
is placing the
superintendency of mechanics '
industries in the hands of men without
practi
cal education, making capital stand for brains

Another error is

..1...11

for tho stock pro rata and pay for the same in
bo proiustalmcnts^md on such timo as may
*
posed by the Directors.
A committee of three was appointed to receive and count tho votes, upon tho abovo named
proposition which tho committee subsequently

vantage.

and railroads.

■

Judea,

the Roman Senate during the life of Christ.
Mr. Fletcher has not attempted to

reproduce
Jhe mysterious sanctity of the old symbolic pictures by adding a coronal to the head or bewildering subtleties of expression to the face, but
the humanity of Christ looks forth in a natural
and healthful countenance, which at the same
time is irradiated by holy beauty and tender-

of the cheap wooden buildings on the norther
ly side of Commercial street east of State. The

i

Walker House and the old brick mill near i
will not be disturbed,as the survey for the tracl
Nogotia
runs in the rear of these buildings.
tions for the purchase of the land are under
ease no amicabl
stood to be in progress, and in
with the owners o cF
arrangements can be made
Commissioners wi]
any of the lots, the County
be called on to adjudicate upon.the dainages.We believe the plan is no secret, and we giv
■
1
the route as
reported by what we regard as goo

authority.

Messrs. F. O. Bailey & Co., will sell a t
public auction at Yarmouth this afternoon a ^
3 1-‘2 o’clock the
paper mill in that village, be
to the
bankrupt estate of Wood in a 1
The sale is under the directioi
of l^ittlejobhthe
assignees, Messjrs, C, P. Mattocks and G

Emery,

picture

The

ness.

forms

is

tastefully draped

valuable attraction
macher’s free art gallery.
a

to

and

Messrs. Schu-

———

iniaCEl.LANEOII!t NOTICE!!).
Nothing will please a boy more than a set of
those nice tools enclosed in a nice case, all complete, to be found at J. B. Lucas’s. He has
also a good assortment of Sleds, Skates, Knives,
Call
etc., which he will sell you reasonable.
and see.
The second of the Mechanics’ Assemblies
takes place this evening at Lancaster Hall.
We have received from Messrs. C. R. Chrisliolin & Co., No. 87 of the International Railway and Steam
ber 1871.

Navigation Guide

for

Decem-

BCftlNEMM NOTICES).
Pictures are framed at Schumacher Brothers, in the very neatest manner, from the finest
gold frames to the most simple walnut. Workmanship superior. Prices moderate.
We have just received some very nice hand
Stereoscopes of Polished Bose Wood and Mahogany. Very nice for Christmas presents.
Schumacher Bros.
All heads of families and housekeepers who
would consult economy and enjoy a luxury
should purchase the famous Halford Leicestershire Table Sauce. All good grocers keep it.
Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosis prescribed by the first physicians in
every town where it has been introduced, and
it is a thoroughly orthodox preparation.
piiites

deci)th-lw

Kidney, bladder and glandular diseases need
no longer be regarded as incurable.
The introduction of Smolander’s Buchu, which is one
of the perfections of medical science, is now
regularly prescribed for such as well as for all

diseases of the urino-genital organs in either
It is a diuretic solvent and alterative,

sex.

and

imparts tone

man

and

vigor

the whole hudecl2-eodlw

to

frame.

The health-restoring properties of Smolandbr’s Buchu strengthen and invigorate the
entire system, and remove or counteract kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, mental
and physical debility, diabetes, gravel, general

prostration of the nerve structure, and all maladies of the

urino-genital organs in either sex.
Every one should investigate the merits of this
valuable vcgetatable preparation.
dcfl-eodlw

A Cure for Dyspepsia.—It is not often
that we tako greater pleasure in recommending any medical preparation to the use of the
public than in speaking of White’s Specialty
for Dyspepsia, which we know to be an excellent panacea for that most disagreeable disease.
It is not a new preparation, but has
stood the test of years and its working has received the unqualified praise of many eminent
physicians. It is not claimed that it will cure
everything, but it docs claim to be the best
cure for Dyspepsia yet discovered,
and this
this claim is substantiated by the testimony of
those who have been benefitted by its use and
whose testimony cannot be gainsaid. Belief is

always obtained from the first use, and a permanent cure is effected when properly contin"
ued.
dcll-4w
Debility,
vigor and

anil

despair of ever .recovering the
mien of manhood we earnestly recommend Dr. Walkers California Vinegar
Bitters. Before they have finished the first
bottle, they will feel the restorative principle
at work in every portion of their broken-down
systems and hope will spring up in their hearts.
No case of Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Intermittent Fever, Rheumatism, Gout or kidney disease, can resist this unequalled vegetable tonic
which is unpolluted by any distilled or fermented liquor.
dec9-dAw
TELEGRAPHIC ITKJIS.
Madame Burns, the New York abortionist,
has been convicted and sentenced to seven years
in the State Prison.
A fire at Hannibal, Mo., on Monday, destroyed property valued at $50,000. Insured for

$.'4,000.

The delegates of the New York Internationals
met Gov. Hoffman at Albany, Wednesday, afternoon in relation to their proposed parade.
A pail factory at Belmont, N. Y., was burned Wednesday. Loss $40,000.
R. B. Phillips of Princeton, N. J., had his
pocket picked of $9000 in a Broadway, N. Y.,

stage Tuesday.

Government invited offers of a million of
bonds in New York Wednesday morning, but
only $323,700 were'offered at 109 22 to 109.02.
Judge Lynch, who was charged in collusion
with others with abducting a man from his sick
bed in onler to obtain his property, was discharged Tuesday in Brooklyn, but policeman
Lyons, the principal in the case, was held for

lierjury.

The Common Council of Trenton have authorized the sueing of the sureties of the defaulting Treasurer, Raurn, who is d«ficieut$10,000.
A Washington special to the Times says that
Colfax has informed prominent Republicans
thnt he cannot withdraw his refusal to be considered a candidate for reuomination.
Late arrivals from the West Indies state that
vessels passing Turk's Island have been boarded from there with a request to bring cargoes
in free of duty ns the inhabitants are starving.
It is now stated that Clusent, the communist,
has been in New York since Nov. 17th, and left
Sunday night for Mexico.
The Russian papers received by the steamship Java, Wednesday, express great satisfaction at the reception of the Grand Duke Alexis
in this oountry, but the German papers ridicule
it.
Murphy & Lockhart’s buildings in Jeffersonville, Texas, containing a number of stores, were
burned Wednesday morning. Loss $1U0,000;
insured for $5li,000.
It is said that the authorities in New Yofk
will revoke their order relative to the international parade.
New York harbor masters rob commerce of a
million annually.
NKAV IIA 31 PM II IRK.

not

where not a tenth part of this power ii
used. When there are two to sell and one t< 1
buy the buyer fixes his price; when there an
two to buy and one to sell the seller has the ad

practical abrogation of a thorough apprentic
system, which disciplines boys for the highe: t
places in their avocations. It is an error I ^
believe that Congress, composed chiefly of lav
yers and other professional men, know what tl e
people want better than the people tbemselvc S
and apply legislation to produce remedies t >r
fictitious difficulties, or aid people to produce)
adding taxation, in the form of protection, Oi 1<J

yesterday.

Legislature

in his efforts for compensation he checks
It
production he does it at his peril.
the old world the natural forces are fully ai
The only remedy foi
work or are exhausted.
this state of things is emigration to a countri

factories and the practical details of
busines; 1
in the hands of men who have no
pecuniary in
terest in them are unknown. In England if
tin
name of “John Smith & Son, cotton
spinners’
is placed on a large factory, that sign mean 1
what it says, and John Smith and his sons ar
practical men and have no time to run politict

held at South Berwick Junction

The attendance was quite large, a considerable
number of lady stockholders being present.
Tho meeting was called to order by M.G. White,
Esq., of Lawrence, the new President of the
road, who stated that the object of the meeting was “to take into consideration and to provide the measures either upon tho iucrcase of
tho capital stock or otherwise, for paying for
the construction of the extension of tho road
into Portland as authorized by tho Act of the

wealth by legal enactments, which is thq practical demand of modern Labor Reformers. If
the whole annual accumulation of the country
was equally divided it would give each individual but #175; but left to itself accumulation is
divided by intelligence. It is the right of every
man to get the best price for his labor, but il

caucuses

allowed to cross on
be compelled to go

Railroad Co. was seeking a way to their proposed depot over private property, to be purchased,
and intimated that the P. & O. Railroad Co.
might acquire rights over the same line.
The Commissioners hold the case for consid-

If ho becomes a criminal
the tax on community is much greater. Society has also discovered that a larger life is necessary; and this requires greater leisure for cultivation and a partial relief from toil; and investigation here developes the fact that the laws
which govern production and distribution of

►

not be

Europe,

uuder or aver.
Gen. Anderson, in reply, agreed with him in
regard to the dangers imposed by the Portland,
Saco & Portsmouth tracks, but though the proposed new track would create no additional
danger because trains would not be made up
upon it He stated that the Boston and Maine

out

wealth are not’antagonistic.
The natural demand therefore is

vnmuii

impossible, and therefore greatly injure
property in Cape Elizabeth. He thought that

schools, churches, hospitals and means

of

tile

most

of
of tho former strikes, combinations and communism. In the time of Henry
VIII., 72,000 thieves wero hung; but society
now finds it cheaper to educate men.
The average cost of bringing a boy up to the age of 10,
if we add the interest to our expenditure, is at
least $1500. If a man fails to earn his own living he taxos the community, and there is no increase

wiiit

Mr. Win. W. Thomas, sr., spoke of the dangers which had been created by the Portland,
Saco & Portsmouth Company by the mlticiplicity of tracks which they had laid, and contended that another track would render travel al-

nature to
our

viiuicuucu

A11UUIU3,

Commissioners were custodians of the bridge,as
a county highway, and were bound to maintain
it free from obstructions and preserve the rights
of the public and the grantees by whom it was
transferred to the county; and that in accepting
the deed of it the Commissioners pledged themselves to do this.

stances, makes a like return. To discover the
nature aud cause of inequalities, we must go
back to the consideration of natural forces. The
first condition is to carry over productions from
seasons of plenty to seasons of scarcity; and
man rises above the animals only as he tempts

education;

they are paid.

Adjourned.

Brief Jottings.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher will deliver the
last lecture in the regular M. L. A. course, on
Wednesday evening, Jan. 10th.
The debate before the Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association, on the question of the annexation of San Domingo, at the Mechanics’
Library Room, this eveuing, will no doubt prove
as interesting as those which have
preceded it.
The ladies of St. Stephen’s Church will hold
their annual Christmas sale at the rooms of the
Y. M. fl A. Ibis nffupnnnn nml aiuninn
TKia

comes

the fol-

And whereas, said vote is based upon tho condition
hat the bona tide subscription to the capital stock of
the Nashua an 1 Rochester Railroad Company shall
imount to the sum of SI,000,0U0 before such an
agreement to lease is made,
And whereas the early commencement and
rapid
completion of sai l Nashua and Rochester railroad is
a matter of the highest importance to the business
success of the Portland & Rochester railroad,
Therefore, voted, That the Directors be and hereby
ire authorized in behalf of the Company to subscribe
for an amount not excee ling *100,001) of the Btock
if the Nashua and Rochester Railroad
Company,
liter a satisfactory lease or agreement to lease said
Nashua and Rochester Railroad has been made with
the Worcester and Nashua Railroad Company, with
the stipulation therein for the payment by the Worceste* and Nashua Railroad Company of six per cent,
interest annually upon said stock.
Voted, That the Directors be authorized to apply to
the Legislature, if necessary, for an act to legalize
the vole of this siiecial meeting. Also for any other
acts which they may consider useful or important to
promote the best interests of the Company.

►

THURSDAY.

vs.

explana-

unanimously passed. Twenshares were represented at the

sessments as soon as

Howard & Cleaves.

166—Koliling

year. After further
Shurtleff and Deane

JKAercas, Tho Worcester an! Nashua Railroad
Company lmve voted to lease tho Nashua and Rochester Railroad for a term of not less than twenty
yean*from its completion and to pay six per cent, annually therefor on the cost of said Nashua and Rochester railroad, the interest to commence upon the as-

alleged to have been sustained by reason of a defective highway in defendant town. Damages claimed,
$5000. Jury out.

125—Dolan

a

meeting:

Court.

91—Dearborn vs. Morse.
122—Bowdoin vs. Taylor et

$1,058,000; it has
over
$078,000:

were

ty-five hundred

TERM, LANE, J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday.—Enoch L. Deering vs. Inhabitants
of Scarboro. Action to recover damages for injuries

are

a

6y Messrs.

lowing votes

CIVIL

Tlio following

fund

at
of

ten

pleted within

Putnam.

Eastman.

valued

for
years has made annual dividends of 10 per cent, and its stock is quoted at
£130 per share, par value $100. Committeos of
die Nashua and Rochester company have already secured the laud damages, and if the reluisite $200,000 of stock is at once taken up the
whole line from Nashua to Rochester will be
put under contract by March and the road com-

mill

bankrupt to show cause why he docs not deliver
assignee a certain account book. Not finished.

are

£50,000 from the Lowell and Nashua railroad
company, and about $100,000 along the line of
the road.
The directors recommend a subscription to the stock. The Worcester and
Nashua railroad company guarantee an interest of U per cent annually. The financial conlition of this road is excellent. Its total prop-

county, certain moneys. The facts broughs out iu the
evi ienco are as follows:—Parties in Boston, creditors
of Frisbie & Webber, sued them; defendant attached
their slock in trade and put a keeper in the store, and
finally the goods were soli under the statute which
provides for such deposition of perishable property.
The other creditors of the firm put them into bankruptcy, after which Charles Sawyer claimed a mortgagee's interests in the stock and demanded the
amount of his claim. The sheriff paid him $200 an
paid over the balance of the proceeds of the salo to
M

An Attractive Picture.—Mr. J. G. Fletchlias been at work for two or three years past
on a life size painting of our Saviour, anil has
produced a bust figure, which, as an original
ideal, has already won the unqualified admiration of critics here and in Boston. Both in
form and color, and in sentiment and treatment, the work is noteworthy. Our Lord is
supposed to be teaching the lesson of the Vine,
and there is an expression of
serenity and
sweetness in his face, well described in the letter
of Publius Lentulus, Governor of
sent to
er

ester

Wednesday.—United States

Indictment for

|

THE DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.

Concord, Doc. 13.—The Democratic State
Convention met here to-day. Pending organization resolutions were prepared giving the
party platform. The first advocates the perpetuny

ui

uio

e

muu,

a

min

luifuiciiiB

m

tue

Constitution uml an honest enforcement of the
law. The second, protection of the rights of
uvery citizen in accordance with the fundamental law. The third, opposition to every species
of corruption in all the departments of the
State and National Governments. The fourth,
no privileged classes and no privileged capital.
The fifth, a tariff that raises money for necessary expenses of the federal government, and
not for monopolists.
The resolves farther denounce the establishment of martial law at the
South ns unconstitutional and atrocious, advocates reform in the civil service of the government and reaffirm confidence in Governor Weston, pledging him the support of the party for
re-election.
On re-assembling the convention organized
hy electing E. 1). Rand of Lisbon, President,
with one Vice President from each county.
l*resideut Rand made an extended speech reviewing the present administration, attacking
it severely and contrasting the records of the
Republican and Democratic. parties. Among
other things he manifested a willingness to join
with the moderate Republicans, Schurz and
Trumbull, or even Horace Greeley in order to
defeat Ku-Klux legislation.
Gov."Weston was renominated by asclam
tion and accepted in a short speech. Hcnr
Colony of Keene, was nominated for Railroa
Commissioner. The resolutions were adopted
and the convention adjourned.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
IMPORTANT REVELATIONS.

New York, Dec. 13.—A Columbus dispatch
states that the government witnesses against
Logan, Foster and Mitchell, charged with conspiracy against the government, detailed the full
secrets ot the Ku-Klux of South Carolina, and
gave accounts of seven different raids with their
concomitants of rapine,negro whipping and dis-

gusting brutality.

Weather Report, Dee. 13, 1'J P. 1|.
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reconciling labor and cabital. He thought tha’
his friend from Indiana (Kerr) would see upof
due consideration that it was better, instead ol
talking upon polit.es to stop for an hour or twi
aud consider some practical question. The
XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
great question of cooperation, which was devil
oping itself successfully in other countries anil
Weis
being introduced into this country, did hoi
SENATE.
seem to have attracted the attention of
ol
Washington, Dec. 13.—A bill was passed these distinguished friends who desired either
to brush
providing for a deficiency in the census appro- the whole thing away or put it to
Hi
sleep.
priation.
hoped his friend from Indiana (Kerr) would sei
Mr. Anthony offered a resolution for a standit to be in his line of duty to withdraw his moing investigating committee of seven.
tion to lay the bill on the table, and either conMr. Trumbull moved to so amend that the
sent to having a single day set
apart for its concommittee be required to report what offices
sideration or else permit its passage now. Mr.
should be abolished, what salaries reduced, and
Hoar next yielded the floor to Mr. Shanks ot
have leave to sit during the recess.
Indiana, but Mr. Kerr rose and said, “ThestatiMr. Wilson favored both propositions.
inents made on thtxother side have been so exMr. Thurman favored Mr. TrumbuH’samendtraordinary, so unjust aud fallacious in all rement as it favored an investigation generally
speots that we on this side of the House ought
into the civil service, while Mr. Anthony's resto have at least an
opportunity to answer.”
olution provided for the investigation only of
Mr. Hoar—“No gentleman on that side of
such things as were referred to it by the Senate.
the House expressed any desire to
speak ou tha
Mr. Edmunds thought that there* was no need
hill pro or con, except one
gentleman, a memof such a committee at present, as the adminisber of the committee (Mr.
Neely), whose retration was pure and efficient as George Washquest was communicated to me a week ago. I
am certainly desirous of
ington’s.
allowing the tulle.-1
Mr. Thurman (dem.) said many persons
debate that will be agreeable to the House, and
throughout the country would not take the of giving a full share
of
the
time to gentlemen
whitewashing statement of Mr. Edmunds for on the other side.
the purity and efficiency of the public service,
Mr. Kerr (interruptingly.) “The gentlebut would require further evidence.
mans sinoerity would
appear much better if he
Mr. Casserly (dem.) contended that the comwould give us a little time now,
just a little.”
mittee proposed by Mr. Anthony would be a
Mr.
Hoar—I call the gentleman to order.
mere nullity, having no power to originate inMr. Kerr—1 am iu older.
vestigations. He had heard of a transaction
Mr. Hoar—The gentleman from Indiana deconnected with one of the highest departments
sires to have the bill laid on the table and thus
and a fit subject for investigation, but would
disposed of without any debate at all. That is
not take it upon himself to move an investigathe only manifestation that the gentleman has
tion unless there were a committee like that
shown abuut it, aud if the gentleman will now
proposed by Mr. Trumbull, with power to origiigree to take the question on this bill any fixed
nate ati investigation.
hour to-morrow, I will consent to it aud will
Mr. Schurz supported Air. Trumbull’s propoconsent to divide the time with the gentleman
sition. The Senator from Vermont told the Senof that side of the House.
ate that the civil service had improved greatly
Mr. .Kerr—I will agree to nothing; I have
under the existing administration, and undoubtbeen attacked by the gentleman from Massaedly it had. Yet in the whole history of the
chusetts (Hoar) and his colleague.
country of the country it would be difficult or
Dawes—I want to answer them and I am enimpossible to find four consecutive months dur- titled to answer them.
ing which so many defalcations and embezzleMr. Campbell made a point of order that the
ments by public servants have been brought to
gentleman from Mass. (Hoar) having finished
light as the last four months. Most of the cases
his remarks had no right to yield the floor to
had been almost stumbled upon, and, therefore,
any particular member but should resume his
it was fair to infer that a careful investigation
seat aud let the speaker assign the floor under
would expose a great many more now hidden.
ordinary parliamentary rules.
Mr. Schurz said: Gentlemen, I tell you whatThe speaker overruled the point of order on
ever may be said of the
improvements that
the ground that both the usage and rules of the
have taken place, the people of the United
House allowed a member who was entitle,1 to
States are startled at the fr«H|uency and enormithe floor an hour to
a
ty of the disclosures made from day to day. Do to other members. yield portiou of his time
not give vourselves up to any delusions ou the
Mr.
Shanks
took
the floor and remark(Rep.)
subject. The American people are on the point ed that he had last Monday introduced a bill to
of demanding an honest government, and they
establish
a bureau of labor.
He believed the
want to have all the means for that object that
time had come when the relation Ubtween laare com pat ble with the law. They demand the
bor and capital should be investigated. He fa..4.1_11.
vored the pending bill though he preferred his
of any party or any person. It seems to me we
own measure. The edict of the American
are standing on the threshold of a moral revopeople
had goue forth and the legislative
department
lution, that bids fair to go beyond the over- should
take
care of labor and see that it should
throw of Tammany, and in that revolution the
not be
wronged by capital of the country. He
science of '‘How n ot to do it,” will he of very
hoped the bill would pass.
little avail. Neither will cheap declamation
Sir.
Kelly,
(Itep.) of Pennsylvania, expressagainst corruption in the abstract, or against ed
gratitude to Mr. Hoar for having brought
the sinfulness of sin in general and the beauty
the subject before the House. The failure to
of virtue avail much. We have had enough of
adopt such a measure had deprived England of
all that. The people will not much longer take
her national prestige and threatened her with
that worthless currency as legal tender. If we
revolution. It was the failure of the French
wish to serve the country and command its conImperial government to recognize this question
fidence, we will have to make it clear to the that
lighted the fires of the Commune. It was
couutry that we hate no party more than we the failure
to recognize this question that had
hate corruption, and that we love no party more
arrayed the young men of Germany and Europe
than we love good government.
in
hostility to the church and throne. ParliMr. Conkliug replied in defence of the
purity mentary
inquiry in England showed that among
of the Republican party, asserting that the testhe
people of that country, a majority
timony taken before the committee presents was laboring
in want of a healthful and sufficient food
conclusive evidence that no one at the White
from
to
year
year. It was for want of recogHouse had any proper connection with the cusnizing this question that England was becomtom house business.
ing a land of drunkeness. He held, therefore,
Mr. Morton spoke of the extraordinary
purity that Congress should authorize the
appointment
of the present administration aud its promptof
a proper commission.
The government
ness in punishing dereliction of
duty in its offi- could not
afford
to
the
permit
laboring
people
cials, and cited the case of Paymaster Hodge. of
any portion of the country to fall into the
Mr. Casserly asked whether the Senator from
condition of the laboring people of England,
Indiana could mention any other case of prompt
France, Austria or Belgium. Congress should
punishment of a defaulter.
look to it that they whose skill and toil
Mr. Morton said he did not remember at that
open
the miues and coal banks, and convert ores into
moment, but he would venture the assertion metals and into all forms
of vitality and beauty,
t'-at whenever there had been a defalcation
those who shear sheep, wash the wool and spin
brought to the knowledge of the administration and weave
it, those who covert an apparently
the defaulter had been punished.
arid
field into cotton and all its useful and
Mr. Casserly—How about Pension Agent
beautiful
fabrics, shall not live in ignorance
Lawrence and Collector Bailey?
nor die in want.
Their toil and the resources
Mr. Morton—They ran away before
being
of capital were quite euough to banish poverty
found out.
from
the
laud, except as the result of intemMr. Casserly—Is it an evidence of vigilance
perance.
for government to let its rascals to get away?
Mr.
Storm
(dem.) regretted that any opposiThe Democrats of New York did not let Tweed
tion had been made to the bill. He regarded it
get away.
as
simply
providing for an investigation. The
Mr. Morton called attention to the fact that
laboring classes were rising up in rebellion
the men who committed defalcations were not
the system of class legislation. It was
generally of a class that could be weeded out against
the enactment of unjust and unequal laws that
by any system of civil service reform, because
laboring classes of the country in opthey were intelligent, accomplished men who arrayed to
the capital of the country, and he
position
could undergo any examination successfully.
was in favor of an investigation that would
go
At four o’clock, without reaching a vote, the
to show that the government, in the enactment
Senate adjourned.
of its tariff laws and the giving away of public
HOUSE.
lflnds, and in its national uanking system, had
Mr. Bar ks, of Massachusetts, reported a bill
been legislating against the interests of the laappropriating §02,000 for the expeuses of the During classes anil in tavor of capitalists. He
British American Claims Commission. Re- was not willing that on this
question the Referred to the Committee of the Whole.
publican side of the House should steal all the
thunder.
He
thought his friends on his own
IMPORTANT MEASURE.
side of the House should put themselves on a
Mr. Hoar, of Massachusetts, from the Comrecord in the matter. They always have
square
mittee on Education, reported a bill for the apbeen cqnsistent friends of the laboring classes,
pointment by the President, with the advice of and he hoped that they would prove
themselves
the Senate, of a commission of three for two
so to-day.
years unless their duties are soouer accomplishThe morning hour having expired, Mr. Hoar
ed to investigate the subject of wages and
remarked that his purpose was that there should
hours of lalwr, the division of the joint profits
he such a debate ou the bill as the House desirIlf I'.llhir mill Ptlliif'.ll liohl'imn I'lkirnpu on.l neni.
ed. He would not move the previous question
talists, and the social, educational and sanitary fur at least an hour.
condition of the laboring classes of the United
The Sjieaker stated that the apportionment
States, and show how the same are affected by
bill, which was now to come up, would be folthe existing laws
commerce, finance
regulating
lowed by two appropriation bills, reported from
au£ currency; the commissioners to receive a the Committee ou Foreign AfTairs.
salary of $3000 each and may employ a clerk.
Mr. Banks moved to amend the bill by reThey shall report the resnlt of their investigaquiring that the three commissioners be appoint
tions to the President to be transmitted to Coned from civil life.
gress.
Mr. Killitiger (Rep.) moved an amendment
Mr. Hoar moved that the bill ho made a
at least that one commissioner be
special order for the 10th of January. He said requiring
practicably identified with the mining interests
he proposed to give an opportunity for amendof the country. The bill and amendments were
ments to be presented.
ordered to lie printed.
The Speaker stated that the proposition was
Rills for appropriating $2,000,000 for a Post
that the bill be a special order for January 10th,
Oftieo and Custom House at Chicago and $250-,
to the exclusion of all other orders that day.
000 for like buildings at St. Louis were reported.
Messrs. Wood and Kerrol>jec(*d.
The apportionment hill was then considered
Mr. Hoar then moved to put the bill on the
in Committee of the Whole. The committee
its passage now.
rose without action.
Mr. Kerr, of Indiana, moved to lay it on the
Mr.
Randall, of Pennsylvania, reported a
table.
new rule, providing for the
appointment of a
The Speaker said that Mr. Hoar had the
territorial delegate on the Committee of Terrifloor, who proceeded to explain and advocate
tories and a District of Columbia delegate on
the bill. He was sure that the hill when unthe Committee of the District. Such delegates,
derstood would receive almost unanimous aphowever, are not to have a vote. It was disprobation. There was a erv of discontent from cussed till the adjournment.
all parts of the country alia the civilized world
by the laboring classes. In this country the
WASHINGTON.
laboring classes were the State itself, the others
THE RF.TUENCHMENT COMMITTEE.
so
few that they might be
being comparatively
Washington, Dec, 13.—The Republican Senleft out, in considering the question who are
ators were in caucus this forenoon two hours.—
the persons whose will should determine the
The
result of their deliberation was that a
policy of the country and for whose benefit that
committee on retrenchment be appointed the
policy should be directed. It was being urged
same as other committees, but not
not oidy by agitators and malcontents, but by
jointly with
the House nor with the powers as contemplata large anir
increasing numlier of the laboring ed in Mr. Trumbull’s resolution.
classes that the existing institutions and law’s
of this country on the subject of tariff, finance,
MINISTER SCHENCK.
currency and taxation tended more and more
The Chronicle says that Gen. Schcnck lues
to give capital on undue share in the joint
asked to bo relieved' and to have a successor approfits of the results of labor and capital, and
pointed.
to
labor
of
its
and
due
share.—
proper
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR REBELS.
deprive
The first dirty of legislators in regard to such a
Tlie United States and British Commission
complaint was to provide for a thorough, exact commenced its session to-day. In the case of
and regular ascertainment of the fait ConJohn Holmes Hannn vs. the Uuited States,
gress ought not to be afraid of the light; for no
number two, the commissioners decide that the
abuse so great, no darkness so profound, no
United States cannot be held liable for injuries
no prejudice so intense as to
require Congress caused by the acts of rebels.
to cover it with a vail or fear to let the light in
on it.
He did not place the bill on the judgeMASSACHUSETTS.
ment or recommendation of the Commissioner
ALEXIS.
alone. The slight expenditure promised was
due to the judgement of the laboring mm
Boston, Dec. 13.—To-day Alexis visited
themselves. The labor
Market and other places in a quiet way.
party of his own State Quincy
last summer had recommended the passage of
He leaves to-morrow at 9 a. m., for Montreal.
this very bill and has although politically opterrible tragedy.
posed to the Republican party expressed gratiin Littleton, Mass., Patrick Hatfication and respect for that party in conseYesterday,
ing shot Ills wife three times with a revolver
quence of its giving attention to this matter.—
and
shot himself. The act was comafterwards
The (Irand International of Workingmen, an
mitted in the presence of their four young chilorganization which pervaded Europe and which dren. Roth were
living this morning but with
was making its voice heard and its power felt
Cause domestic diffino hopes of recovery.
everywhere had also asked of Congress this culty.
Roth
aged about 35.
sjiecial measure. He was not competent to express an opinion on the interesting historical
NEW YORK.
question of the Commune and of the events
THE LATEST BANK FAILURE.
which took place in Haris last summer. The
Dec.
13.—It is stated that on inNew York,
other side of the story had not been heard, but
one thing was known that there was a cause
vestigation the affairs of tho Ocean National
in existence and an object in view which led
Rank, the only assets found in the bank wore
IMMI nf wllil'll
(inn
I'lliU'L'u Ilf
tlm
those working people in Paris, young men
United States Bank Examiner Callendar covand young women in the morning of life, not
merely from the ignorant and oppressed classes ered by various stocks at the West, entirely unknown in this market,and comparatively worthbut from classes of culture, of family ties and
less. The 873,000 advanced to Callender were
in some cases, of wealth to go down to death
canal in Michigan. Tho receivcalmly, heroically and cheerfully as ever a used to builda astatement
er promises
to-day.
bridegroom went to.the marriage feast; and he
did not believe that a cause winch had inspired
REMOVAL OF THE DANK EXAMINER.
such heroism was a cause which was not enThe Clearing House Association lias resolved
titled to the respect of the Americana everythat the Bank Examiner, Collendcr, lias ceased
where.
The International Association of
to command the confidence of the banks and
European and American workingmen had a ask tho Comptroller of the Currency to appoint
title to respect for having established a relationa competent man in his stead.
FIRE.
ship and recognized a kindred among men of
all nations growing out of the common bond of
The buildings of the Franklin Manufacturlabor which was greater, more powerful and
ing Company, on Mill street, Patterson, N, J.,
more bindiug than any mere national attachwere burned this morning.
Loss 8130,000.
ment or than any tie connecting the
ANOTHER QUEER JURA.
subject
with the sovereign. America was the last naThe jury in the case of Mrs. Madden vs. the
tion that ought to be ungrateful for that subowners of the steamer Westfield were unable
ui agree and were ordered to bring in a sealed
xu uio
uuritesb utiyo ui
the late civil war when tlie
verdict in the morning.
of
classes
governing
England would have been glad to have joined
PENNSYLVANIA.
the French Emperor in recognizing tlie Southern
THE UNION LEAGUE.
they were only prevented
Confederacy,
from doing so by the angry growl from the
Philadelphia, Dec. 13.—The National Exworkingmen of Lancashire, saying to the Eng- ecutive Committee of the Union League of
lish government, “We love tlie workingmen of
America met to-day. An able disoourse was
North America a great deal better, we are more
delivered bv Gov. Geary, in which lie particunearly allied in interest and feeling to them larly warned the Republican party against the
than we are to the aristocracy of England, and
passive policy now proclaimed by the Democratic party, which lie said was a snare. The
although wo have borne nmnv tilings from you,
one tiling we will not bear that
national officers were re-elected for the next
shall
array
you
the power and might of England against the
year. A series of resolutions were adopted
cause in which those American
workingmen heartily endorsing the administration of Grant,
are engaged.”
and pledging the Union League to sustain tire
He held in his hand tlie general
rules and administrative regulations of tlie InRepublican nominee for President in 1873, whoever he
ternational Workingmen’s Association, adoptmay be.
ed in Loudon last October by delegates comILLINOIS.
tlie
minds
from
all
civilized
prehending
leading
nation of the world. Among other things they
CHARGE OF FRAUD.
Chicago, Dec. 13.—It is asserted by several
expressed a desire that inqnirv should be instituted in each locality where branches of their
city journals that several, if not all,' the persons appoi nted to office
Association existed and that there should be
by the Common Counco-operation especially in the United States, in cil on Monday night, wore approached by aidermen
and required to give a money consideration
ascertaining tlie facts which the pending bill
for success.
Several unsuccessful candidates
required to be ascertained.
make a public statement declaring their willMr. Hoar sent to the clerk’s desk and had
read the extracts to which
lje referred. He de- ingness to make affidavits of tiro fact that
sired to avoid
was demanded of them by aldermen and
anything that should excise polit- money
on their
ical antagonism. He was sure that a considerdeclining were emphatically told they
able number of inrtumitiul Democratic memcould not have the places, The papers demand
an
bers approved of the purpose of the bill and deInvestigation,
sired the investigation which it contemplated.
CALIFORNIA.
In Massachusetts a similar bureau for the inof tlie question liad been established
THE SENATORIAL CAUCUS.
vestigation
San Francisco, Doc. 14.—The Republieai:
and tlie result of its examination had been
claimed by tlie Democratic party of that State
legislative caucus nominated A. A. Sargent foi
the United States Sennte by 54 votes, 13 foi
to show great mistakes and errors in the adcole and all others 5.
ministration of the affairs of that State by tlie
Republican party. Whether Unit claim was
or
lie
All
would
discuss.
meteorological.
right
not now
wrong
he desired to say was that he welcomed the inSYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAW
vestigation as cheerfully if its results should be
TWENTY-POUR HCIL’BS.
to show that in all measures to which be had
War Drp't, Officb Chibf Signal)
given his asseqt there lu(d been error as it
>
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
should he the reverse. This was a
question as
Dec. 13 (7.00 P. M.) I
as whether tlie daily lifo
of the millions ol
The barometer will probably rise througlmu ;
America could be made better. It was a questhe Missouri Valley but will fall on Tliursda;
tion too high for
to sacred to he mingled
party,
on the gulf coast.
Cloudy weaeher will prob
with the petty schemes or petty ambition ol
ably prevail from Kentucky north ami east
mere politicians.
ward with snow to-night from Maryland t<
Mr. Dawes of Massachuselts, said he did noi
Maiue. The lowest barometer will advauci
rise to debate tlie merits of the measure. H<
northeastward over New England, preceded h;
regretted that Messrs. Kerr and Wood seemec
increasing easterly winds and followed oi
not to complain so much of tlie bill not meetiiif
Thursday by fresh northwest winds and cjogd
their views as being opposed to its considera
weather in' the Middle and Eastern State?
tiou at all. He cliu nut think they representei
weather W’ill continue oil the gulf cousl »
tljpir party on this subject, but was surprise! Cloudy
gud partially cloudy weather and rising tem
that gentlemen of sueli ability had not had'thei:
perature in the interior of the gulf and South
attention called to the fact that no subject wa 1
eru States.
Cautionary signals will continu 3
looming up in tlie near future that ilemandei
at Cape May, New York, Oswego aud Rochei
more care from the legislator than the
questioi 1 ter.

FOREIGNT.

BY TELEGRAPH.

19 do skins, 40 bbls whiting, 26 do glassware, 7 do oysters, 8 rolls carpeting, 8 pianos, 200 pks sundries.

GREAT BRITAIN.

New York Mfork nud Money Market.
New Yo&k, Doc. 13—Atorning.—Gold
loy}. Money
7 per cent. Sterling Exchange
toy} (& loitf. Stocks
strong an l active. State Stocks steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations of
Southern securities:
Tennessee 6’s. new.
Virginia 6’s, new.
e7*
Missouri
»
Louisiana 6’s, old.
c t*
Louisiana 6’s,
50

A STRANGE PURPOSE.

London, Dec. 13.—'There is

a
feeling in some
circles that the official bulletins have represented the case of the Prince of Wales worse than
it really is, in order to arouse sympathy for the
Prince and make him popular.

London, Dec. 13.—Ttco o’clock, P. 3/.—The
raised by the slightly more favorable advices from Sandringham yesterday are hardly
borne out to-day.
Official bulletins given below show nothing favoring and their effect is

Alabama 5’s.
tieorgia 7’s.!!!!!!!!!!’

hopes

favorable on

ported

distressing.

more

London,

Dec. 14—3 A. M.—An official dis-

patch from Sandringham, dated 1 o’clock this
morning, says that the Prince of Wales. There
is no increase of
exhaustion and ho has had

sleep.

some

RUSSIA.
A

n

8jf',,n3

securities:
United States coupon 6*s, 1S31.1171
United States 5-20’s 1862.lluj
Uuited States 5-20’s 1864.110}
United States 5-2o’s 1865, old
Ill*
Uuited Stales 5-20’s 1865, new.1134
United States 5-2'i’s 1S67..•.115}
United States 5-2o’s 1868.gfr..115|
United States lo-4o’a., coupon.lufig
m nt

Currency 6’s.113}

Stocks lirm and higher, tho advance ranging from
1} i>erceiit. Paeitic Mail and Western Union
were except ionabiy active, the former advancing 1} an l tho latter 1 i»er cent. Tho advance iu
the general list was } to } per cent.
Were ttie
closing quotations of
}

the Standard
from St
Petersburg, states that yesterday the
Czarowitoh Alexander became involved
in a
private dispute with Prince Ueheusa, Minister
of the German Umpire to Russia.
The passions of both were aroused and the
Czarowitoh
so fur forgot himself as to make a
personal assault on the Ambassador. Friends interfered
and the parties were separated. There is much
excitement caustxi by the incident and it is
feared that the consequences will be grave
although there is no reason to apprehend any
interruption of the good relations between Russia and Uermany, as the quarrel is believed to
iif

^nt°B!n Broadway

to

nri \0|G. elm p.mt.ie

[The Czarowitch

is tho oldest
dra and heir to his throne. J
MEXICO.

son

to

of Alexan-

TUB MEXICAN BEV( L'JTION.

Matamoras, Dec. 12.—The result of a conference between Generals Palacios and Cortina
and the government treasurer is a call upon
merchants fsr a loan of $«0,000. All of the
merchants have refused to subscribe. Cortina
is supposed to be in league with the insurgents
and serious trouble is apprehended. Americans do not fear the enforcement of tho order
owing to their proximity to Fort Brown. There
are no funds in the treasury to pay the soldiers.
Gen. Palacios is also isolated.
There arc rumors that Tula has pronounced
in favor of Diaz which stops the
only road that
was open from this
place to the capital.
Gen. Quiroga has left Monterey for Micrwitli
a number of
cavalry and may reach the latter
place in two days. Gen. Trevino will follow
with a portion of his army and it is
expected
that he will try to reach this place.
DOMINION OF CANADA.
NEW RAILWAY COMPANY.

kT

Si

Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific
N. Y. Central and Hudson Hiver consoli
93
N. Y. Central ;wd Hudson River consoli.laied sen
87*

Mail.5U|
lated...!

Uliii'is Central.
.X.'1
Cleveland & Pittsburg.
v «
Chicago Sc North Western.61*
Chicago & Northwestern preferred......
g*tl
Chicago & Rock Island.'
104
Milwuukie& St. Paul. 531
Milwaukie A St. Paul preferred.
77I
Pittsburg Sc Fort Wayne. £6}
....

...

Foreign Hems.
A Havana dispatch says that 3200 insurgents
have surrendered and signed a document, stating that the revolution is a failure and pledging
their adhesion to the Spanish throne. During
the year 10,000 insurgents have surrendered.
A Madrid dispatch says there is a rumor of
an approaching ministerial crisis and the dissolution of the Cortes is imminent.
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Review of Portland Markets.
Week Espino Dec. 13, 1871.
Business lias been rather
the wholesale

departments,

light during
and will

so

the week in

continue until

advent of the new year. In the meantime
jobbers will lake an occouut of stocks and ascertain
how they stand compared with tho first of last January. Tltc change in prices tills week is very trilling.
The money market continues to be rather tight.
after the

U. S. securities

buoyant

and

higher tliau they
were last week.
Gold is lower. The highest point
touched during tho week was on Friday, when it
sold at U0J. Tuesday it sold at 109jn;l09j and on
Wednesday, (13th) at 109|£109}.
APPLES—There are plenty of apples, such as they
are

quality is not so good as is desired. Very little Maine
winter fruit has been brought in. Some choice Canada fruit has been brought here. Prices range from
$3 to $5 per bbl, according to quality. Dried apples
are scarce.

ASHES—Our quotations
ness

transactions

are

are

unaltered.

The busi-

light.

IJEANS—The market is firm for Eastern, handpicked beaus, and the prices are fully maintained.
There is not a large supply in market. Western
beaus cau be purchased at lower rules.
BOX SHOOKS—We quote them at 70c, but sales
have bocu ma ie at little lower price. There are not
many in the market and the demand is rather limited.

BREAD—There is

a Rteady though moderate demand tor all kinds of hard bread.
BUTTER—The market is pretty well supplied.
Tubs of prime Vermont table butler couimaud 35c.
For common to fair 25®30e are tlie prices asked.
Farmers get 3o «*33c for boxes from their
wagons.

CHEESE—The market is firm at our advanced quota, tons of last week.
COAL—Prices are unchanged. Dealers are delivering the best qualities at $9 00. Tne prospect now
is that there will be no further advance.
COUDAG'E—The transactions are light. No change
in prices.
•

COOPERAGE—The demand is light anl there is
but little business doing.
COFFEE—There is no change in prices and transactions arc rather limited.
DRUGS AND DYES—Oifr quotations are unchanged. except on opium, which is a little lower.
The business has been rather light.
DRY GOODS—Wo make no change in our quotations. The market for woolen goods is very firm for
all staple articles, and the sales have been very large.
The recent advance on raw coltou makes the market
very firm for manufactured goods.
DUCK—Prices of Portland manufacture are steady
with a good demaud. The products are taken up
abrut

fast

they can

bo turned out of the mill.
FISH—There have been no receipts or carg> sales
of any consequence during the past week, me season having closed.
We note with pleasure the renewal of shipments from this (K>rt to
foreign ports,
tlie
West
especially
Indies, some 200 drums having
been shipped direct to Porto ltioo. There is no
change iu prices, except on Pollock, which are unus tally scarce, more so Lliau for a number of
years
as

os

past.
FLOUR—The market is quiet and there Is no improvement to note. Prices of choice bran Is are very
firm, and sales are only made in small lots. The demaud for the lower grades has s >mcwhat fullcu ott.
FRUIT—Raisins are a little higher. Lemons are
selling at $4 75 « 5 50 per box. Onuigrs are not plenty en >ugh to give quotations. There are some Cuba
and Valencias in the market, the former selling at
$2£3 (*er hundred, the latter at $10 per case
GRAIN—Corn is hardly as firm as It was last week
an l we quote mixed at !XKj£9tc and
yellow at 92(g.93c.
Oatl are firm at 57(jg$0c, and shorts at $32^35 per

ton.
HAY—On the stand for tlie past few days loose hay
lias been selling at $3<kc£35. For pressed hay dealers
decline paying more than $30 (>er ton.

IRON—We advance our ((notations for common,
refined and Swedish. The market is very firm and
the

tendency

Is still up wal'd.

hAKD—The market is very dull. Our quotations
uuaitored, but prices favor largo purchasers.
LEATHER—The market is firm for all kinds, with
moderate demand.
LIME—Rockland is very firm at $1 25S>1 30 i>

uomrnuc

at 2 05 Gold.
Freights to Liverpool firmer ; Cotton per sail 7 3-32
@ 9-32d; Cora per steam 7d; Wheat per sail 7$d.

Chicago, Dec. 13.—Flour unchanged. Wheat dull
aftd a shade lower ; No 1 Spring at 125; No 2 do
1 19|. Corn quiet and unchanged. Oats drooping;
No 2 at 32c; rejected 28$ to 2i*$c. Rye unchanged.
Barley firm; No 2 Spring 62 @ 62$c. Pork opened
firm and closed dull at 13 20 for moss. Lard in fair
demand and advanced at tjc. Green meats firm;
hams G$ (to He; shoulders 4*c; short ribs 5$(to5|<-c;
short clear middles 5J (a t>0e. Bulk meats firmer;
shoulders 4$ to 4$c; short rib middles 6 to 64c; short
clear do 6J (to 6$c. Live Hogs active and higher at
4 00 @ 4 30; dressed do 4 86 to * 00. Whiskey weak
at file.
Receipts—4,000 bbls flsur, 27.000 bush wheat, 123.000 bush corn. 34,000 bush oats, 40,000 bush rye, 15,000
bush barley, 18,000 hogs.
Shipments—4.000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat, 3,000
bush corn, 3,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 2,000 bush

barley, 5,000 liogs.

Toledo, Doc. 13.—Flour unchanged. Wheat un2 Red 1 36 to 1 37. Corn a shade low’er;
mixed 50p. Oats a shade lower; No 1 at 4lc; No 2 at

cask.

LUMBER—Tlie market is quiet with a fair demand.
are without
chango.
MOLASSES—The market Is quiet. Tho stock in
first hands is uot more than 300 hhds, but the
grocers
have a good supply for their customers. Prices are
very firm.
NAILS—Nalls nre steady at the recent advanced
rates of $4G5(tor keg for .ass >rtod sizes, which include from lOd to 60d. For sizes smaller than lOd an
advance from 25 to 75c is charged.
NAVAL STORES—Tim rorent iuIvuiva 1m fullv
maintained, but tlie transactions are not large.
OILS—Portland kerosenes are steady at 29$34c,
with a good demand.
Linseed is dull, and selling at
75$;S0c. For sperm and whale oils the market is
rattier unsettled. Fish oils are dull.
PAINTS—There is no change iu the market for
lea Is. The demand is fair.
PLASTER—Onr quotations are advanced to §2 50
for hard and $2 73 for soft, per ton. The sudden cold
weather froze up a number of vessels loaded with
plaster for this i>ort.
PRODUCE—Tho market is rather dull. Potatoes
are very
plenty nud selling at 45^r)53c; onions §2 50
2 75 per bbl; eggs 31m}32c per dozen in
large lotsl
sweet potatoes St 50 per bbl: cranberries
$10^11
per bbl. Poultry is plenty and lower. Chickens uro
selling at 8@14c $> lb; turkies H&lSc per lb. Cider
is selling at 23$j'27o i»er gallon.
PROVISIONS—There is a steady but moderate deman i for beef, and the market is very firm.
Tho demand for pork is moderate and the market is rather
firmer than it has been.
RICE—Tho market is firm an l pricos have advanced.
SALT—The market is very Ann for coarse salt.
Recent arrivals have stocked the market
pretty well,
and enabled the fanners to lay iu their
supplies.
SUGARS—Tho market is without change, We
quote Forest City granulated at 12$ 01123c, and coffee
crushed at lljJfr-Tzic, according to grade. Forest
City syrups are sclliug at dO^GOe per gallon.
SPICES—There has been a good demand for all
kinds of
spices. Prices are firm.
IRAS Tho market is quiet with no change in
Prices

Milwaukee, Dec. 13.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
steady; No 1 at 123; No 2 at 120. Oats steady;
No
2 at 32lc.

Rye firm; No

Com dull and firm; No 2 Mixed 4l$e.
1 at 65c. Barley active; No 2 Fall at

lands 10

tide.

<e

dining

brigJ.

Foreign Export*.
ST. JOHN, NB. Sc.li Snow Bird—000 bbls. flour,
oatmeal, 10 tons gruo, 166 green hides.
Receipt* by Railroad* nud Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—240 cans milk, 701 bbls
flour, 86 wheelbarrows, 2 cars hay, 7 do lumber, 1 do
sheep, 2 do laths, 3 do potatoes, 1 do wheat 4 do
staren, 1 do ashes, l do ftming, 1 do cattle, 3 do’bark
2 do sundries; for Lower Provinces—1300 bbls flour’
1 car grue, 3 do sundries; for Alluu
Steamers—56 cars
freight.
S team er Montreal from Boston—474 bbls flour
4 crates and 2 bugs
crockery ware, 6u kegs lead, 12
cases an»l 12 bales
domestics, 8 hay cutters, 5 hbds
molasses, 1 safe, 5 bales gumbia, 40 IhIIh tarred paper,
20 bags logwood, 107 boxes
glass, 4 casks oil, 4 bbls
and 10 bags oysters, 5 sewing machines, 30 dressed
hogs, 100 pkgs iq order t for Canada aud up country—
21 empty bbfs, 48 bales marline,loo bales rags. 6 casks
oil, 10 buls cmdr stock, GU bdls leather, 23 bbls flour,
lull hides, 75 pkgs to older.
Steamer Franconia from New York—1000 dry
hides, 306 elk do, 80 bales rags 6 do burlaps, 120 hall
chests lea, 140 casks giucas, 46 do linseed oil, 0 du
bleaching powder*, 6 do skins, 25 bars iron. 10 plates
do, Go lulls do, 100 do paper liangiugl, dUQ bonus raisins, 100 do soap, 40 do starch, 3u do salcratus, 23 do
hardware, 30 do drugs, 75 do Ur plates, 50 do tobacco,
10U do

up-

Savannah, Dee. 13.—Cottbn upward; Middling
upands tide.
Mouile, Dec. 13.—Cotton heavy; Middling uplands
191c.
New Orleans, Doc. 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling

uplands luje.

K tropean iUnrbets.
London. Dec. t i—11.30 A. M.—Consols 921 lbr
money and aecounl.
American Securities U. S. 5-20’s 1962,924; do 1865.
old, 93S; do 1667, 96J; V. S. 10-4o’s, 90j.
Frankfort, Dee. 13.—United States 5-20’s, 1962,
97 (S 9*J.
Liverpool, Dec 13.—10.30 A. M.—Cotton strong;
Middlin'' uplands lOtl; do Orleans 10{d; sales 15.900
bales. Thu sales yesterday reacued 21,000 bales.
London. Doc.3 1—1.30 P. M.—Consols 924 for money

BIDWELL,

Supported by the popular young Actor
WALLACE BRITTOX.
The Favorite Comic Artis's
CIIARL.IK and ULUK DIEKINNON,

Bidwell A Wilkins >n’s full Company of 20 artists, la
sensati ns.
See Bills of iho
4t
ded
Day.

new

CHRISTMAS

SALE!.

The Ladies of St. Stephen’s Parish, will h Id their
Annual Christmas Salk, at the lb*m»s of ih«
Y«as| .Urn’s Christian Asaarinfloa, on
Thu rainy, Dec. II, Afternoon and Evening,
where they will offer to the public, their usual
variety
of useftil and fancy articles, including Emblems and
Evergreen*, and a choice selection of (lifts, suitalU
to the Ctiriminus Seas >n.
Admission 13 cents fir adults; 10 con*s ft*r children,
•r live tickets for 30 cents.
dc2-3t

CITYHALL

THEO.

THOMAS’

Unaqa&lcd Concert Organization
or

Sixty Distinguished Performers.
Pronounced by the entire pres* the largect rad
concert troupe which has ever -aoiiereither iu thic couutry or Ip Europa.

most perfect
takeu a tour

One Grand Concert
Friday Evening,

Doc. 15th.

which owing to the numeronc
mrgrmenta i Hr
Thomas’ company will ncccssarli lie the

Only
The

Concert of the Season.

following celebrated Soloists

will appear tor Ike
first time:
Miss MARIE KREBS,
The young and brilliant Pianlste.
Mr. BERNHARD L1STEMANN, Vlolia.
together with the
UNRIVALLED ORCHESTRA
OF OVER FIFTY PERFORMERS.
Price ef Admission 91.00.
If# Kxtra
Charge 1st Reserved Head.
The sale of reserved seats win 'ommcnce on Thursat Stockliidgc’s Music Stern,

day morning, Dec, 7th,
Exchange Street.

The Grand Pianos used are from the celebrated
of Steinway & Son*.
Warerooins ia
Portland at Win. G. Tw.unbl} ’s Musis Store.
Doors o]*en at 74; to commence at v
deef-td

manufactory

Dancing Academy
—AT—

LANCASTER

HALL,

Mr. J. W. Raymond would announce to the citiof Portland that he will open his second term of
Dancing School at the above named Hall on
Een*

Tnesday Evening,

Doc'r 19th,

Term.—lilies $2.00. Gents St.OO.
Last nix evening to be assemblies with fttU Bud
without extra charge to pupils.

a

J. W.
Grand

ASSEMBLY.
RAYMOND will close his present term with

Assembly

at

LANCASTER HALL,
Oa

Monday Evening,

December

Grand

Masquerade
AND

—

domiyojparty.
The

G-.

W.

T.’S,

Will give their next Public Assembly at
LAN CASTE It
HALL!'
VBIDAY liVE'G, Drr. 13.
Under the managemon, of
Caft. EDWARD HODGKINS,
GEO. H. FOSTER, J. T. SEAVER.

Music by Webb’s Fall

Quadrille

Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies, 75cents,
Dancing to commonco at b o’clock.
dcMtd

GRAND

Combination
BY

Haydn

Concert

TUB

Association
COMPRISING A

CHORUS OF 250 VOICES
HER.KANX KOTZlCn.HAR,

_Conductor.
AND THE CELEBRATED

Theodore

Orchestra I

Thomas

90c.

at 49f.

-OF-

Fifty-one Eminent Artist*.
THEODOR

ino.UAN, Conductor.
AT

ENTERTAINMENTS.

CITY

SUCCESS !

Thomas

public plat-

form.

STONE

continue hh MARVELOUS and MIRTH TROVDKING EXPERIMENTS ujion por-ons iu a PERWAKEFUL STATE, on the a jo vo evuuFECTLY
and each night
tOO MAGNIFICENT PRESENTS

GIVEN
THK

AWAY

Chamber Sets Furniture!
BARBELS OF FLOUR !
DrtM

Pattern*,

Photo-

graph Album*, Silver FIcrtro Tea aud
Coffer Service*, Beautiful
Toy*,
Fancy Good*, See.

as

Soloists:

Portland.Soprnne.
...tins*.

MR. SAMUEL THURSTON, of Portland.
MR. J. W. WINCH, of Boston.Basis.

And In the Chorus by
LELLAN, of Bath.Baritoae.

SHAW, of Portland.Basse.

toos of “The Creation."

Holders of Season Rehearsal

reserve! seats

can secure

payment of

on

25

cents.

uight.

Youngs

an array of eminent Agists, aided
by Ike
Thomas Orchestra Increased to Its prsseut
magnificent proportions—this will form • nr of lb*
largest snd CrnmlrM C'omblontloas ever
United for s Musical Entertainment In this eoannry.
Previous to the rendering of the Cmtlpa, Tbe
Grand Orchestra will perform several Chois
Overtures, and Mrs. Smith and Mr. Winch will reader favorite selections by request, to ho annouueed
hereafter.
TICKETS—Including reserved scats. One Dollar
each—for sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Exchange street, where may also be obtained Libret-

Tickets

Parents, take your Children. They will be both
amused, and supplied gratis with Holiday Presents.
Husbands, take your Wives to this highly respectable Entertainment.
You no Gentlemen, take your Lady Friends to
witness the marvelous phenomena of
Electro-Biology,
aud secure some of the beautiful preseuts distributed

Go One and All, Old and

Artists

With

Gold Watches!

Ahawla,

following distinguished

Great

AUDIENCE!

—INCLUDING—

l,n<lirN*

KREBS,

the most brilliant Pianists In tbs World!

of

MR. CHAR. M<
MR. JOHN L.

-WILL BG-

each

one

MRS. II. M. SMITH, of Boston.Soorass.
MRS. HARRIET CAMMET WETHBRBEB, St

Will

TO

MARIE

M’LLE
And the

PROF.

Orchestra,

ASSISTED BY

must Amusing, Exciting ssd Astonishing
s

1871.

CREATION!

AND THREE FOLLOWING NIGHTS.

performed upon

19,

ACC0MHAN1ED BY THE FULL

WEDNESDAY EVE'G, DEC. 13th,

Experiments,

Dee.

occMlon will he preseoted HAYDN’S ORATORIO OF

THE

FIFTH WEEK!

ever

HALL,

Tuesday Evening,
On which

GREAT

THE

PORTLAND,

1,1.7

FLUENT 11

Band.

SIX PIECES.

ales 20.000

Liverpool, Dec. 13—4.30 P. M.-Cotton close.!
strong; Middling uplands lod; do Orleans iOJd; sales
20,000 bales.
Antwerp, Dec. 13-4.20 P. M.—Petroleum closed

18th,

Ticket admitting Gent with Ladle. 75 cts. delMlw

Liverpool, Dec. 13—1.30 P. M.—Cotton arm;

bales.
London, Doe. 13—4.30 P. M.—Consols closed at 924
for motioy and account.
American Seeuri1 ies— U. S. 5-20’s 1S62. 921:
1 do 1963
old. 03J; do 1867, WSJ; do 10-40’s, Oil.
Paris, Dec. 13—4.30 P. M.—Rentes closed at 56f.

S”

ST. STEPHEN

and ace"tint.

Doors

opened

at

6$, Concert

to

commence

o’clock.

at.T|

declfe!

SALES.

_AUCTIONS

Furniture, Carpets,

?

TO FLUENT HALL.

&c.,

AUCTION.

BY

Admission (only) 35 cents; Reserved Seats 50 cents.
Children under 12, to Second Seats 15 cents; Reserved Seals, 25 cents.
Doors open at 7 o’clock; to commence at 8.
dcl3d3t

Wednesday, Dec. 13th, at tea a. w., at Salcaroom Is Exchange st., we shall sell a general aasirtnunt of Furniture, Carpers. Crockery Ware,
Glass Ware, Stoves, Kitchen Furniture, «re.
O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer!.
Doc lid-til.

ON

_

L E V E E !

plate tins,

is decidedly upward, as the sN»ck of desirable fleeces
is beiug rapidly reduced. The demand
the
week has beeu quite active, an l large aales have oceu
made both of foreign and domestic at full prices.
FREIGHTS—There is no mprovemont, and freights
to Cuba are lower. There Is some cooperage to go
forward but tho rates are not satisfactory to shipowners, The engagements for the week are the following: Barks Mary Pratt and Woodside, hence to
Buenos Ayres, at $17 gold for lumber; sell E. M.
Sawyer, hence to Porto Rico, at the round sum of
•8600 out; bcU Grace Webster, hence to Cardenas, at
the round sum of $1200 out;
W. Spencer,
hence to N. Side Cuba, on p. t.; brig Mary E. Mai ritier, hence to Matanzas at 18c f »r box shook* and 52c
per bbl for potatoes; brig Earnest is loading for Ri)
Grande, by tbo owners. Messrs. R. Lewis & Co.
Coastwise freights are dull. The rate for lumber to
New York is $3. Brig Johanna was taken for Mobile at 87 for hay and 35c for bbls.

DOLUE

Whiskey steady.

Charleston, Dec. 13.—Cotton easy; Middling

and 15

Tho Star of the East,

ST.

season.

WiLicnisoa

FOR POSITIVELY 3 NIGHTS ONLY

—

Louis, Deo. 43.—FI ur quiet. Wheat dull and
lower; No 2 Spring offered freely at 1 28; sales of No
2 red Fall at 1 47. Corn easier: Mixed on irnrk
Oats dull and drooping; rejected in elevator 34c._
Pork In aettvo si>eculutive demand at 13 25 cash.—
Dry suited meats quiet; loose clear rib (kies, 6c.
Green meats tlrm; shoulders 4c; clear rib 5c. Bacon
unchanged. Lard tlrm at 8}c for strictly prime.
Cincinnati, Doc. 13.—Pork quiet and Arm at 13 75
® HUH. Ltud dull ami firm, asking USaJojc; offering Jc less. Bulk m,tats dull an 1 unchanged. Bteon
drooping; shoulders 7it:; sates 7}
7je. Live Hogs
drooping at 4 45 ®' 4 70; rooeitits 13.000 head; total
number packed to time 303,000 against 244,000 last

IT A LL !

Thursday A Friday, Dec. 14

scelpt*—4,000 bbls flour, 30,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—1,000 bbls flour.

prices.

TIN—Tho market is vory firm both for pig anti
an l our quotations are
fully maintained.
WOOL—The market is very firm an the tendency

MUSI C

changed ; No
40c.

kg

Hakaoeiu.Bidwell A

.Tiarket*.

Gloucester Fish Market, f«*r the week ending
Dec. 13.—George’s Codfish in light stock with a dull
market; we noilce sales at 4 86$ to 5 00 $> quintal.
Mackerel—market continues dull; light sales of Bays
at 11 50 to 12 00 |> bbl for l’a and 8 5o to 0 00 for 2’■;
last sales of Sh
4 at 15 50 to 16 00 $> bbl for l’s and
10 00 for 2*s. Smoked Hallibut—Stock light and market firm; sales yesti 'arat 12c ■$* lb. Oil—Iu small
supply anil little doiug: -vj quote at 55c $> gal.
New York.Dec. 13—Evening.—Cotton
unchanged;
sales 2031 bales; Middling uplands 20Jo. Flour dull
and heavy; sales 740 bbls.; State 5 85 to 7 10; round
hoop Ohio 6 55 to 7 35; Western 5 85 to 7 25; Southern
6 80 to ^ 25. Wheat dull and heavy; sales 21,000 bush;
No 2 Spring 1 51 to l 51; Winter Bed Western l
58$ to
160; White Miehigan 1.65 to l 67Com dull and
heavy; sales 51,000 bush; new Mixed Western 17$ to
old
do
78
to 784c. O its a shade lower; sales 27,■J7$e;
Oeu bush at 55$ to 56$c. Beef steady. Pork
quiet ami
steady; new mews 15 00; old do 13 50 to 13 62. Lard
steady at 0$ to 0Je. Butter steady. Whiskey heavy
and lower at *8$ to 90$c. Rice firm at
8| (to 9«. Sugar quiet; Muscovado 9to 10c; refining OtoOfc
Coffee uuiet and firm; Rio 17J to20c. Molasses
firm;
New Orleans 48toS7e. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm at 65$ (to G6$c; Rosin quiet at 4 85 (to 4 90
for strained. PetroTeum firm; crude 13fe; refinetp
29} to 24c. Tallow active at 9 @ 9$c. Wool quiet
and very firm; pulled 57 (g £2$c. Linseed very firm

are

a

Concert by the Portland Bind
W* Evening Tiekew •*> cents;
& c"’*>a® 1 ac th‘‘ Muaitf 81 ™
Stock bridge and Hawes &
dolltd
Cragin.

r

»f Ira
ir C.
of

*'

—

Halifax, N. S., Dec. 13.—In the western
counties a railway company was organized at
Yarmouth yesterday to extend a railway from
Annapolis to Yarmouth, that being the nearest
point to tho United States.

u»^ri?r? °^cn at
Ele-If

Harlem.III11II11II11.,S
Hurlem preferred.
.i^t

Rev ling.*
.,7..
Miehigin Central.*.*’’*’*".
hnke ?,)Vro & Michigan Southern. ] yi|

I Mi,

BY

ANNA E. DICKINSON.

Money easy

llil|SJ|)ile, e7!1

Dec.

Evening,
LECTURE

«2

at 5@
7 Mr
1 :c
Bank calls iu several milii
avenue b .n Is, but the ra >ney
City
will all be paid out
ag tin on Friday.
The
hxsp.d lout $480,UUO iu Goldin redemptionTrea>ury
of 5-20
bon is, making a total of $l8,580,w;o.
The Treasury
bought only $ 13,000 of Governments at par in Gold
Sterling Exchange dull at 100 <a) 100}. Gold dull at
10*1} (a; loy}; carrying rutes 5(^7 i»er cent.
The
clearances am *uuie
to $50,00u,000. Governments
urnl higher. State securities quiet an-1
steady.
The following are thefclosing quotations of Govern-

KNTKKTAINMBNT.

FIFTH

Thursday

m

Carolina 6’s. new.
15
Carolina 6’s, new. 30}
were the quotations for Union Pacific
securities:
Central P.u lfto bonds.
try*
Union Paeitic do..
.«’»
Union Paeitic stock...!'. or*
Union Pacliic Inn I grants """""I"""""" vj
Union Paeitic income
bonds. 81}

Telegraph

FIGHT IN HIGH LIFE.

Pc<tla~A special

lui tvllilllv

North
South

Change.

Sandringham, Dec. 13.—8 A. M.—The Prince
passed a restless night and there is no improvement in his condition.
Son Irin /ham, noon.—The condition of the
Pr n e at this hour is unchanged.
J on Ion, Four o’clock.— An extra of the Times
lias a dispatch from King’s Lynn, near Sandriugham, which says there has been no such
restoration of the first stages of convalesence
in the case of the Prince of Wales as might
hav e. been expected.
San iri/ g im, Dec. 13, 5. p. m.—The Prince
has be n unquiet all the afternoon. The gravity of the symptoms is unabated.
London, J)cc. 13, 11 p. m.—A bulletin issued
from Sandringham 10 p. m., says the Prince of
Wales passed a 1« s; unquiet evening.
Unofficial despatches from Sandringham* however,
are unfavorable.
The lung symptoms are re-

Army & Navy CoajrW.

6’s...!.!!.
new.!!*.*!!

NO IMPROVEMENT IN HIS CASE.

not

ENTERT A l N M ENTS.

THE
M.

THE LADIES OF THE

UNIVERSALIS! SEWING CIRCLE,
S T E V E N S’ PLAINS,
"Will hold

a

For Saif at Anction.
Woodman & l.litlejoSm Paper Mill at Yarmouth, Me., Thursday, Dec. 14,1871, at 3.30 f.
For further particulars address
GEOltGK F. EMERY,

Assignees

OF T1IH
CBDBCB.
WEDNESDAY EVE’G, DEC. 20th.
A Tuble fir the wile of Fancy Article,, a Children’.
Table and a Kitchen Table will bo provided.
Kcfrcshmem, ns usual.
A Char ole aud Short Drama, to
Gypsy Scene, will be among the

CROCKERY WARE
TO TOE

NCING.

MR. A. B. HER,
Will commence his second term for instruction in
Masters and Misses, at
Dancing for Young Ladles,
his Academy, corner of Brown and Congress sts.. on
half
at
13th
Dec.
past 2 o*cl'M* in the
Wednesday,
afternoon, and continue every WEDNESDAY and

SATURDAY.

N. B.—At the close of this term, Mr. Gee will give
this school a Social Party in City Hall, with Chandler’s Full Band,
A ssemldy every Monday Evening. For part iculari
n >30dtt
apply at the Hall.

O.

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

Dec 15th, at 2\ o’clock p. m.. at our
Stiesmom, No. 18 Exchange st., we shall sell t >
the trade a larger line of Iron-Stone, Rockingham, C,
C. and Yellow Ware, Caspadnes, 4$:c.
Catalogue* fui ninhed up4»n applicative.
Ware on exhibition Dec. 14th.
defttd

ON

Friday,

R. X. HUNT,

Commission

Merchant

and

Auctioneer

316 Congress St., will sell every
evening a lari*
assortment of Staple and
G «*1»
Goods will bo sold duriug ihe
In lot« to «|
day
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on >■

NO

Fancy

description of goods. Conshmiuou.s
February 11, 1868.
dlf

not

limbed.

Oranges, Oranges!
Dozen !

Proposals

25 Cents Per

be received for building a Masonic Hall
a1
Yarmouth Corner until December 25th ai
at 14
v
»
A. M.

WILL

o’clock
Plans and sj>eciflcaMons can bo obtained of tl o nn
dondgued at hi, dwelling houw>. The commi tvo
servo the right to reject
any or all bids.

r”

Per order of the
Building
YABJioUTH.Dec. 13. mi.

F.

TRADE,

AUCTION.

BY

Manic By Chandler.

Sealed

nj?JU ltd

MANUFACTURER’S SALE

be followed bv *
nitracliuna of the

An extra Car will return to the
City at the close ol
the entertainment,.
Tickets of Admission, 25
cents; Children under 12,
10 cents. Doors o .*en at 6 o’clock.
del ltd

D ^

CliAS. P. MATTOCKS,
of Woodman A Lrmji-

Bankruptcy

Levee iu the

VESTBY

evening.

in

JOHN, Portland.

Oommi«ee”REYS'
i,td

HAVANA ORANGES,
Only »*
B.
AT
dc!3dlw

la

Cents Per Dozen !

W.

.TONES'
55 C

OKiinit-rt

ial

St.

_

@
Cooking,AP.P2*(W
@
Eating.
3 50
10
A*he*.

Dried,.

Shoot
P»g-

3 00
5 00

■ ■

•••••••

New

j

Anther.
30
32

@
@ 3 00 Rockland
Cumber.
Box Shooks.
@70 Clear Pine,
’"'Bread.
I Nos. 1 & 2, 52 00 @ 58 00
No. 3,. 42 00 @ 47 00
Pilot Sup... 10 00 @
No. 4,. 28 00 @ 32 00
VUot cx.l00tt> 7 00 ®
00
6
00
5
@
|
Shipping,.. 19 00 @ 22 00
ship.
Crackers,{>100 40 @
Spruce,— 15 00 @ 17 00
Butter.
Hemlock.13 00 @ 15 00
Family,{>lb... 25 @ 35 'Clapboards,
@ 33 00
Spruce ex,
Store. 15 @ 25
do. No.l, 20 00 @ 26 00
Candle*.
13
@60 00
Pine,.
|
12$@
Mould, {>lb,..
Sperm,. 35 @ 37$ Shingles,
Cedar ex,... 4 25 @ 475
Cement.
M>
Cedar No.l, 2 75 @ 3 25
bbl.,. 2 40 @ 2 43
do. Shaved, 5 50 @ 6 50
Chcc*e.
6 50 @ 7 50
Pine do.
Vermont, {>ib 12 @ 13
Factory, new, 15 @ 16 Laths,
N. V. Hairy,.. 12 @ 14
Spruce,@ 2 30
Coal—(Retail).
Pine,.2 75 @ 3 00
Vlolnase*.
Cumberland,. 8 50 @ 9 00
Pictou,. 7 00 @ 7 75 Porto Rico,.. 45 @ 50
Chestnut,_ 7 00 @ 7 50 ICienfuegos,... 43 @ 43
B. A \V. Ash, 8 50 @ 0 00 Sagua Mus.,.. 38 @ 40
Coffee.
[New Orleans,
(a) 65
Mus tart,..
Java, {>lb,... 28 @ 30
none
Rio. 22 @ 24
Nail*.
Cooperage.
Cask. 4 65 @
Hhd. Shioks and Heads, j
Naval Store*.
Mol. City,.. 2 50 @
[Tar {> bbl.,.. 5 50 @ 6 00
Sug. City,.. 2 25 @
Pitch,(C.Tar), 4 60 @ 4 75
Sug. C’try,. 125 @ 1 50 jwil. Pitch,... 5 75 @ 6 00
Country Rift Mol.
Rosin. 6 00 @ 10C0
Hh’d Sh’ks, 1 25 @ 150 Tuprentine.gl 75 @ 80
Hh’d Headings,
Oakum.
Soft Pine,.. 27 @ 29 American,.... 9$@ 11$
Oil.
Hard Pine, 28 @ 30
@ 34
Hoops, (14ft), 30 00 @ 34 OO'Keroeene,@ 29
K.OakStaves 40 00 @ 45 00 Port.ltef. Petr
1 95
@
Sperm,.185
Copper.
36 @
Whale,. 90 @ 1 06
Cop.Bolts...
Y. M. Sheathlng27 @
Bank,. 50 @ 58
22 @
Bronze do.
Shore. 45 @ 55
Y. M. Bolts,.. 26 @
Porgie. 40 @ 45
Linseed,. 75 @ 76
Cordage.
American,$>lb, 15$@ 16$ Boiled do.,... 80® 81
Russia. 16 @ 17 Lard,......... 1 00 ® 1 10
Manila,.> 21$@ 22$ Olive,.1 25 @ 1 75
Manila B’ltr'p 23$@ 24$ Castor,.1 80 @ 1 90
Drug" und Bye*. Neatsfoot,-1 25 @ 1 50
Alcohol, t>gal, 2 10 @ 2 20 Elaine. 58 @ CO
25 @ 55 RelinedPorgie 45 @ 50
Arrow Root,.
2 75

....

■

..

Bi-CarbSoda,

5J@

35
78
Cream Tartar 35
Indigo,.1 25
Logwood ex.,. 11
Madder,. 17
Naptha, {>gal 25
Opium,...... 6 00
Raubarb,- 1 00

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

13

@

Borax,.

Camphor.

Sal Soda,.
Saltpetre,....
Sulphur,.

3$@
4$@

12 @
Buck.
@
1.
No. 3.
@
No. 10,.
@
Ravens,

Vitrol,...

No.

24

8 oz.
10

:t0

ox

TurlrAVK

Fustic.

Logwood,
Campeachy,

7
3

B'roviwiouH.
Mess Beef,.. 10 00 @
Ex Mess,.. 12 00 @
Plate.11 00 @
Ex Plate,.. 14 50 @

1$@

2£@

St.

Domingo,
Peach Wood,
Bed Wood—
Fi«h.

Cod, per qtl.,
L’ge Shore,

5£@
3£@
@

4 25

Herring,
Shore,H>bhl

6
4

Pork,
Backs,....

Clear,.

L’go Bank, 4 12
Small. 2 75
Pollock,.3 00
Haddock,.... 1 50
Hake,.1 80

Mess,.
Prime,_

4 75

12
14
13
16

Scaled, $>bx
No. 1,.
bbl.,
Mackerel,
Bay No. 1, 12 00
Bay No. 2, 9 00
Large 3,.7 00
Shore No. 1,. 15 00
No. 2,. 10 00

JLook
All

@

@
@
9J@
18 @
Vi ®

Currants,.
D ites, new,.

Figs,.

@
@
@
@
13 @

Jr.u“e8.
Raisins,

Bunch, ^ box,

none

Layer,new, .3

•

@3

50
Muscatel,. 4 25
13
VaJ.new^lb.
Lemons,. 4 75

65

Oranges, pbox_

none

Corn, Mixed,.
White,.
Yellow,.
Rye,.1
Birley,.
Oits,.
Fine Feed,.. 36

@

90

Hav. White,

91
none

92
10
75
57
00
32 50

93
1 15
83
60

5$@

K. G.

Kiissia.
Belgian,....

Lard.
11
lb.
10

Kegs, ^ lb,..

170

Tierces,
Pail,.

Caddies,.

Fancy

at

the

Opposite foot

REED

...!

90

Blf
Tlw

TV.

A.

Fire

season.

■A.

930.00

NEW

G-LKK

THE

is sound

are

the

work of its class oat.” If
you want
Glee Book examine the Crystal.
Price, 91,50 ; 913.50 Per i>ozcn.

Publishers,

a

REMEMBER
are

Rising of
Palpitation, Dis-

Food, Heartburn,
Dowels, flostivencss,
Headache, Dizziness, Sleeplessness
and Low Spirits. i„ a short time
tention of the

the hetid w'ill be affected to that degree that renders it irksome and
oftentimes impossible to attend to
the ordinary duties of life, from
which stage of the disease one is
soon carried beyond the reach of
remedies. Salety lies in the use of

“WHITE’S SPECIALITY
DYSPEPSIA,”

FOR

Prepa/ed only by
H. G.
*7 Court

WHITE,

Street,(Opposite

Court House),

BOSTON, MASS.

sale

by

ALL D R U h h I
S T S.
WI.ole.ale A«c..,. iu

portl„,ld>

PELRKUSTS <fc CO.,

_dell
Light

d

eodln*3IIILLII1B

Mannlacturing

& CO.

Dusincss

SALE. Safe, reliable and very profitable.
Goods staple as flour. Goods In constant demand. Best of references given and required. Equal
Interest.
TAYLOR & C0„
dec 11-dlw
| 20 State street, Boston, Mass.

FOR

Agents

question,

Wanted.

NOW
cal, descriptive, explanatory. A Library
Information.

LIABILITIES.

Chicago)

[is

$10 From 50 Cts.
T

14

that retail

$357,015

00

PROFITABLE
desire to

ING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon
to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents,
Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
4W

a com-

Don’t
on
no one wants, but take one peowill stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
‘‘There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see clearly that time has come. For territory or Circular address
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH & CO., Boston, Mass.

ple

Manhood, Womanhood and their muINCLUDING
tual inter-relations, Love, its Laws, Power, &c.,

by Prof. O. S. FOWLER. Send for Circulars anci
specimen pages. Address National Publishing

St.

Co., Philadelphia,

WICKES’

is intended for use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.
And cannot be equalled forj

Purity, Brilliancy,

dec5-4w

and

dc6

Economy.

OYLY 50 CENTS !
business paying
§5.00 TO §10.00 PER DAY.
samples of our different goods, all new, light,
and saleable, sent post paid to agents for
only 50
cents. Suitable for Ladies or Gentlemen to sell.
Address, New England Novelty Agency, No. 3
Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
dc2-lm
secure a

PARCHEESI

Chicago,)

Royal Backgammon Board of India.
most fascinating aud exciting game
THE
lished iu this

country. Popular edition $1.00.- Medi$2.00. Fiue $3,00.
Also Brisque, Zoo Lo and Kings & Cavaliers for
sale by the trade generally.
um

#1,180,000
Chicago oniv

tdec9-4w

THECompany

petition

for

authority

and Charter to

construct, operate and maintain, a Railroad from
some point on the line of its present railroad in the

Kittery,

in a northeasterly direction to some
the line of its present railroad, either in the
point
town of Kennebunkport or in the town of Biddeford,
and to locote the same, with the usual and customary
powers, privileges and duties of Railroads in the State
of Maine; the said Railroad to be about
miles in length, more or less, between its termini and
to pass through the towns of
York, Wells,
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Biddeford; agreeato survey by S. Nott, 3d in 1840 and 1841.
Public notice is
given that the “Portland,
Saco and Portsmouth” Railroad Company will present at the next session of the Legislature of the State
of Maine, a petition of which the above Is a true copy.
Per Order.
CHARLES E. BARRETT, Clerk.
D. SANBORN, Agent.
on

twenty-seven

startling. Agents arc taking from It) to 20 orders
a day. It is the best Belling book
published. Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.
dec9-4wt

Is

PrcM-rring

Which
chines

Co., Roston, Mass.

Cheap Shuttle Sewing

Agtn'Kd-

or

in

to

sound and reliable office that
every dollar of lors.
a

nml

applied to

can be
now in use.

all kinds of

Sewing

Ma-

amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
cal! and see the operation of this invenli n at the

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market

Square,
GEO. C. HOBBS’

ot the foregoing request you are hereby directed in the name of the State of Maine to
call the first meeting of said Corporation, by giving due
notice thereof according to law, and I hereby designate the Portland Daily Press and the Daily Eastern
Argus, newspapers published in said Portland, as
the newspapers in which notice of said
meeting shall
be published.
Witness my hand and
said County, this 29th

PURSUANT

code of by-laws for said corporation.
common seal.
To elect such officers as may be provided for by

said

To by-laws.
determine

whether said corporation will lease
the Hall heretofore occupied by said voluntary association.
To determine whether said corporation will accept
certain property heretofore held by said voluntary association and Geo. H.
Libby.
To determine whether
said corporation will accept
a
a burial lot at Evergreen
Cemetery.
a
And to transact such other business as
may properly come before said meeting.
Portland, Me./Nov. 30.1871.
6

dec6 d°\v

of Rep-

,ho Boston &
1',raysduly
Railroad Corporation
RE«IIp!ZoV,LI'Y
existing bv
he State of
that

l*iw of

m

Maine

ma/i*^uuh.Wdt

it
Maine,
dtsontitiue bo much of its lino of railroad within the
, ,tate of Maine as is not included in the location of
| he extension thereof; that it may be granted the
ights of a connecting road with those railroads
mose terminus is within the city of
Portland; and
,

such further legislation as will enable it more
to exercise and enjoy all the rights, and more
ompletely to subserve all the public ends contem1 lated by the charter granto February 17,1871.
Huston axd M ink Railroad,
ir

J ully

inch.

no9tf

law3tThnov22

By its Attorney,
G. C. YEATON.

on

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

JOHN YEATON, JR.,
^ *** tifembers of said Corporation.

iVfOJVE &

DOWNER,

BANKERS,
State

Street,

DEALERS

IN

FOR

—

ALSO,

THE

FOR

SALE OF

SALE

European and Nob’h American First MortR. It. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at 90 and in-

gage

terest.

We draw Exchange on
Nan Francisco,
Montreal, St. John, and
and Buy
aud Sell on Commission Stocks and B .uni
Bobton aim New York.
Inquiries by mail promptly

Halifax,

answered.
Special attention to packages received by
septfi end 13w

PUMP!
The

Simplest,
and

General Agents for the State ot Maine.
oct7-dtt

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executrix of the Will of
HENRY M. BRACKETT, late of Portland, in the
couuty of Cumberland, deceased, and lias taken upon herself that trust, as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

NOTICE

SARAH M.
Dec. 5, 1871.

iu

J

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscrib-

has been duly appointed and taken
NOTICE
upon himself the trust of
er

Administrator of the estate of
DENNIS McCARTY, late of Portland,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
HENRY B. CLEAVES, Adin’r.
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.
is

hereby given that the
NOTICE
duly appointed and taken
Admiiustrator
trust
been
of

subscriber has
himself the

upon
of the estate of

K. OSGOOD, late of Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
as
the
law
bonds
directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
the
to exhibit
same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upou to mnka payment to
ANDREW OSGOOD, Adm’r.
dc7 14 21
Freeport, Dec. 5, 1871.
ELIZA

exDrea,
"
v

The Great Preserver of
hiCulth.
HAMILTON E.SMITII’S
PATENT

them.

PERFORATED BUCKSKIJf
INDER GARMENTS,
For

HAIR

their merits.

~

Notice
hereby given, that the inhabitants of Harnswoll
[S and Brunswick, will petition the Legislature of
lalne, for 1872, for authority to build a puMc bridge
o connect Bailey’s Island with Orr’s
Island in the
'own of Harpswell.
HUGH SINNETT ’■> i
Nov. 27, 1871.
And 76 others.
others

The Perforated Buckskin Under
Garments are recommended by the
best Physicians and many of the oitizensof Portland, who have tested
For sale by

CHAS.

RENE WEE.
WILL POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from falling ont. It is the
beat
lrcesing iu thp world, making lifeless, stilT hrasliy
and
soft
iairflhealthy,
glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
I. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. H. Proprietors.
dc6 codxeow d_eow w w49
2m

oo29

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

CUSTIS&CO.,

From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.m.
rioe strekt Whart, Phi lad el-

T®*",
ne vessels.

I The Rising Sun j
\Nn\vh///x;.w
: STOVE mm POLISH:
MARK.'

a

are superior to all other Stoma-h Bitters.
bnno sondcm, Analyti ;a) Chemist.
No Bitters in the world can excel them.
Simon llirach, Analytical Chemist.
Eminent Physicians of Chiengo.
The frrmu'i ot the Home Blrters has been sub

S
*

lie Ihe best tonoffered to the

2

H Wondburv, M D
Manner, Anal; tical Jas V Z Blancy, M l).
Prof. Chemistry, Bush
Ch-mist,
K S Hahn, M D,
Mcdo-al College
J B Walkir, M D,
RTXVicar, M 1)
Mor’n s Bams, M D,
T S Hovne, M D,
K Iiiidlam, M D,
Thoa T'Ellis, M D
Jas A Collins, M D,
J A Hahn, M D

*

Statistical and Business Directory
Complete
>f the State, 450 pages. MAP, showing Counties,
[•owns. Railroads, Steamboat Lines, with Distan.es,
?ares, Telegraph and Express Stations. Full of inhrmation as a nut of meat. 14 complete City Directhues, for $1.50. Everybody wants it. Sent post-paid
or $1.50.
Map alone, pocket form, 50 cts. AGENTS
VAN TED. Address,
H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,

——

Exchange Street, Portland,

dec 11 -dcod & w4 w50

Me.

I^osl!
SILVER WATCH; the finder will bo suitably

c\. rewarded by leaving it at
LOR1NG, SHORT & HARMON’S,
decl2d3t
110 Middle st.

Wuth, thomlst,

J h

And

»«V

mills,

__arMdtt

Coal

by
WK

LUMP,

the

Cargo !

^SELL

STBAHBB,

BROKEN,'

PE943

STOVE and CREITNET COAL
By the caret) at tho very loaaa' market price, d»liverrd on t>osr<i at pit.
ol rhipoient and *111 procure vessels t> tr:m«nort the «sme wh#n
desired.
no** a suunivm,

jy.5iltf_1

9 Ton*mprel •*' at.

McClelland,

M

D,

O'

Over ONE HUNDRED PAGES—printed in
Two Colors, on superb Tinted PaperFour Hundred Engravings of Flowers, Flnnts
and Vegetables, with Description a, uud TWO
COLORED PLATES.-Direction* and
Flans for making Walks, Lawns, Gardens,

—

Ivor

dale

&c.-Tho handsomest and best Floral
Guide in tho World.--All for Ten
CpiiIS to thoso who think of bttyincr Seeds.
_-Not a quarter tho cost-200,000 sold
of 1371. Address
JAtlllS VICK, Rochester, N. I,

ov

John TV.

Perkins & Co.,

july2S-dGmo_

q

Portland, Mo.

FISHERMEN!

Ivory

Pearl Toothpowder.
It in the bent Deutriflee itnowu.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in
Fancy Goods. Price
2o and 50 cents per bott le.
F. C. WELLS St CO.,
_132 Fulton Street, New York.

Hard and WhilePine Timber

TWINES AND NETTING,
maxofavtred

band and sawed to dlmeniicni.
PINK PLANK.
■SARD PINK FLOORINC AND
STKP.
O'

HARD

tt

nrM. b\ uoorEJt «ti soys.

icud tor price-list.
jel4

City of Portland.

BOARDS,

Baltimore. Md.
dly

-—--—--

will be received
by the undersigned
PROPOSALS
until Saturday, December I), at 3 o’clock
pfii

‘‘nrHE Portland l)rv Dock and Ware-House Co."
X have leaned their Docks and oiber ptop» rty in
lor one >eai
CJaps Elizabeth to James E Simplon
ncd dmin^ Raid
rou Jan. 1.1871, to J in. T»
be
respouiiib e tor any
ime the Oornpanv will not

reject

lebta contracted in their name or on tbur Recount,
anles* authorized or approved bvrreaiaent ot
CliA8 A. LAM BARI),
he com Dan v
resident P. U. Dock and Waru-house Oo.
By hia Attorney, L. U. M. SW EAT,
Portland, January ■tilth. IS71_\n30ll

ab

\ Hurl and

▼ille.

IVTATCH FREE to Agents to Introtluee article.
W that sell in every house. Latta & Co., Pitts-

re-

Merchants
Sind" oT wTh'g
Quantities,
rtasmnabio term* V’and
itPshl^.i8
hind .'t .'ll U*"jeed- A 8Up",y 01 MmI a,lJ Corn

mrg

in

on

Pa._“022

rH

>n

,

liange Street, Portland.

Printing

Dork. first,

&

corner

POPE,

of K street.
10 Rrara a ,,l>o»ton.

ELIAS HOWE
*

Sewing .Machines
AND

BUTTKRICK’S

raltcrns of (larments
PL'S MM R 4

<

•f.'lt1_173

w_

SK in want ot Plain or Fancy Job rrinliug
will find It to llteir advantage to call on Wm. VI
itattKS, r.t Ihe Dally Pre.-sJob
Office, Ex-

n «

by

nH29t»odly_Office.

P

Cape Elizabeth Orist Mill. Kolcht-

tor Bale

STSTSOff

NOTICE.

building a stone wall on Monument street sut ikeep the earth thorn tailing
Plans and
specihcations may be obtained of away.
the City Civil Ft
glnccr. The Committee reserve the right
to rtJ*-cc
**
or
all
bids.
any
Bidders are invited to be present at tlm Ai.innm

H.LAPPIN.

HOUSE,

RANDALL ANDREW!,
Late of the Gardiner Hotel.tbe Maine Hotel at Damanscotta, ami Columbian House, Bath.
fcjf A food Livery Stable la connected with the
Hou,<l-

Ilnndrcds ofOlher*
the North, West and South.
P*r,»
J"U
E Garner, MD Milwaukee.
Bl offs, Match
27, 1871.
Tama. *
1
p"U“«l
Jackson
X Co—Having examined 'he
ormu-a ot the ‘-Home Stomach
Bitiers,-’ I hive
iionHsi'^K
tlic?1
T prai'llc" lor Same time, and pronounce
them
ihcbest Torrtr Bitteisnoiv in use.
p. II. v»c Unh -n, it». I>.
i^r For salo by ail
Druggists and Grocets,
James A. Jackson *V Co,
Propriclsrs.
Labratory 103 and 107 N Second st, St Loub, Mo,
r"

TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS*
AND SWEET BREATH, are secured
by constant use of

1,noClBlb,r "todlt

5

W^s9*kif

WHY

ay>ove M*1 l.avi. g tieen
pat in Ihoroucb
10 RrlnJ f'’r «>*
>t *rot
oi
uano, or lor ills Farmers of this vioioitv

Propr’s,

Z*

g

AT

ENDALL’8

Eminent Physicians in rieraphis.
The Home Bitters are an inraluabie
remedy lor indigestion and diseases arising lorm malarial causes.
G. B. Thornton, M D.,
Aicx. Erskine. M D,
i* charge Cny Hospital, M R Hedges, M
D,
JM Rodgers,M U,
Paul they, v| u,
H W Puine'l, »D,
M A Edmunds, VI D,
Samord Bell. M U,
Jos. E Lvneh M D,
0 B Thornton M U,
Aid Erksklue, M D,
ill charge Cily Hospital. M It Hodges, M D
J M Rm'gers, M I),
Paul Ote., M I>,
It W Purnell,
M A Edmunds, M D.
San lord Bell, M D,
Jos E Lynch M D
Euioeur Physician* in
is
Piit.burgb,
M
VVm. Low.s, M U,
W K Childs, «!*’.,
M U,
u H Willard. M l>,
O

q q q q q q q'q'q q

on

**

CANTON, MASS, ‘s

„

FAIRFIELD

Eminent Physicians in Cincinnati.

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with
JOUVEN’8 INODOROU8 KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to got the Genuine.
Sold by Druggisth and Dealers In Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per boMle.
F. 0. WELLS <& CO.,
_192 Fulton Street, New York,

romm“lef

MORSE BROS.,
oc.idUv

Nearly all of whom are Prsiossors m one or thv
other ot the Medi.-at Colleges.
No other Bitters have ever been offered lo the public embracing so many valuable remedial age DIB.
•J L Vattier M D
LA James M D
C T Simpson, M D,
SP Bonner, M M,
S C Mnscralt, M D,
GW Bigler, M D,
W T Tallin’erro. MU,
J J Quinn, M D
J H Buckner, MU,
W K Woodward, M D
G A Doherty. M I),
R S Wayne, Cbemisl,
C Woodward MU,
G K Taylor, M U.
D W McCaithy. MO.
P F Man v, M U,
R H Johnson, 11D,
SB Tomlinson, M D

The Company arc not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid fir at the rale of
ouo passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. *1. BltYDGES, Managing Director.
II. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1371.
oc26!slw-ostf

U

For Ecauty of Polish, Saving of Labor, •»
Frconess from Dust, Durability A Cheap- 5
ness,truly unrivaled In any Country.
^
Beware of XTorthlcas Imitations, mder other namee *
t>ut resembling onrs hi shape and eolor of
Wraoper, s

0 Intended to deceive.
The Rising 5un Polish In bulk, for stove dealers
use at twelve cents per pound—twenty-five ami
fifty
“Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish
k, round boxes.
j5 for nothing.”

G A

ARRANGEMENT.

a

»u

bow

public.

o

TRADE

They

lo

Insurance one-hall the rate ol sali-

Freight tor the West hy the Peon. B. R. and SoaU
tty connecting lines forwarded tree of commission.
passage, ten dollars.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WHITNEY A HAHPgON, Agent.,
ings-ly
VO Long Whnrf, Ko.lou.

Dr C V F Lndwig
S Urals Moses, M D
W A Wi'cox, M D
E. C. Fvaakl.u, 01 D.

mined to us and we believe them
ic and stimulant lor cneral use

Line.

Fu>m

Mo

Proi. ol Homeopathy Medical College.
T J Yastine. !I D.
t ti Comsiock, M 1),
Prof of Midwifery «nd Diseases ot
YVomen, College
Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.
John
Iruiplc, «. D..
Piol Materia Medina and Therapeutic,
Humceopathic Meni.al College ot Miss. un.
Juo. tcnzlrman
Ji. D, Lrc'erer
On Diseases ol Children Hmura .paildc Col I, re of Mo
« ba Ic* Vaviinv. I?I. D.,
Pro! of Physiology, Homoeopathic Medical College
of Missouri.
Jrho Hartutan, m D„
Trot ol Clinical Medicine, Col. a omceopathlc Physicians and Surgeons.

stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
Front Soutu Paris and Lewiston, at 8.13 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham aud Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
tysieeping Cars on all night trains.

ThurMon’n

Louis,

St

Aided Ideacock. M D
C Derricks, M D,
Ware, M D,

0" R,li aftCT M0n<l»y, Oct. 30, 1871,
tan innnnn..n..B
as follows:
Jggn'f&ffglTnliM will run
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris aud intermediate

SOUND

Physician City Hospital,

ctent to

NOW
READY
Official

A

Lesya each port every WednesdaviSaturdav

.or

s&w tf

42 1-2

Drake McDowell M. D
Late President Missouri Medical College.
K A. Clark, M D.,
Proi. Surgery, Medical Coll.go, and the late Resi-

O A

OF TRAINS.

SAMPSON, Agent.

33 Central Wharf Boston.

Steamship

College.

J.C. Whitehall, E.q.,
ot Medical archives.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

BALTIMORE.

BOH T O IN

macy.

Do not be deceived b.v “Old reliable office,” or
“'best routes” advertised by other parties, but ca'I
at Grand Trunk Offl ■« under Lancaster
Hafl, or at
the Depot and obtain prices, and see the
saving in
time and dis'ance. Baggage checked through and
Pullman Cars secuied Irom Portland to Chicago.
D. li. BLANCHAttD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOVVEKS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtfBangor, Me

q~q~q~q~q

E.

june-tf

Herbert Frimui. Proi.,
Proi. Practical Pharmacy, St Louis College of Phar-

Railway

•for NORFOLK and
——f Steamships:—

.1

WviLiam Lawrence.”
“Ccorye Appold.”
WHUam Kennedy.”
“McClellan
('apt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington by3
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the fa. Jc Penn.
Air Line to all points in
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama taut Georgia; anti over the Seaboard nnb
Roanoke R. R. to all points In North and South Carolina
bv the Halt. Jb Ohio It. It. to
and all
Washington
places West.
Through rate* given to Sonth and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare Including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk 812.30.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore *15, time 65
honrs
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information
apply to

PHILADELPHIA

dent

T

q q q q q q q q
WHITE

Tuesdays

Frank G. I’orler,
Obstetries and Diseases ot Women, College ol
1 te memoer Boai.l. 1 Realm.
L, 1'. II, BoiMliarerc
Prof. Ob-tetiics and Diseases ol
Woaieu, ,.t Louis
Meoical

GREAT WEST.

q'q q'q

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf;
Boston,
and Saturdays at 4i\ m.

end

Physicians, and

Or any other point in (he

ALTERATION

sp2i_Ponlaod,

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

Prof

CALIFORNIA,

WINTER

STEAMSHIP CO.
side-wheel 8. S. Emperor, W. E. Boole Com*
msndur, will leave Gslte Wh»r', Poitlsad, lor Yarmouth, N. S., svery Mon lav, at e p. m.. leave Tarmouth tor Portland every Thursday ar«p,m.,con
Pecting at Yarmouth wdn Steamer "M A. Slarr
and Davidson’s Line of Coaches, tor Halifax and all
intermediate ports.
Tickets lor sale in Portland on board of Steamer,
In Boston ac Boston and Maine, and Eastern
Depots
and on board ot Portland steamers.
JOHN PuRTEOUS, Agent,
Maine.

The A1

denominational papers
United States Marine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8, 1870.
James A. Jackson & Co— 1 have examined the
formula lor making the
Home Stomach Bittets
and used them in tnls hospital the last lour
months,
1 consider them the most valuaole tonic and s'iinulant now in use,
8. H. MELCHER.
Resident Physician in charge U. 8. Maiiim
Hospilal.
James A. Jackson & Co—Gentlemen:
As yon
have communicated to the med'eal proiession the
recipe ol the "Homo Bitters” it cannot, tbeieiore be
considered as a patent medicine, no patent
having
been taken lor it, AVehave examined the formula
lor making lhe“H..me Bitters,” and
unnesltstine'y
the
combination is one ot rare ea ce'leoce, all the
say
articles used in its composition aro the best of the
class to Which they belong, being highly ionic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightly 1 axative. The made ol preparing them is strictly in accordance wiih the rules or pharmacy. Having ustd
them, seen iiscflecls iu our private practice, we lave
pleasure in recommending them to a'l per-o. s desirous of taking Bi’ters as being the best Tonic an I
Stimulant now ottered *o the public.

-FOR-

dc7 14 21

MTl’RDAr,

Yarmouth & Boston

Every Family Should Have a Bottle.
No preparation in the world can produce so many
unqualllied endorsements bv physicians ol the very
highest siandine iu their proiession.
VS?- Endorsed also by the Clergy and the leading

Repurchasing ticketi via the

BRACKETT, Executrix.

the estate
MANUEL ENOS, late of Cape Elizabeth,
hi the county of Cumberland,
deceased, aud given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit tho same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS MITCHELL, Adin’r, of Portland.
Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 5th, 1871.
dc 7 14 21

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

3w

is

ment to

~HALL'S

w48

Boston via Rochester.

$5.00 SAVED

The Beat and Cheapest Pomps Hade.
for Cisterns and any depth of
Well up to 45 feet. Easily nrrran^d so as not to
•
reezp, and so simple m const ruction th.f any one
can put them up aud
keep tin m in repair

Whitney,

Scotia

Vcu Line oi Steamers

are

BENEFICIAL TO FEHALEI,
strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
civing tone and elasticity to llie whole system.
The
Home Bitter* ire compounded nilh the great, st
care, ant no Ionic siimnlanthas ever before been
ottered to the public so PLEASANT TO THE
TasTE and at the same time combining so many
remedial agents endorsed by the medical fraternity
as toe best known to the Pharmacopoeia.
It costs
but little to give them a fair trial, and

nov8-tf

Trunk

They

They ate particularly

Freight train

Grand

use.

Appetizer and Recupcrant, and iu cases ol
General Debility they have never in a single ins'anco .ailed in producing the most happy lesult*.

TIIOS. QUINBY, Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 6,1871.
nov6-tc

use.

nenaaii

R. STUBBS. A cm t.

_A.

Halifax,_Nova
WEEKLY

SERE

an

will leave Portland for Rochester and
ermedtate stations at 5 A. M.
Leave Rochester for Portland and intermediate stations at 1.00 P. M.
Arrangements have been made to carry Freights to
mid from all stations on the Eastern Railroad and
Boston & Maine Railroad, and their branches at rates
wilh the above roads.
Train leaving Rochester at 11.45 A.
M., will lie for
passengers only to Saco River; thence to Portland a
mixe 1 train.
Tnj 8.4u P. M. train from Rochester will be discontinued until further notice.

They are adapted

by all First-class Dealers
WHOLESALE ROOMS.
G.ILESjWALES & CO* 13 Maiden Lane, Kew Yoil^

dTT&S

Route to

I

PREVENTIVE
For Fryer and Ague. Intermittent*, Biliousness and
all disorders arising from malarious causes
Tl.ev
are highly recomm nded as an A
nti-Dy*pept!c,
and in cases ol « udigration are In valuable. As

Newfleld, ParThursdays and Sat-

neither Rust, Poison, or givo the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are rnrh superior to
Aietal or other wooden Pumps. Made by accurate
machinery, perfect in all their pans, raising a large
amount of water with a little labor; durable and
reliable, they are acknowledged, alter years of thorough trial

For Sale

no28

now

corresponding

Durable,

es

01

A

They

EBE
we

Most

Cheapest Pump
in

u.

Best in tho world. Ask your Jeweller to

more

urdays, returning alternale days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfield.

hereby given that the subscriber lias
NOTICE
been
himself the
duly appointed and taken upon
trust of Administrator of
of

American and Foreign Specie and Coupons,
IHY AND 8EIX
AGENTS

AND PRESCRIBED BA
ARE ENDORSED
leading Physicians than any other Tonic
Stima ant
in

daily.

Cucumber Wood

m.

«f«ry

is

Boston.

On and alter MONDAY, October
2d, the Steamer New England
Capt. B Field, and the Steamer
Drafts issued fo
and upwards.
'New Brunswick. Capr
It. pike
-’will leave Railroad Wharl, moi ol
For Freight, and Cabin or
Steerage
Passage,
pply
State street. every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at the
at 6 o’clock p. in. tor Eastport and St. John.
COMPANY’S OFFICE, 80 STATE ST.( BOSTON. |
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport o
the same days.
JAMES ALEXANDER, Ageat.
VT Connecting at Eastport wi’h
Steamer
tor St. Andrews and *atais anil with
B. di C. Railway lor Woodstock and Houlton
|
stations.
Connecting at St. John with the Steao cr EMPRESS tor Digby and Annapolis, thence by rail to
Winds.! and Ilalilai and with the E. & N. A
Railway for Shediac and intermediate nation,.
W Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’-

Stat's.

at
4
P. 71.
Mr Halifax dimaking close connection* with Ibe Nora Scott*
Railway, Mr Windsor. Truro New Glasgow nnd
P'ctoa. and with Allan’s Mail Steamers lor Queenstown a»:d Liverpool.
(Warning witnenv* uominbl Wnarr, iuiltii «▼.
•ry Tuesd*?, it 4 P M.
Cabin i>aa«a*e. with Stafc# Room.
f 7 00
For farther Inform* tlon
apply te L. BILLiNuS
▲tlaDtir Wharf, ot
_»hp13tt_JOHB FORTROUS, Agent,

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

in

Portland,

S8

TWO 2KIPSPEB WEEK.

of the New England

rect

and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
sonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays,

_jun!4dlyr__
TEB OELEBBATBD

John, Digby,

Th« favotlte Steamship CAR
LOTTA will lea**
Wharf

Liuungton, daily.

Dr. Jonrdain's Consulting' Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, Hass.

to

viz.:
To adopt a
To adopt a

OP THE

of Anatomy, Boston,
a new

of November A. D. 1871.

Notice.
the foregoing warrant I hereby
give notice that the first meeting of tho members and associate members of the above named corporation will be held in the hall in Mechanics’ Hall
Building on Congress street, in said Portland heretofore occupied by a voluntary association of the
same name as the foregoing corporation,
Friday evening, Dec. 29th, A. D. 1871, at 7 o’clock and thirty
minutes for the transaction of the following business,

Gallery

Mf.

LINE,

Leave Rochester for Portland at 7.40 A. M., on the
arrival of morning trains from Lako
Winnipiseogee
and Wakefield, and at 11.45 A. M., on arrival of the
Boston & Maine train, leaving Boston at 7.30 and of
the Eastern train, leaving Boston at. 8.40 A. M.
Way tiains leave Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 1.45 P.
M., for Morrill’s, Cumberland Mills, Saccarappa,
Gorham, Buxton Centre, Saco River, Hollis Centre,
G ntre
Waterboro’, South Waterboro’, Alfred,
Sitlngvale, East Lebanon, East Rochester, Rochester.
Levve Portland at 5.30 P. M., for Morrill’s, Cumberland Mitts, Saccarappa, Gorham, Buxton Centre
Saco River.
Leave Rochester at 7.40 A. M., and 11.45 A. M. for
Eas-iv Chester, East Ltb tnon,
Springvale, Alfred So
Waterboio’, Centre Walerboro’, Hollis Centre, Saco
River, Bnxton Centre, Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland Mil 8, Morrill’s, Portland.
Leave Saco River at 5.30 A. M. for Bnxton Centre
Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland Mills, Morrill’s
and Portland.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

I DRUGGISTS.

just published
edition of his lectures,
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the

official seal at Portland in

Notice.

the Senate and House
'{nJI':J!nnnn'hU.
resentatives
legislature assembled.

Parisian

and

Go

Fall Arrangements.

For

Union, Wakefield and Ossipee.

JOURDAIN,

PROPRIETOR

of Cumberland ss :
of the members of said Cor-

N pursuance

the Blood.'

50 CENTS,
L.C. Gilson. Emmons, ChapCo., John W. Perkins & Co,

Dr. R. J.

day

f

BY ALL

Wholesale Agents.
May G-dlv

WE
at said Portland for

one

s

Steamship

Windsor nnd Halifax

clock p.

On and after Monday, November, 13,
'■871. passenger trains leave Portland at
7.30 A. M., and 1.45 P. M. connecting at
Rochester with Boston & Maine Kailroad for Boston, via Dover and all intermodiato stati ns. With the Eastern Railroad for boston, via
at Falls. Portsmouth and all intermediate stations.
With the Dover and Winnipiseogee Railroad for Alton
Bay, amt intermediate stations. With Portsmouth,
G. eat Falls and Oonway Railroad for South
Milton,

positive cure for Dyspepsia, Constipation, Indigestion. Bilious Comp amts, and all diseases
having their or gin in an impure state
or the Blood.

PRICE
Sold by A. S Hinds.
man, W. F. Phillips &

To Edward JY. Fox, Esq., one of the Justices of the
Peace and of the Quorum within and for the County of Cumberland in the State of Maine:
the undersigned citizens of Portland in said
County, members of a corporation established

STATE OF MAINE, Co.

1Purifying

SOLD

NO. 67 EXCHANGE ST.

N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Macldnes
repaired, and
svery job warranted equal te any in New England.
HEWABE OF IMITATIONS!
nov21tf

f

Ituhbl“r. 2 1-2 inch.

For

JEREMIAH VOW, Agent,

Sewing Machine Repair Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)

can

1-2 Fore

Through

A

LAND,
GEO. H. ABBOTT,

Eastport, 1'nluin,

$S0 Grid.

$1*0 Gold.

».p-’o2is t c2

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

undersigned ig prepared to issue policies in
old, safe and reliable Office.

J. F.

ARRANGEMENT.

Portland, Nov. 6,1871.

pny

JOHNO. RICE,

Interrational

SUREN,

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowheean via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Watervfile and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
8CIT“The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor at 7.40 P. M., with through
trains with Pullman cars to St. John and all stations
ou E. & N. A. Railway same night.
Tlic night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.

ex<

charitable and benevolent purposes ou the 27th day of November, A. D. 1871, under the name of Bos worth Post Number Two, Department of Maine, Grand Army of the Republic,
pursuant to a warrant issued by you to John Yeaton,
of November, A.
Jr., of said Portland on the 6th
D. 1871, under the provisions of the 55th Chapter of
the Revised Statutes of said State,
Hereby request that you will issue your warrant to
some member of said corporation
directing him to
call the first meeting of said corporation.
Portland, Me., Nov. 29, 1871.

nodtf

RAILROAD.

except Mondays.

The
this

Single,
Return,

to all par

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
AMES, Iier 38, E. R., Now York.

J. F.
fl-dtf

CABIN.

$34 CURRENCY.
Passengers booked

connecting

justify

Labor Savina

following is a t rue copy of a Petition to be presented to the Legislature of the State of
Maims for
lie year 1872, to wit:

Hose

intends

8ECONI

through

now

on

The points therefore are, greater
sjiood, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when
employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger

Opportunity.

nearly new.

interesting and valuable work.

Invention.

FOIKDEltS.

162

structions

the 1st ot

advauce of rates but it will not be excessive
travagaut. It will be such as the public will

$133 3:>ld.
$250 Gold.

ussia.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSENGERS
From Liverpool, Glasgow,
Queenstown or D y to
Boston or New York,

Afternoon passenger trains for Augu3ta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 0 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsstou leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight <f night
previous from Boston. For Waterville and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 8.00 A. M.
rassenger trams win ne uue m rortiauci, irora
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.56 P. M., contrains to Boston. From
necting there with
Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. M.,
with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
via
at
1.00
A.
Bangor,
Augusta
M., every morning

orably.

Company

steerage.

au

If

tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
Halifax, St. .John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to »end their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

night except Mondays.

will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obafter all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
janl 1865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portland.

$3,783,877. It is estimated that
their losses by the Chicago fire will not exceed $1,200)000 which leaves the Company in a condition
tor meeting all future obligations promptly and hon-

The

novl5ecd3w

on

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

only

Street, which they

Steamship Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE!

Dec. 16.

$30.Currency.

FRIST CABIN.

*

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medieal adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble

$80 Gold.
$150 Gold.

Single,
Return,

On and after November 13th, current, the new line between Danville
md Cumberland will be open for use.
aud passenger and all other trains will
be run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Keunebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at l.uo P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

Maine

CABIN.

•Special Rates per Scotia

by

B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
Stamp for Circular.

!

May

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Conwray can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

DR. J.

a

SECOND

tVia 7.40 A. M.
IT Via 3.15 P. M.

and will bo

For further particulars Inquire of Ross A Sturdivant, 17!) Commercial street, or Cyrus Sturdivant,
General Agent.
no28td
Portland, Nov. 23d, 1871.

!

$100 Gold.
first CABIN.
$220 Gold. Single Tickets
$H) Gold
Return Tickets $150 Gold

Single,
Return,

♦Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

were

Sewing Machines.

of Administratrix of the estate
of
CHARLES BUSS, late of
Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased and rf,-™
bonds as the law directs. All pcrs,ms ’havin., de
mantis upon tlie estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment, to
LYDIA L. BLISS, Administratrix.
nov24-dlaw
Freeport, Nov. 21st, 1871.

Fire

World,” by George Alfred Townsend.

The most important improvement ever made

the subscriber has
£1Jcn',that
and taken upon herself the
? u«Jy appointed

good order and

October

Soul Charming.
T*
A
TJ.....
P..

The Hr. Hall Treadle

c3dwly

2 1-2

five hundred thousand dollars.
The assets ot the Hartford Company

Burlington, Cedar Baptds, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R. Bonds. 7 par centin Hold.
Northern 1>AC,FIC it. It. Bonds, 7 3-lOin
Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

A II nil Hi

strictly confidential

Single,
Return,

Stage* Connect
At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
Raymond, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter. IT
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgtou.1T
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

WINTER

ings.

V..»1

OGDENSBURG R. R.

CENTRAL

Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt
Decring, will make her Last Trip
for this season, leaving Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Friday Evening, Dec. 8th, at 10 o’clock, for
Maeliiasport, touching at Intermediate landings. Returning will leave Mac hi as port, Monday morning,
Dec. 11th, at 5 o’clock, touching at intermediate land-

BOSTON

CALABRIA

Noticed

TKIPOF THE SEASOS.

Inside Line to Mt. Desert and Machias.

FIRST CABIN

A M
p M.
7.40
Leave Portland,
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passeuger car
attached.

MAINE

1869-Utf_^BILLINGS, Ageut.

Steamers Dirigo mid Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Oalt’s Wliarf, Portland,
every MONDAY m.d THURS4
and
leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
at
P.
M.,
DAY,
By Wednesday Steamers, By Saturday Steamers"
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
(*Scotia& Russia excepted)
and
The
Franconia
are fitter! np with fine
I
Cabin
Dirigo
Carrying
and Steerage Passengers. J accommodations for passengers, making this the most
Carrying
!<■II♦ nnil ritlli fVirt-.tliTi* r/mtn fi
Irnrulnvu Wn
Only Cabin Psisscngers.

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

Portland, November 8,1871.

May 1,

u«

CUBA.Dec. 27.
ABYSINIA.Jan. 3.
ALGERIA.Jan. 10.

inaJ0

by

forwarded immediately.

13?ySSIA.Dec.
JAVA.I)©c. 20.

taken

YORK.
on Saturdays,
as follows:

m.^days,

.*!

usual.

Fieight

Special Steamboat

Uurrciiry
the Cunard Wharf, East I

Oo wi.owa:

J*f*!it£fSI??liMiintil

The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding its hravy
Chicago, comes out with its capftal uniinpared. and assets amounting to over one million

Agents Wanted

7b^E^^S.Tld-

by all Druggists everywhere.

be accoms^modated with first-class braid. l'e.ms 85 to #0
per week, according to roams. Address "Box 856,
Portland P. O.”

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
w'riting, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

on w

embark at

v

8%

AND LIVERP001

#* NEW

1

CCOlll III O' Ul UOIl.

losses at

City, State. County and United States Bonds.

&

SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

ITP“Passciigers

tFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

Com’y

this power (which all possess) at will. Divination,
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1:25, ill cloth:
paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only. $1,000
easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub..
moutbly
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wf

A very

BY

by J, L, SHAW & CO,

or
llnmilt.vn

dcc7-4w_L. P. CROWN
<11*1
Aw®?k' Be«t

c. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical aud Analytical Chemists.

__

Fascination

hv II Pr I'M.

till (FPU

-‘Eminent Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
A very attractive book sclliug rapidly. Also for
FOR
‘‘Old and New

parture health returns.

Second-hand

t ire Insurance

use

produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the. Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhcea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. Dropsy,
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their de-

good Gentlemen Boarders

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too
evacuations from the bladder, often accomjjanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

1.

SAIL

Htrrriigr.930,
Boston.

Tlio new and superior seagoing
steamers FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great expense with a large
number of beautiful Slate Rooms,
rr
ru„ TT~the season as follows :
Atlamic Wliarf, Portland, at 7 o’clock,
Wharf, Boston, every day, at 5 o’cloek,
•, wundaya exce pted.)
“

LAST

SIBERIA, Tuesday, Dec. 19.
TRIPOLI. Saturday, Dec. 23.
ALLEPPO, Saturday, Dec- 30.
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. G
SAMARIA., Saturday, Jan. 13.
£“W“
..SSO, Oold.

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

HARTFORD^

—

4(10

V

QUEENSTOWN

Alanchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. AL
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. Al., 3.30*, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30*, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The G.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. Al. train connects with the 3.00 P. AL Spriugileld Route and Sound
Steamers for Now York and the South. 3.301P.A1.
rain with the 9.00 P. Al. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
KiT’Freight trains between Portland and Boston

hereby

are

PSYCHOLOGIC

1

young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weakjind emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper aud on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

£3P*Send

To the Senate and House qf Representatives of the
State qf Maine:
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad

“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith
O’Gorman,
FOREscaped
Nun, whose disclosures
thrilling
aud

A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints,which
are always afflicting ami
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out tlie
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and set tle inti) troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they

Rare

GAMES A SPECIALTY.
E. G. SELCHOW <fc CO.,
Publishers,
37 John Street, New York.

Agents Wanted

$120,000,_ocICil.’iin

PREPARED

The

pub-

ever

Assets,

___U

P

FOR

1871.

BOSTON.

Jfiyh'K

LINE

DIRECT BKOJI

leave P. S. & P. It. R. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
AL, 3.30*, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
—“-*7.30, *8.30 A. AL, *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *0.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, G.15* A. AL, 3.45* P. M.

_

more

Address:

4w

day

JUST

to

,1aw__-U..A

A

All correspondence
returned if desired.

EDWARD W. FOX,
[L. S.]
Justice of the Peace and Quorum.

Published for 1872, Map of New England
States, (on Large Scale), Beautifully Colored in
Townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
other Maps, and with our U. S. and World Map $75
to $200 per month cleared with a
certainty. Send for
descriptive Circular, and secure Territory at once.
D. L; Guernsey, Publisher,
4w
Coucord, N. H.

$250,000

5‘p,y

Pa.

FOR

i those at

Unnllw

TO

F. CHASE,
S. & P. R. K.

Trains

PORTLAND &

«ui
wm

OLIVER.

MATL steamers

P.

Arrangement, Nov. 13,

___

H.

—OF—

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

This

ranted.

J. II. WICKES,
190 maiden lane, New York.

MEN WANTING BUSINESS

MASS.

to

frequent

Oil,!

town of

IN 8EASON.

Middle-Aged Men,

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

Company,

{Express.

Impure

dec9f4w

Yeaton, Jr.,
ration, Greeting:

Libby, SEXUAL SCIENCE

Exchange

(Includin

m

NEW
panion volume to Innocent* Abroad.
waste Uiine
books

To John

AGENTS WANTED FOR

#400,000

All

It is

canvassers.

given

€asli Capital,

aao

a

EMPLOYMENT.
few more Ageifts to sell the

engage
WEWorld Renowned
Improved BUCKEYE SEW-

S.

BOSTON,

F‘m SALE

N.

1871.

Insurance

FEW

4w
Y.

00

Manufacturers’

A

for Ten Dollars.
R. I. Wolcott,

226,500

BOSTON, October l'Jth, 1NJT.

DR. J.

easily

This

AGENTS,
Oct 17

SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty Cents,

(y

ANTIDOTE

SEEK FOR SOME

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is suro to follow : do not wait for unsightlv Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss or Beauty
and Complexion.

octUtf

adjustment (witli-

Coffin &

IVo. 42

Send

5506.

30.515 00

York, October,

a pure black tea
the Green Tea. Flavor.
Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale everywhere in our ‘‘trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
for Thea Nectar Ciroular.
no22-4w

'with

03

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of eyes ami hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
N. Y.
4w

Losses (if all is gone,)

flow,

A

ready for

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer yeaiB,

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

MARK TWAINS
Book is

system

How Many Thousands Can Testify
By Unhappy experience!

BOOK AGENTS.”

“TO

generally

“CUNARD

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

prepared under this undoubted security to take good business. There will be an

THEA-NECTAR

Respectfully,
RUD. GARRIGUE, President.
JOHN EDV. KAHL, Vice-President.
HUGO SCHUMANN, Secretary.

trust

SARGENT,

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

The

by Bonds and Mort417,400 00
Temporary Loaus against Collateral Security,
11,000 00
Stocks owned (principally U. S. 520),
557,600 00
Interest Accined,
9.493 33
Bills Receivable,
3,50113
Uncollected Pi etniums,
3,085 45
Other Property—Miscellaneous
Items,
13,92125
$1,135,332

Historiof BibBound

In English and German.
Canvassing Books. Free to Book Agents. Address
Horace King, Publisher, Thompsonville, Conn. (New
England Office for Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia, and
Hand Atlas of the World.
no22
4w

53,83184

of

4w

Illustrations.

Over 300

♦Pullman sleeping ear express train,
t Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

Winter

Cann„

WilMrave ilie Wettsideof Portland Pier, daily toi
I'paliM* lulmuf at 8.45 A M. and 3.15 P M.
Rerurniiii: pi' leave Pcalm’lalnud 0 19 AM,
stud 3 45 P M,
KJ^Prlvate parties can be accommodated by app’vit g to the Captain on board,
I’are down and Lac* 25 cents, cbildren half pr‘ce.
ie23dtt
Portland,June 23, 1871.

5.20 P. M.

preparatory

A.

C APT.

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., *8.30 A.
M., 112.15 P. M., *3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. AL, returning at

no9tf_Supt.

FOR

KXPIIKMM.

Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Suiilays exeepted) at *1.10 A. Nl. 16.15 A.
-““AL, §9.10 A. M., *3.30 P. M., t3.45 P.

___

4w

lical

Loans secured
gage,

Sold

WHEELOCK &
no30

fur-

THE HOME BIBLE.

COMPA-

53,879

course

carriage

Write for Price

no22

complete.

Transmission,

PRICK 91.00 PER BOTTLE.
for

Gun materials of every kind.
RIFIiES,

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Boston,

The Symptoms of Dyspepsia
Loss of Appetite, Wind,

beyond

Beal Estate,

Hundred.

Stamping

Samples free.

List, to Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
Army Guns and Revolvers bought or traded for.

band and in Bank,
$12,120 11
Cash in bands of Agents and in course of

net

for Braiding
GF§r“Machine Stitching and
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

studies lit him for all the duties he must
rulnl; yet the country is Hooded with i>oor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best sypbilographers, that the study and management of these
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would bo competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
naving neither opportunity nor time to make bimse’it acquainted with tlieir pathology, commonly purof treatment, in most cases making
sues one
an indiscriminate use of that autiqualod and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Mini inborn

■

Li

STEAMERS.

OTBUIKH

Commencing Jlomlay, Nov’r 13th, 1871*

no30d3w_J.

SIIOT-GUNfS, REVOLVERS

figures:

n.

new

LEE & SHEPARI),

A MONTH.—Horse and
nished: Expenses paid:
no22
SHAW, Alfred, Me.

oil

New

mighty

If you have already a Sewing Machine, call and see
“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french Told, with'the
utmost ease aud exactness.
A full assortment of Needlos, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
machines sold on monthly Instalments.

4w

fife Q O K
H. B.

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

new

8 O’CLOCK.

no22

ASSETS.

Loss In

F. H. PEASE,

Dec 12-d& wlw

14

NlatnucDt .1 r.ntliiion of the Company,
October I.l, 1S7I.

cut

“Merry

“Happy

bly

tleman. Sold by Drugghts^v.
•ad Dealers In PERFUMER

IfATH’L F. />BERING, Agent,
PORTLAND, DIB.

BOOK!

ha* the delicate aud refreshing
of Senulne Farina
Cologne Water, and Is
to

r~""—-^Indispensable

liialiilifies,

CRYSTAL,

BY

“The best

Per

\It

-y

NIES IN THE LAND.

Chicago

a

Kittery,'

AND AMONG THE VERY STRONGEST

“Fresh, bright and attractive.”

Price .35 ;

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an
entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family Hintory.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street, Boston, Hass.
nov22-4wf

TO PROPERTY OWNERS:
Inquiries concerning the standing of Insur-

j

a«

Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady
Friend.
With a “singer” in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a
Christmas”
and a
New Year”, each day or which shall
add a new voice to the already
chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of ‘‘The Singer”
of which you will find a full assortment at

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested exj>erience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose

that

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

AGENTS

Pictorial Family Kegister

Co.,

$1,135,332

Losses in

jt

a

Capital
$500,000
Assets October 1, ’71,

Cash

doubt, that you will not pronounce for all purposes the very best Family Sewing machine
extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamed and
a

nov24-4w

Cash

OGDEW,
„c

Box 5043.

NEW YORK, October 11,1671.

Here

IN

long wanted novelty in the subscription
hue which will sell at sight in every family. The
HAVE

Broadway.

Insurance

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
as to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of

Psuk’K Island

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., *10.40 A.
M.. t2.35 P. M., t5.30 P. AL, *10.00 P. AL

SECOND STAGE OF

a club form will
directions—makand remunerative to

For Peaks’ Island.

the

Caution to the Public.

ELECTRIC

Clubs.

up

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

cess.

PRICES

it, containing full

BOOK

GERMANIA

Song,

moat nnrmlar finrwlnu Cnlmnl

re-

New Price List and

a

P. O.

#1.430,000

Nearly 400 pages of new music, for Singing Schools,
Choirs, Conventions ami the Home Circle. Selling rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.’*
Price *1.50; 913.50 Per Dozen.

easily

so

large saving to consumers
club organizers.
THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA CO.,
31 & 33 Vesey Street, New York.

after the C hieago Fire.

Oflicu No. 175

CROWN:

The Silver

ing

ORDAISTS!

Statement

our

SEND
accompany

__

SliLDGES’ & FOSTER’S

SACRED

be

STEAMERS.

M

and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of Ids long-standing and well-earned reputation?
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

Consumers

to

By Getting

Assets,

UNEQUALLED CHURCH MUSIC BOOK,

OF

Saving

for

A

....

Season.

can

RAILROADS.

or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing A Cure in all Cases, whether of

long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs of disease from the system, and making a

REDUCTION OF DUTIES.

Great

(Old Instruments taken id exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,
Bookit, Folios, Wrappers. Also a line
lot of Violins, Banjos, Brums, Ouitars,
Cornets, Concertinas, Strings, Music Boxes, Piano Stools. All can be obtained at
HAWES & CRAGLN’S Music Store,
77 Middle Street.
GSPMusic sent by mail.
dcl2eod-6m

....

THE

of Exchange St.

IBURDETT Sc WOOD’S

50
50
50

...

this

prices.

GERMANIA

Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,.100. 88
90
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. Bonds, gold, 88 ...’ 1 90
Portland & Rochester R. R. Bonds, 7’s,... 93$_94r
Portland & Rochester R. R. Stock,....... 30
3o*
Portland & Forest Av. R. R.,.. 100.45
50

Sold

in

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

in

....

you

TTTTOlVr
U JL JLV/JJl

REDUCTION

....

200,000 Copies

reduction

same

A

10J@

88

you Cough when

Elizabeth T. Root.
^on’t let worthless arti• cles be palmed oft on you,
be sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3in
Portland, Me.

Shirts,

Companies, alter the great (ire at Chicago, are pouring in from all sides.
We can only answer for ourselves, that the

60
52
58
50

COUGH!

COUGH!

ance

....

Bonds,100.

Flannel

CONSISTING OF

60

Gold,.109$_110

R.R.

large assortment of

@ none
@ none
10 @
101

Government 6’s, 1881,.117_1171
Government 5-20’s, 1862,.110
HOA
Government 5-20’s, 1864,.1104_llo|
Government 5-20’s, 1865,.Ill_im
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.113$_114
G wernment 5-20’s, July, 1867,.115
115$
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.115
115$
Government 10-40’s,.109_109$
State of Maine Bonds,. 99
loo
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 96$_97$
Portland City, aid of R. R.,. 95_ 96
Bath City Bonds,. 90_ 91
92
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 91
Calais City Bonds,.
92
94
Cumberland National Bank,.... 40. 59 _60
Canal National Bank,.100.129
130
First National Bank,.100.129
130
Casco National Bank.100.129
130
Merchants’ National Bank,_ 75. 93
95
National Traders’ Bank,.100.129
130
Second National Bank,.100.114_115
Portland Company,.100. 55
GO
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 58
60
Ocean Insurance
.100.
95
100
Company,...
Atlantic & St. Lawrence it. R.,.50_55
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,.
gg_90
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100. 30
35
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7’s,.98_100

F’rm’gton

will

4w

Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets?
They are assure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,

Musical Merchandise,

14

Portland Daily Prrm .Stock Lifit.
For the week ending Dec. 13,1871.
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67
Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Descriptions.

Leeds &

Why

Circular.

Send for

TO CONFORM TO

12I
12*

Varnish.
75 @ 2
21 Coach.2 25 (eg 5
Furniture.1 50 (eg 2
Wool.
Fleece washed 52 @
101 do. unwashd 42 (a;
12 Pulled.
53 @
13$ Pelts, Lambs, 1 20 (eg 1

@
12$(fg

$7,10,12.

TIaa fl/lOw.

6

@
(eg

a

1•>*

10J Damar,.1

8$ <g
20 £g
22 (eg

COUGH!

DURANS,

@
Demarara.. Ili a) 1241
@
Tcuh.
@
Souchong,.... 40 (2) 55
@
55 uo 70
Oolong,
@
Oolong, choice 75 @ 1 00
Shorts,.
@35 00 Japan,. 70 UO 85
Gunpowder.
Japan, choice 1 00 @ 115
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5 00
Tin.
Shipping,.... 4 50 @ 5 00 Banca, cash,
@ none
Hay.
Straits, cash,. 43 @ 44
Pressed,|>ton28 00 @ 30 00 Englisli,. 42 @ 43
Loose,.30 00 @31 00 Char. I. C... .10 50 @ 11 00
Straw,.13 00 @ 17 00 Char. I. X... .13 25 @ 13 50
Iron.
Antimony,... 16 @ 18
41
Common,....
4@
Tobacco.
j&euneu,.
n Fives and Tens,
tf (eg
Best Brands 65 @
Swedish,.
75
6 Caj
Norway,.
6$ Medium,.... 60 (a> 65
Cast Steel,....
19 @ 21
Common,... 55 (a) 60
German Steel 14 @ 15 Half ibs. best
Eng.Blis Steel 16 (a) 20
75 @
80
brands,
7 (j& 11 Nat’l Leaf, lbs 55 @
Spring Steel..
75
Sheet Iron,
Navy ibs. 65 @ 75

English,....

Dollar per Bottle.

Hoarseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From the great number of Testimonials as to the
efficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is
selected.
47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14,1871.
“For the last ten
I have been a great sufferer
years
from frequent attacks
of Acute Bronchitis, and have
never found anything to relieve me from these attacks
until I tried Dr. Wells' Carbolic. Tablets."

Selling

@ none
10 @ ll
91a'
91

Centrifugal,
Refining,...

Price One

Rooms,

No. 172 Cumberland Street,
lie cau be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
horn's daily, and from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Hr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
connection
impure

331 CONGRESS STREET.

JURUBEBA
confidently recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic
temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
is

Business Suits

and

10

12(a)

Mus. Gro...
Hav. Brown
Nos. 12 & 16

going complaints

Cardigans, Under-Shirts, Drawers,

9J

Syrups. 40 @
Eagle Sugaj Refinery:

@450
@ 14
@ 5 50

offered to the public as a great invigorator and remedy for ail impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

lieved by using

And

14

11|@

C.—
B.

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba
is

$15,17,18, 20 to 25.
Working Snits, $10,12,14 to 20.
Boys’ Sifits, $4, 6, 8,10 to 15.

none

126@

Coffee A,.
Extra C,.
C,.

tants.

8 50, 10;

Medical

Private

WHERE

justly celebrated Singer Sewing machine

their Concomi-

CELEBRATED

Sug«r.‘

10J

Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

Blue Chinchilla Reefers, (very fine, fast colors) a few on hand.

75 (So
25 (a) 1 35
25(2)
‘>8
°
Starch.
o (S)
Pearl.
111
3

20
w

$6 50,

Former prices

18 00
17 50
15 50

Granulated,..

Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses,
Tumors,

Blue Moscow Beaver Reefers, $12 to 14;
Former price $14 to 16.

Mace,.1
Nutmegs,_1
Pepper,.

30
55
3 50
60
11

@
@

tines, Urinary, Uterine,

down.

Bine and Gray Reefers

SEWING MACHINE.

1118

perfect

Spleen,Enlargement
or Abdominal Organs,
ora want of Blood, Intermittent or
Poverty
Remittent,

S3.

Moscow Beaver Overcoats $15 to $24.
Former price $16 to $25.
Blue Chinchilla Overcoats, $15 and 18;
Former price $16 to 20.
Blue Beaver Overcoats, $11 50;
Former price $12 50.
Drab
and
Blue
Beaver Overcoats,
Gray,
Former price $7 to 12
$6 to 10;
Boy’s Overcoats, $4, 7 to 15, all marked

Turk's Is.

lb,

to

CAN BE FOUND AT

IMPROVED

It is not a physic—It is not what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American
plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and UNEQUALED PURIFIER OF THE BLOOD and i8 a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver aud
or Obstruction of Intes-

Overcoats and Reefers marked

our

DR. J. B. RUSHES

JURUBEBA!

Prices!

tlie

Down from SI

(ffi 3 75
hhd.(8bus),.
St. Martin,..
@none
Lisbon, in bd. 1 50 (a) 1 75
@ 14 00 Cadiz,duty i*l
(a) 3 00
@ 11 00 Cadiz,in bond
(a) 2 uo
@ 8 00 Liverpool,duty
@ 17 00 paid,.
(5) 3 00
@ 11 00 Liv. in bond,.
@ 2 00
Large No. 3 7 00 @ 8 00 Gr’nd butter, 25 (a)
Medium,... 6 50 @ 7 50 Spracuse,- 3 00 @
Clam Bait,....5 00 @6 00
Soap.
Flour.
Ex St’ra Ref’d
(So
9
Superfine,.... 6 00 @ 6 50 Family,.
(a)
8
®
Spring x,- 7 00 @ 7 50 No. 1,.
i
xx,... 8 50 @ 9 50 Chem. Olive,.
u6 loi
Mich.Winter, 8 25 @8 75 Crane’s,.
(a) 13
xx8 50 @9 50 Soda,.
uo
13
Illinois x. 7 50 @ 8 00
Spices.
xx,- 8 50 @ 9 50 Cassia, pure,.
48(2) 54
St. Louis x,.. 9 50 @ 10 00 Cloves,.
18 o’ ‘>0
**
xx, 10 00 @ 10 75 Ginger,.
17 @ 20
Fruit.
Almonds—Jordan
Soft Shell,..
Shelled,.... 40
Pea Nuts,.... 2 25
Citron,. 55

and

at
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MEDICAL.

Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. nov24 4w

have decided to offer them at
such low prices as to insure their
sale.
We always do as we advertise and
those who favor
us with a cull we guarantee will
not go away dissatis,1,
n
i*ave bc™ sellrng cheap all the fall, but
sltall
sell
elieai>er during the present mouth for we do
not want an Overcoat or lteefer
left on our counters.

00
00
00
00

Salt.

@ 4 50
@ 30
@ 28

°

OF

1K

@ 4 50 Hams,.
Kicc.
@ 3 00
& 4 00 Rice, 4> lb,..
7*@
Malcrn ua.
@ 2 23
@ 2 10 Saleratus, 4>lb, 7 @

3 00
25
20

By January 1st,

Eggs, ip doz., 31 @ 32
Potatoes,$>bu 45 @ 55
7 Onions. 2 50 (eg 2 75

6@
2j@

Camwood,....

14 fa)

our

Overcoats,Keefers, Dress & Business Suits
For men nnd Boy.'
Wear,

8
faint*.
37 Port. Lead,.. 10 75 @
83 Pure Gr’d do 11 00 @ 11 50
45 Pure Hry do 11 00 @
1 50 Am. Zinc_ 12 00 @ 13 00
Rochelle Yell
6 @
18 Eng.Veil.Red
3 @
3$
30 lted Lead,...
11 @
12
11 @
12
Litharge,—
1 50
Plaster.
4$ Soft, ^ ton,..
@2 75
20 Hard..
@250
blk
Ground-in
5$
@ 5 50
12$ Ground-in bis
@ 7 00
brls
Calcine.!,
@ 2 25
45
Produce.
41 Beef Side,{>lb 10 @ 12
27 Veal.
10 @ 12
Mutton,. 10 @ 12
8@ 14
Chickens,....

Dyowooils.
3 @
Barwood,5 @
Brazil Wood,.

Colds aud Hoarseness.

present the Acid in combination
other efficient remedies, in a popular
the
of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases. HOARSENESS and U LCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are
being sent to the proprietor of relief
constantly
in cases
of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.
Caution.

Clothing!

CONSISTING

...

VeVlow Eyes.,

of

Winter

Pul.Heavy,. 30 ® 32
Slaughter,.. 40 to; 43
«> @
® 3 00
ftini 75
Marrow,pou.
120 @ 110
# ^ Am Calt>
lime.
TM.^Pod" ..2 50 @275
c'sk 1 25
1 30

Coughs,

A GREAT OFFER! THESE with
TABLETS
We
sell all
lorm, for
Cure
want to

York,

29 @
ht.
Mkl. Weight 30®

,

JJ

Pearl, ■{> lb,...

Efcor
10

lfpo,

MISCELLANEOUS.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

1 7 0!

Portland Wholcnale Price* furronh
13.
Corrected for the Press to Dec.
&
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MISCELLANEOUS.
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WILDEBj

Middle St.. UpStalrf.

Found.
\N Free Street a Pocket Bock
i
"
containing a turn
P( man«j. The owner can have the Same hr7
a, iplyiug at Press Ofllce and paying

",

charge*.

*ov2ltl
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